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IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN CAMPAIGN RULES

Ironclad’s Rulebook provides players with the nec-
essary rules to play through a Single Scenario. 

The following Rules, will allow players to enjoy the 
game’s full Campaign.

CAMPAIGN RULES

HEROES

RECRUITMENT COST

The Ironclad is a battleship of mercenaries. As such, 
Heroes require payment if they are to offer their ser-
vices. The Recruitment cost is shown on each Hero’s 
card. At the start of each Scenario, players select 
Heroes from their available Hero roster to “hire”, 
but in order to do so, the Recruitment cost must 
be paid. This means that players must manage their 
finances and spend wisely in order to save enough 
Credits from each Scenario’s reward to recruit He-
roes for the next Scenario. Also, when a Hero is 
promoted, their Recruitment cost is increased (see 
next: Promoting Heroes).

PROMOTING HEROES

During their adventures, Heroes gain valuable ex-
perience, which entitles them to a promotion. 
Promotions can be received as rewards for fulfill-
ing Milestones (see below). Players may only pro-
mote Heroes that have participated in the current 
Scenario (Players can keep track of these details 
on the Hero Roster found on the Campaign Log). A 
promotion bestows a Hero with a considerable Skill 
increase and their Special Ability usually becomes 
stronger as well. Promotions don’t come cheap 
though, since a Promoted Hero now has a higher 
Recruitment cost. Hero cards are double-sided, so 
when a Hero is promoted, flip their card to their Pro-
moted side in order to see their new upgraded Skills 
and characteristics. You can recognize a promoted 
Hero from their red nameplate (see below). NOTE: 
each Hero can only be promoted once per Campaign 
and the promotion is permanent.

ENFORCERS
Some Heroes are affiliated with one of the five Fac-
tions. This affiliation is illustrated by a symbol on 
each Faction Hero card. A Faction Hero joins the 
roster of available Heroes if players have achieved 
a specific reputation level with that Faction. Until 
then, these Heroes are unavailable for hire. Typical-
ly, the first Hero joins when players achieve Friendly 
status with that Faction and the second Hero once 
players achieve Ally status.

However, when players choose a course of action 
that will bring them to Hostile or Enemy status with 
a specific Faction, the Heroes affiliated with that 
Faction will become enemies to the players or En-
forcers for their Faction. Enforcer characters have a 
separate card with different attributes and Abilities 
than their Hero card counterpart. Players will either 
face Enforcers in Space Combat (using the Enforc-
er’s ship attributes) or in Operations (using their 
Combat Strength). Please note that when an Enforc-
er is defeated, they typically don’t perish, unless 
specifically specified in the Scenario. Instead, they 
live to fight another day and to potentially reappear 
later in the Campaign.

VILLAINS
Along their journey, players will make valuable allies 
and sworn enemies among the five Factions in Iron-
clad. These Factions are ruled, governed, and man-
aged by powerful figures with diverse backgrounds 
(political, militaristic etc.). If players systematically 
foil a Faction’s plans, they shouldn’t be surprised if 
they find themselves on the receiving end of these 
powerful individuals’ wrath. A Villain’s card, simi-
lar to an Enforcer’s card, has the Villain’s Abilities 
and attributes, as well as a Global Ability which is 
in effect for the Scenario in which the Villain is ac-
tive and indicated by a “G”. If a Villain is active in 
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a particular Scenario, players are advised to keep 
their card handy, as a reminder of who they will be 
facing in the Scenario’s climax, as well as the Global 
Ability effect that will need to be resolved. Players 
will face Villains in either Space Combat (using the 
Villain’s ship attributes) or in Operations (using their 
Combat Strength). In a similar fashion as with En-
forcers, when a Villain is defeated they don’t perish 
unless specifically specified in the Scenario.

GEAR
Gear is either bought from a Trader, looted in Space 

Combat, or received as a Reward from 
events or objectives. Gear tokens are 
placed face down and shuffled to form 
a loot pile. When Gear is gained or 

purchased, players randomly draw 1 from the pile. 
These items are persistent and can be assigned to a 
Hero to bolster the final result of a Roll where Skills 
are involved. Players add the Gear’s rating to their 
Roll as a positive modifier. There is a limit to the 
number of Gear per Ship Section. Each Basic Section 
can have 1 piece of Gear equipped to one of its as-
signed Heroes. 

The Upgraded Sections may have 2 pieces of Gear 
equipped to 2 of their assigned Heroes. Gear may be 
switched between Sections at the start and end of a 
Scenario or when docked on a Planet/Space Station. 
Players may replace an equipped Gear with a new 
one, but if the limit of Gear in a Section has been 
reached, then the previous Gear is discarded (and 
its token placed in the loot pile).
Gear tokens may include lesser Modules for the Iron-
clad (non-upgradeable). These may be equipped af-
ter the Scenario in which they have been acquired. 
Players may equip the Ironclad with up to 2 Modules 
(more on Modules, later).

UPGRADING

IRONCLAD’S SYSTEMS
During the Campaign, the game’s difficulty will scale 
at a steady pace. Players will have to adapt and pre-
pare for tougher opponents and events. They will 
have the opportunity to upgrade the Ironclad’s Sys-
tems by paying a considerable cost in Credits and/
or resources. Upgrading a System will improve the 
effects of its Orders. For example, upgrading the 
Weapons System will improve the damage dealt by 
some of Ironclad’s weapons. Spending Credits on Up-
grades is considered vital for the Ironclad’s survival.

SYSTEM MODULES
The Ironclad features 2 Module Slots where players 
may attach available Modules. Attaching a Module 
is allowed only at the beginning of a Scenario and 

is permanent until the end of the Scenario, similar 
to hiring Heroes. Some Modules may be upgraded 
in a similar fashion to Systems and Fighters/Mechs. 
Modules serve as customizable upgrades for the 
Ironclad, providing players with a bonus on particu-
lar rolls - they could reinforce the Ironclad’s Hull or 
add a Radiation Shield (reducing Cosmic Condition 
Damage). They upgrade Actions like the Rest Action 
by allowing players to Rest up to 3 Heroes per Rest 
Action (instead of 2) or they unlock new Action types 
(as long as they are equipped) like Heal (with the 
Medical Bay) or Repair (with the Repair Bay). Mod-
ules can be found as loot or gained as a reward. 
NOTE: There is a Module Reference table on the last 
page of the rulebook.

INTEL CARDS

Following is a detailed explanation of the Intel cards:

• ALIEN INFESTATION  (Operation – mandatory): To 
pass this event, players roll the d6 and get a result 
greater or equal to the printed difficulty (according 
to the Scenario’s Threat level). In order to do that, 
players first select which Skill they will use, in this 
case either Combat or Operate. Then, they select 
and Exhaust up to 3 Heroes, adding the selected 
Skill to the die Roll. If equal or higher, the Players 
are victorious and resolve the Victory condition. If 
not, they suffer the Defeat condition.

• ANCIENT RELIC (Encounter – optional): Players 
may choose to decipher the Ancient Relic to fully 
understand its meaning. Players Exhaust a Special-
ist and add their Operate Skill as a modifier to the 
result of a d6 roll and then consult the table on the 
Intel card for the result.

• ASTEROID FIELD (Encounter – mandatory): You may 
choose to spend an Action (if available) and cancel 
this Event. Players may attempt to evade the Aster-
oid Field by Exhausting a Pilot and adding their Pilot-
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ing Skill to the result of a d6 Roll and then consult the 
table on the Intel card for the result.

• BAD INTEL (Operation – mandatory): Players lose 
their next 2 Actions. To mitigate the negative ef-
fect, players may Exhaust an Agent to lose 1 Action 
instead of 2.

• CROSSFIRE (Encounter – mandatory): Players have 
to talk their way out of a lethal crossfire. Players 
may Exhaust a Diplomat to add their Diplomacy Skill 
to the d6 roll and then consult the table on the Intel 
card for the result.

• DERELICT SHIP (Operation – optional): If the play-
ers choose to resolve it, they must first approach 
the derelict ship by Exhausting a Pilot. Then, play-
ers may Exhaust Engineers and Specialists to gain 1 
Salvage per Engineer and 1 Gear per 2 Specialists 
Exhausted.

• DISTRESS BEACON (Encounter – optional): Players 
may choose to ignore the distress signal. If not, they 
roll the d6 and consult the table on the Intel card for 
the result. If the result is “Ambushed”, players are 
under surprise attack and suffer Damage equal to the 
Scenario’s Threat level. If the result is “Rescue Civil-
ians”, players may Exhaust 2 Heroes with either the 
Combat or Stealth Skill to gain 1 Gear and 1 Salvage. 
Finally, if the result is “Recruit Survivor”, players may 
Exhaust a Hero with the Leadership or Diplomacy Skill 
to gain 1 Crew.

• ENEMY OUTPOST (Encounter – mandatory): Play-
ers may choose to skip this event, but they incur a 
loss of 2 Morale points. Players encounter an enemy 
outpost which they must engage in Space Combat. 
This is treated as a regular Space Combat (2 Phases). 
Players have to destroy the enemy outpost, which 
has “Hull Points”, a difficulty number to hit, and is 
equipped with Shields (as printed on the Intel card). 
If the players are victorious, they gain the rewards.

• FRIENDLY OUTPOST (Encounter – optional): Play-
ers encounter a friendly outpost willing to offer some 
of its services to the Ironclad and her crew. Players 
roll the d6 and consult the table below for the result.  
Optionally, players may Exhaust a Hero, adding their 
Diplomacy Skill as a modifier to the Roll.

• INFILTRATED (Operation – mandatory): This event 
is resolved in a similar manner as the Alien Infesta-
tion Event (see above).

• MUTINY (Operation – mandatory): When Morale 
drops to 1, players have to resolve the Mutiny Intel 
card right after resolving their current Action but 
before taking their next Action. This Event is only 
resolved the first time Morale reaches 1 during a 

Scenario. Reaching a Morale of 1 again won’t trigger 
an additional Mutiny, as it is resolved only once per 
Scenario. This Event is resolved in a similar fashion 
to the Alien Infestation Event.

• PROBE (Encounter – optional): Players may choose 
to uncover what secrets the probe might hold. Ex-
haust an Engineer to add their Engineering Skill as a 
modifier to the result of a d6 roll and then consult 
the table on the Intel card for the result.

• RICH ASTEROID (Operation - Optional): If the play-
ers choose to resolve it, they must first approach 
the asteroid by Exhausting a Pilot. Then players may 
Exhaust Engineers and Specialists to gain 2 Credit 
for each Engineer and Specialist Exhausted.

• SABOTAGE (Event – mandatory): The Ironclad re-
ceives Damage equal to the Scenario’s Threat level 
(4, 5 or 6 d6 Rolls to determine). Players may ignore 
1 Damage suffered this way for each Engineer and/
or Specialist Exhausted.

• SICKNESS (Event - mandatory): Players roll the 
d6 and consult the table for the result. Players may 
also exhaust a Captain to add his Leadership to the 
die roll. If the Ironclad has the Medical Bay Module 
equipped, players ignore the loss of 1 Crew (loss can 
be reduced to 0).

• SIGNATURES DETECTED (Encounter – mandatory): 
Players may choose to skip this event, but if they 
do, they incur a loss of 2 Morale points. Each Scenar-
io features Encounter Tables for each of the Factions 
that are involved. Players will roll the d6 and con-
sult the table of the Faction with which they have 
the worst reputation. For example: In a Scenario 
where the active Factions are the Gaia Nova Federa-
tion and the Cartel, and the players have higher rep-
utation with the Cartel (friendly terms), they roll for 
a hostile Encounter and face the Federation’s ships.

• SPACE DEMENTIA (Event – mandatory): This event 
is resolved in a similar manner as the Sickness Event 
(see above).

• SPACE LEECHES (Operation – mandatory): This 
event is resolved in a similar manner as the Alien 
Infestation Event (see above).

• SYSTEM FAILURE (Operation – mandatory): This 
event is resolved in a similar manner as the Alien 
Infestation Operation (see above).

• TRADING OUTPOST (Encounter – optional): Play-
ers may trade normally. Players may Haggle by Ex-
hausting a Hero with Diplomacy to reduce an item’s 
cost by 1 Credit.
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CAMPAIGN
Ironclad features a main Campaign of ten Scenarios 
separated into two Acts. Both Acts are 5 Scenarios 
long. Players will follow the path dictated by their 
choices, playing the two end-game Scenarios of the 
Faction they supported through the first ten Scenarios.

THREAT LEVEL
Each Scenario has an individual Threat level. As 
players progress through the Ironclad’s Campaign, 
the Threat Level (difficulty) will increase to provide 
a sense of escalation. Scenarios 1-3 are green (easy) 
Threat level, Scenarios 4-7 are yellow (hard) Threat 
level, and Scenarios 8-12 (11 and 12 are end-game 
Scenarios) are red (very hard) Threat level.

DIFFICULTY MODES
Ironclad has 3 difficulty modes, Easy, Normal and Hard. 
The Normal mode is the default difficulty.
Easy mode: Only the rule of 6 applies. A natural
roll of 6 is an automatic success and a natural 1 isn’t
an automatic failure. Additionally, Yellow threat 
scenarios are considered Green and Red threat Sce-
narios are considered Yellow when determining the 
difficulty of Operations, Events and Encounters.
Hard mode: Only the rule of 1 applies. A natural roll 
of 6 isn’t an automatic success, but a natural roll of 
1 is an automatic failure. Additionally, Green threat 
scenarios are considered Yellow and Yellow threat 
Scenarios are considered Red when determining the 
difficulty of Operations, Events and Encounters.

SCENARIO MILESTONES
Each Scenario has three Achievements that, when their 
conditions are met, will grant players with a Promotion 
for each Milestone achieved. Typically, the first Mile-
stone is to accomplish the main objective of the current 
Scenario in faster or equal time than the turn limit, the 
second is usually to find and accomplish the side mis-
sion, and the third can offer a variety of tasks to the 
players. For example: The Scenario’s third milestone 
could require revealing a certain amount of the Intel 
tokens. These milestones will require players to push 
themselves to the limit, especially if they intend to com-
plete all three of a Scenario’s Achievements. Given their 
importance, (each one provides 1 promotion) players 
should strive to achieve as many Milestones as possible.

the choice
Throughout the Campaign, players will be present-
ed with a difficult choice to side with one Faction 
over another. This choice is one that will have impact 

throughout the Campaign. In the first scenario, play-
ers will have to choose whether they will work for the 
Federation or the Cartel. This will dictate which pas-
sages will be read as well as what kinds of enemies 
will be encountered along the way. For example, if 
the players decide to help the Federation, they will 
use the Cartel table for their hostile Encounters.

DURING THE SCENARIO
The player tasked with reading the passages and fol-
lowing the Scenario’s progress, will read color-coded 
passages, according to the choice the players made. 
Each Scenario has a summary of Events, which serve as 
a reminder of the scripted events found in the current 
Scenario that will contain many surprises, which will 
give players a sense of exploration. The Faction-specif-
ic events and choices are shown inside colored rectan-
gles featuring that Faction’s Symbol and color.

ENDING THE SCENARIO
The same player is also responsible for checking if 
the Scenario objective has been met and declares 
when a Scenario is over by reading the respective 
text.  Players receive rewards according to their 
overall performance in the Scenario. The rewards 
improve as players complete more Objectives. These 
rewards may include Credits, new Hero additions to 
the Hero roster, Ship customizations, etc.
The Debrief Tables of all Scenarios  can be found on 
page 50 of this book.

LOSING THE GAME
Ironclad is designed to be a time-sensitive game. 
Thus, if Turn 11 (the end of the Turn Track) ends 
without completing the Scenario's main objective, 
you lose the game. The players lose the game if the 
Ironclad’s Hull Track reaches 0. If at any point of the 
game the Hull track is reduced below 1, then the 
Ironclad is obliterated and the game is lost.

CAMPAIGN STRUCTURE
Playing the Campaign is rather simple. Once players 
resolve their first Scenario, they have the opportu-
nity to use their accumulated wealth and purchase 
various upgrades, repair their ship, and hire Crew to 
replace any losses they have been sustained. Impor-
tant: players must keep in mind that recruiting He-
roes for a mission comes with a considerable cost, so 
they have to spend wisely and definitely save Cred-
its from previous Scenarios for that purpose.

CAMPAIGN LOG
Before proceeding to the next Scenario, players have 
to keep track of their progress and Scenario results on 
the Campaign Log. Vital information such as Scenario 
performance, available Heroes, ship and System sta-
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tus, Morale, and Crew need to be noted. Exhausted 
Heroes will start their next Scenario rested. Wound-
ed Heroes will be marked as such and when recruited 
again will start the Scenario as Exhausted. Please note 
that Damage and casualties sustained are persistent 
and carry over to the next Scenario. For example: 
players finish a Scenario battered and bruised, with 
Hull damage, Crew casualties, and low Morale, they 
will start the next Scenario with the same status.

FACTIONS
In Ironclad there are a number of Factions that are 
actively promoting their agendas. These Factions 
are the following:

The relations of the Factions can be found in the fol-
lowing diagram. Adjacent Factions are friendly with 
each other and the Factions found in the opposite 
corners are enemies (for example, the Federation 
is friendly with the Council and the Corporation but 
are enemies of the Firstborn and the Cartel).

 These Factions will provide missions to the players, 
offering great rewards upon completion. Rewards 
may include new equipment, extra services, re-
sources, personnel, etc.

REPUTATION
Completing a Faction mission will award the players 
Reputation points with that Faction. However, it will 
also draw the ire of the opposing Factions. Reputa-

tion gains are followed by an equal loss of reputa-
tion from one or both the opposing Factions - player 
choices have consequences. For example: Gaining 
2 Reputation points with the Gaia Nova Federation, 
will also mean losing 2 Reputation points with the 
Firstborn and/or the Cartel. Typically, Main Objec-
tives award 3 Reputation points and Side missions 
award 1 Reputation point.

Gaining reputation with a Faction improves player stand-
ing with that Faction. When gaining Reputation there 
are 2 milestones to be achieved - Friendly and Allied.

When the players reach a Reputation of 4 with a 
Faction, they are considered to be on Friend-
ly terms. Being Friendly with a Faction ensures a 
non-aggression stance from forces affiliated to that 
Faction and a better treatment when visiting Plan-
ets / Space Stations controlled by that Faction. Be-
coming Friendly with a Faction also awards players 
certain benefits. Typically, these are 1 Faction Hero 
and/or Faction Modules/Fighters/ Mechs.

When the players reach a Reputation of 7 with a 
Faction, they are considered that Faction’s Ally. 
Being Allied with a Faction ensures an even more 
favorable treatment when visiting Planets / Space 
Stations controlled by that Faction. Becoming Al-
lied also awards players greater benefits. Typically, 
these are 1 greater Hero and/or Faction Modules/
Fighters/ Mechs. 

Faction Heroes are available in your Hero Roster as 
long as you remain Friendly or Allied with their Fac-
tion. A Faction Hero is unavailable for recruitment 
during a Scenario in which players choose to aid 
that Hero’s opposing Faction. Example: Players are 
Friendly with the Federation, thus the Hero Noriko 
is available in their Roster. After reading the brief-
ing of Scenario 6, players choose to aid the Firstborn 
against the Federation. This choice renders Noriko 
unavailable for recruitment for this Scenario.

Losing reputation with a Faction worsens player 
standing with that Faction. When losing reputation 
there are 2 milestones to be reached - Hostile and 
Enemy.

When the players reach a Reputation of -5 or lower with 
a Faction, they are considered to be on Hostile terms. 
Being Hostile with a Faction ensures a hostile attitude 
from all forces affiliated with that Faction and a less 
welcome treatment when visiting a Planet / Space Sta-
tion controlled by that Faction. Becoming Hostile with a 
Faction will also mean you will be facing that Faction’s 
Enforcers in battle. Despite being Hostile, players may 
still accept missions from that Faction.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 - Gaia Nova Federation 4 - The Cartel
2 - Galactic Council 5- Firstborn
3 - The Corporation 6- Neutral
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When the players reach a Reputation score of -10 
with a Faction, they become their sworn Enemy. 
Being Enemies with a Faction ensures a Kill on Sight 
order from that Faction’s forces when encountered 
in Space, or when reaching Planets / Space Stations 
controlled by that Faction.  It also means players will 
now face that Faction’s Villains in battle. Players may 
no longer accept missions from an Enemy Faction.

POINT OF NO RETURN
Upon reaching Allied status with a Faction, there is 
no way to turn away from that Faction. You will re-
main Allied to this Faction for the remainder of the 
Campaign. After the 1st Act (5th Scenario), players 
will no longer have the option to voluntarily choose 
sides, as their past actions will choose for them. For 
Scenarios 6-10, players will follow the Faction with 
which they have more Reputation. After complet-
ing the 2nd Act of the Campaign (10th Scenario), 
players will then have to play the Act 3 Scenarios of 
their Allied Faction. If player Reputation with two 
or more Factions is tied, players will choose which 
Faction ending they wish to resolve.

WINNING THE CAMPAIGN
The players’ ultimate goal is to win the last Scenario 
of the Campaign. Their choices and standing with 
the various Factions will also steer the narrative’s 
direction and will dictate which of the Finale Sce-
narios players will have to resolve. If the players 
win the Finale, they are victorious and have won 
the Campaign.

READY TO PLAY
After players have learned the basic rules in the tu-
torial, they are ready to play the full Campaign. To 
start playing a new Campaign, players perform the 
following steps:

1. Choose Section Orders cards: Players decide 
which Section card they will control in the beginning 
of each Scenario. Players are not obligated to retain 
their Section for the entirety of the Campaign, and 
it is not recommended to switch Section cards dur-
ing a Scenario. 
2. Tokens: Retrieve the following tokens and place 
them on the Ironclad mat as indicated on the setup 
on Tutorial 1.(Rulebook p.4) Morale at 4, Ammo at 4:
Ammo token
Crew token
Energy cubes x 5
Hull token
Morale token
Salvage token
Turn track token

Also retrieve the 4 Ironclad Status tiles and 4 Dam 
age tokens and place them next to the Ironclad mat.
3. Prepare the starting Hero roster. Retrieve the 
Hero cards specified in Scenario 1 and place the oth-
er Hero cards back in the box.
4. Assign Heroes to Systems. Players assign 4 Heroes 
from their Roster to man each of the ship’s Systems. 
5. Prepare the Sector tiles (hexagons). Retrieve and 
sort the Sector tiles. Sector tiles are numbered and 
double-sided.
6. Set up the Scenario map. Place the Sector tiles 
as indicated by the instructions in the 1st Scenario. 
Some Scenarios have specific instructions on how to 
place Intel tokens face down on top of the different 
Sectors.
7. Read Mission Briefing. One of the players will be 
tasked with following the progress of the Scenar-
io and reading aloud the text to the other players. 
They also indicate the named Sector tiles (Planets / 
Space Stations) shown in the diagram to the other 
players. They keep the rest of the Scenario rules and 
texts private until instructed to read them aloud.  
Each Scenario may provide specific rules of play, or 
objectives for the players to achieve. This informa-
tion, as well as how and when the Scenario will end, 
is described in each Scenario’s entry in the Cam-
paign Book.
8. You are ready to proceed to the 1st Scenario!

Single scenario

play rules
The following rules will allow a scenario to be 
played as a one-off mission, outside the confines of 
a full campaign. Each scenario has a value in Cred-
its. In this game mode, players have the opportunity 
to customize their crew and battleship as they wish, 
recruiting among all heroes (Regular or Promoted 
versions and among all Factions) and purchasing 
Upgrades, Gear, Modules and Fighters/Mechs, up 
to the amount of Credits provided for the scenario. 
It’s also advised to save some Credits to use dur-
ing the Scenario. The objective is to complete the 
mission without the Hull dropping below 1. In addi-
tion, players may choose the Threat level (difficul-
ty) they wish to play at, among Green, Yellow and 
Red. The Credits provided also change according to 
the Threat level chosen. Players may find relevant 
information on the Single Scenario Table (page 51).
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Scenario 1 - PRECIOUS CARGO

You initially begin the campaign with a total of 
40 Credits. Before starting this Scenario, you 

recruit all the following Heroes which comprise 
your starting Hero Roster: BLAZE – DAISUKE – GA-
BRIEL – JUNE – OLIVIA – ONI – OSYKA – STITCH 
– THADDEUS – TOOLS – VULPO - WRATHE. Their 
total recruitment cost is 30 Credits, so you will 
actually begin the campaign with 10 Credits on 
hand. Additionally, you begin the campaign with 2 
Fighters – the Marauder and the Nomad.

Planets / Space Stations required: JATANIA (Neu-
tral) (STARTING SECTOR), TEANORUS (Neutral), 
ZAYATOV 13 (Neutral), EUROPA (Neutral), OLYNTH 
(Cartel), THEIA (Federation)
Sectors required: 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A & 5A.
Intel tokens NOT required: Enemy Outpost, 
Friendly Outpost, Probe, Space Dementia, Signa-
tures Detected, System Failure.

Instructions: Shuffle the Objective A & B Intel 
tokens along with the rest of the Intel tokens 
specified and then randomly place them face-
down, one token on each of the Sector Tiles.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 SMUGGLING. Complete the Mission within the time limit.
 SALVATION. Complete the Side Mission “Distress Signal”.
 EXPLORATION. Reveal (via Recon or Move) 12 Intel tokens.

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)

D6 Encounter

1-2 NOMAD Fighter Squadron

3-6 NOMAD Fighter Squadron & OUTRIDER Corvette

MISSION BRIEFING

The timing of the new job offer couldn’t 
have been any better. The Ironclad’s crew 
had been on shore leave for far too long and 
the credits in their pockets were dwindling 

with each passing day. A known and “trust-
worthy” Cartel liaison met with Gabriel in 
a shadowy alleyway of Jatania’s capital city, 
Scaevous. “The Cartel would like to employ 
your services for a simple pick up and deliv-
er job” said the mysterious woman. “A sealed 
container will be loaded into your cargo hold 
and you are to deliver it into Cartel hands on 
the planet Olynth.”  “Should we expect any 
surprises along the way?” Gabriel inquired, to 
which the woman replied simply with a grin.  
Objective: Arrive on Planet OLYNTH
Time: 10 Turns
Reward: 50 Credits and a BANDIT Fighter 
upon delivery.

 As the container was being loaded, Gabriel re-
ceived a transmission on his holo-com. A stiff, 
Federation naval officer appeared. “Captain Gabri-
el, it’s been a long time”, the man said bitterly. 

“Xavier…” Gabriel acknowledged. “Listen Gabriel, 
we know who you work for and what you’re loading 
into your cargo hold. You’d be wise to reconsider your 
agreement with… them… and deliver the cargo to the 
nearby Federation controlled planet, Theia, instead. 
Your reward will be the Federation’s Letter of Marque, 
forgiving your past transgressions and permitting you 
to act on our behalf, as well as some monetary com-
pensation for your efforts”. Xavier let the offer sink in 
for a moment, then continued, “Should you choose to 
ignore our offer, the Federation will be...displeased.” 
Objective: Arrive on Planet THEIA
Time: 10 Turns
Reward: 50 Credits and a SKADI Fighter upon delivery.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Arrival at planet Olynth Read 1
Arrival at planet Theia Read 2
Objective A 3
Objective B 4

The Captain had to break the news to his crew. A decision needed to be made.
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Victory: Wrathe’s aim was impeccable. The Ironclad’s 
primary cannon batteries roared, firing at the Her-
modr’s weakly-armored midsection. The blast merci-
lessly tore through the enemy battleship, triggering 
secondary explosions, completely destroying it.

Optional: Exhaust a Specialist to lower the Threat to Yellow. Read the following: 
June punched a sequence of keys in quick succession, sealing blast doors, to contain 
the threat. With the infiltrators cornered, the security team would face better odds. 

Draw: After a long and bitter exchange, the 
battle was over without a clear victor. The Her-
modr engaged its FTL drive and jumped into Hy-
perspace, clearing the way for the Ironclad to 
fulfill its mission. 

The Ironclad dropped out of hyperspace a few thousand kilometers from the red planet, its sensors imme-
diately picking up a large signature with Federation credentials. As soon as one of its cannon batteries had 
rounded on the Ironclad, it fired a warning shot. “We were expected,” Osyka growled. A Federation Captain 
came up on the screen and said, “We are sorry to see our warning go unheeded. No matter, we can always 
retrieve the container once your ship is reduced to nothing more than a debris field,” he said casually. 
Following the Federation’s not-so-veiled threat, Captain Gabriel immediately called his crew to man their 

battle stations. You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat vs. a HERMODR Federation Battleship. 

The Security Officer noted a discrepancy on his instruments, as the ship suddenly seemed to have more life 
signs than a moment before. He wasted no time informing his Captain of the potential intrusion. If there 
really were intruders aboard the Ironclad, Gabriel knew that a quick response would be needed not to forfeit 
the element of surprise. With a simple nod from his Captain, Thaddeus barked an order and led a small team, 
armed with rifles and side-arms to deal with the threat. Resolve an Infiltrated Operation (Red Threat).

After this Encounter is resolved read the following: The Ironclad began its slow descent to the planet’s sur-
face. This was one of the Frontier worlds, which the Council had chosen not to terraform. The red planet’s 
scorching surface and searing winds restricted activity to underground cities. A feeling of fulfillment ran 
through the crew after another successful job as the container was turned over to the Cartel. Moments after 
delivery, the payment cleared and was discretely deposited into the crew’s account. Gabriel granted shore 
leave to most of the crew, leaving only Thaddeus and a handful of officers to run diagnostics and prep the 
ship for departure. Something gnawed at the back of his mind - was this just a small piece of a larger puzzle?
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Cartel. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

After resolving this Operation (regardless of Success or Failure) read the following: After dealing with the 
Cartel infiltrators, the battle-weary crew commenced planetfall procedures. The battleship’s shields held 
up against the searing heat from entering Theia’s atmosphere. Theia was, for the most part, a lush planet, 
with small, floating continents, decorating its vast, water-covered surface. The Helmsman followed the strict 
instructions provided by the Federation’s starport authorities and brought the Ironclad safely to the planet’s 
surface. Shortly after docking, a detachment of heavily-armed, Federation soldiers stormed into the docking 
bay to secure the sealed container. “What a warm welcome,” Olivia mumbled to her Captain. A few moments 
later, Gabriel received the promised payment and the Letter of Marque.
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Federation. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

2

1

ENCOUNTER – ANALYSIS The Comm Officer relayed an incoming message originating from a Corporation Cor-
vette nearby: “This is Corporation Engineer class B, Fili Pau. My sensors indicate that your cargo hold contains 
an artifact of interest. If you would allow me a few hours to study said artifact, I would be willing to reward 
your patience”. The Ingenuity, Fili Pau’s corvette, drifted in the void awaiting Gabriel’s response.  

Accept the offer: You have the Corporation’s 
gratitude. Lose 1 Action and immediately gain 
10 Credits. – Check Debriefing (pg 50).

Refuse the offer: The disgruntled Corporation lackey 
left you a nasty surprise before jumping to Hyperspace! 
Resolve a Sabotage event (Green Threat).

SIDE MISSION – DISTRESS SIGNAL The Ironclad’s 
Comm Officer picked up a scrambled distress 
call: “Bzzk… zzkk assistance! … barely esc-
gzzzk! Pleazzzrk help-p-p!” It seemed to origi-
nate from a badly damaged spacecraft drifting 
helplessly nearby.

a) ASSIST: Resolve a System Failure Operation 
(Yellow Threat).
b) IGNORE: You may leave this Sector normally.

a) After resolving, read regardless of Success or Failure: 
The Ironclad docked with the battered ship, allowing for 
an away team to board it and search for survivors. The 
away team was surprised to be greeted by a lone droid. 
“Thank you for your assistance! Unfortunately, my ship 
is no longer space-worthy. Please allow me to repay your 
kindness by joining your crew… I am confident that my 
exploration protocols will prove invaluable!”
ULYSSES joins the Hero Roster. You gain 1 Salvage.

4

3
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Scenario 2 - rogue asset

Planets / Space Stations required: TEANORUS (Neu-
tral) (Starting Sector), CROSSROADS (Neutral), TEL 
MONT (Neutral), GERRUS (Neutral), HELIX IV (Corpo-
ration), MELIAN PRIME (Council), CHARON (Firstborn)
Sectors required: Sector tiles 1A, 2B, 3A, 4A & 5A.
Intel tokens NOT required: Ancient Relic, Enemy 
Outpost, Objective A & B, System Failure, Signatures 
Detected.
Instructions: Shuffle the Intel tokens and randomly 
place them face down on each Sector.
Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 THE SCIENTIST. Complete the Mission within the time limit.
 VIGILANTE. Complete the side mission “Lawbringer”.
 REDEEMER. Grant NYSA a place among the Ironclad’s crew.

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)

D6 Encounter

1 HARPIE MARAUDER

2 HARPIE RENEGADE

3-6 HARPIE MARAUDER & HARPIE RENEGADE

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Arrival at Crossroads Read 1
Arrival at Charon Read 2
Arrival at Helix IV Read 3
Arrival at Melian Prime Read 4
Resolve 2 Signatures Detected Read 5

MISSION BRIEFING

Professor Eshari, a Corporation represent-
ative, approached Gabriel with a lucrative 
business proposal. It had immediately in-
trigued him, since he knew that the Cor-

poration rarely made frivolous offers. The 
job sounded simple enough, with the Ironclad 
tasked to hunt down a very important Corpo-
rate rogue asset for a satisfactory recovery 
fee. Intelligence placed the asset, a noted 
scientist named Kori Vedil, at the Crossroads 
space station. The Professor was blunt, “We 
would prefer if he was returned to us alive, 
but do not hesitate to kill him if you must.”
Objective: Retrieve rogue scientist, KORI VE-
DIL, from Crossroads Space Station and bring 
him to Helix IV of the Corporation.
Time: 10 Turns
Reward: 80 Credits and MEDICAL BAY MOD-
ULE upon delivery

Before the Captain could inform his crew of the 
mission, Gabriel received a holo-com message from 
an intimidating, yet hauntingly beautiful, Firstborn 
female. “Greetings Captain, I am Vorcia of the 

Firstborn and I am aware that you are seeking a high-
ly intelligent life-form by the name Kori Vedil. He is 
known to hold forbidden Firstborn secrets, something 
we cannot allow. We would like you to secure and de-
liver him to us, a service for which you will be greatly 
rewarded. Our Intelligence Corps suggest that the sci-
entist is currently in hiding on the Crossroads space 
station. I strongly advise you to accept my offer as I, 
like most of my people, take rejection...poorly.”
Objective: Retrieve rogue scientist KORI VEDIL from 
Crossroads Space Station and bring him to Charon of 
the Firstborn.
Time: 10 Turns
Reward: 80 Credits and MYRMIDON Mech upon de-
livery.

SIDE MISSION – LAWBRINGER “The Council hates employing mercenaries to clean up its messes, but I don’t share 
their reservations”, Mun’Da, a Council agent, said to the Captain. “This Sector is plagued by the Harpies, mer-
ciless pirates that disrupt all commerce and terrorize our civilians. Our peacekeeping forces are thinly spread 
throughout this Sector and I’d like to employ your services in helping us cleanse this menace from our space.”

Objective: Clear 2 “Signatures Detected” Encounters.     Reward: 20 Credits

As the Ironclad traveled towards the Crossroads Space Station, the dilemma
of this choice troubled the Captain and his officers.  A decision needed to be made.

Delivering the container proved more complicated 
than it had initially sounded, but the crew knew 

full well that danger came with the job. It also be-
came evident that the more powerful the employer, 
the more powerful the enemies that the Ironclad made 
in the process. After a few days off-duty, the Ironclad’s 
crew assembled to meet their new employer.
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Finding the scientist wasn’t half as difficult as the Captain had thought. For a highly intelligent life form, 
he was easily located and detained. What he had to offer however, made things considerably more com-
plicated for the crew of the Ironclad. “They both want me dead”, Kori Vedil said bleakly, “but dead is not 
something I’m inclined to become. My counterproposal is that you help me reach Melian Prime and file 
for Council protection under Galactic law 512/paragraph 62, which will grant me immunity against both 
parties seeking my head. Subsequently, I am willing to offer you a considerable amount of credits as well 

as my services to your crew.”
New Objective: Bring KORI VEDIL to Melian Prime.
Reward: KORI VEDIL joins the Hero Roster and you gain 60 Credits.

Right after leaving hyperspace, Prof. 
Eshari appeared on the main screen. 
“Clearly, you chose poorly”, he said in a 
grim tone. “Thankfully, I have contingen-
cies for everything.” As soon as his im-
age faded from view, the “Providence”, 

a Corporation Corvette dropped out of hy-
perspace just a few clicks away from the 
Ironclad.  This was about to get ugly.
You cannot evade this Encounter. Space 
Combat vs. Corporation Enforcer AMATERA-
SU and 1 OCCULUS Drone. 

“We are sorry to see our warning go unheeded. 
The Firstborn will not be denied”, were the last 
words from Vorcia of the Firstborn and the Cap-
tain seemed genuinely surprised that she gave 
them the courtesy of a farewell message. “Battle 
stations!” he yelled, just as a handful of signa-

tures appeared on the Ironclad’s sensors. Typhon, a 
Firstborn battleship accompanied by a small contin-
gent of Myrmidon Mechs dropped out of Hyperspace, 
already in attack formation. 
You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat vs. 
Firstborn Enforcer CYBEL and a MYRMIDON Mech. 

“Remember, I have to actually set foot on Me-
lian Prime if I am to request the Council’s pro-
tection”, Kori Vedil said ahead of the battle 
to come.  A Firstborn battleship was embroiled 
in mortal combat with a Corporation Corvette. 

Immediately after the Ironclad appeared on their 
sensors, they stopped fighting each other and 
turned their attention to the battleship. With 
the appearance of a common enemy, they forged 
a makeshift alliance and targeted the Ironclad.
You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat 
vs. Corporation and Firstborn Enforcers (CYBEL 
– Firstborn & AMATERASU – Corporation). 

After this Encounter is resolved, read the following: 
Calculating her complete annihilation, the defeated Amat-
erasu turned the “Providence” around and initiated a jump 
to hyperspace. “It seems our fight is over, for now,” Ga-
briel said to his crew as they plotted a course for Charon. 
The welcoming committee of the Firstborn was an ice-cold 
detachment of Myrmidon-class mechs, which quickly sur-
rounded the Ironclad until the prisoner was handed over to 
Firstborn authorities. Soon after, the agreed-upon reward 
was paid in full.
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Firstborn. Proceed 
to Debriefing (pg 50).

After this Encounter is resolved, read the following: 
Cybel cursed and slammed her fist on her instru-
ment panel, but she had to accept defeat. She gave 
the order for her remaining forces to leave the sec-
tor, jumping to hyperspace. A welcoming message 
from HELIX IV’s primary Starport came in, inform-
ing the Captain that they had the green-light to 
dock. “I hope he was worth the trouble”, Gabriel 
thought as Corporation Security Officers arrested 
Kori Vedil and took him into custody.
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Corporation. 
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

After this Encounter is resolved, read the following:
The Typhon, Cybel’s battleship, suffered multiple sys-
tem failures. Likewise, Amaterasu was detecting sev-
eral hull breaches and her corvette’s reactor’s status 
was critical, forcing both of them to admit defeat and 
flee the Sector. With both the Corporation and the 
Firstborn failing to capture their target and fleeing 
after being defeated by the Ironclad, Kori Vedil man-
aged to transmit his immunity application to Council 
authorities. Thanks to Galactic legislation, he was fi-
nally safe from pursuit and persecution.
KORI VEDIL joins the Hero Roster. Mission accom-
plished. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

1

2

3

4

After defeating the last of the Harpies, Thaddeus ordered Blaze to approach the debris with his fighter and 
scan for stragglers. Suddenly, a woman in a spacesuit leaped onto the glass of his cockpit holding a piece 
of white cloth - the symbol of truce.  Upon returning with her to the Ironclad’s hangar, the female human 
removed her helmet.  Her face bore the markings of a Harpy and she stood, unfazed, as the Ironclad’s crew 
trained their weapons on her. Introducing herself as Nysa, she claimed that she had renounced her sisters long 

ago and asked to join the battleship’s mercenary crew. Players must choose...

Accept her request: Nysa was initially met with distrust and most 
of the Ironclad’s crew avoided her entirely. These feelings of war-
iness faded relatively quickly, however, as most of the crew had 
their own dark pasts. Soon, she would have the chance to prove 
her worth to her new family. Nysa joins the Hero Roster.

Deny her request: The former Harpy knew 
that there was little chance of gaining the 
crew’s trust.  She offered some credits as 
compensation for the crew’s mercy.
Immediately gain 15 Credits.

5
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Scenario 3 - PROVOCATEUR

Planets / Space Stations required: EUROPA (Neu-
tral) (Starting Sector), VIYAMA (Neutral), ZAYATOV 
13 (Neutral), THEIA (Federation), OLYNTH (Cartel), 
GERRUS (Neutral).
Sectors required: 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A & 6A.
Intel tokens NOT required: Enemy Outpost, Signa-
tures Detected, System Failure.
Setup Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, 
leave the Objective A Intel token aside. Place the In-
tel tokens face down normally on all Sectors except 
the four Sectors of tile 2A. Shuffle the Objective A 
Intel token in the remaining Intel tokens and ran-
domly place them on the Sectors of Sector tile 2A.
Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 ORION. Complete the Mission within the time limit.
ARCHAEOLOGY. Complete the Side Mission “Traces of a Lost
   Civilization”.
COSMIC LIGHTHOUSE. Visit both Pulsar Sectors.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Objective A Read 1
Objective B Read 2

MISSION BRIEFING

The meeting took place in a dive famous for its 
cheap entertainment and even cheaper spirits. 
“Mr. Smith”, a Federation lackey, was eager to 
meet with the captain of the famous Ironclad, a 

feeling that Gabriel didn’t share. “A unique oppor-
tunity has arisen. The Firstborn were detected on 
the fringes of sovereign Federation territory, right 
in the heart of the demilitarized zone, just beyond 
our lost colony of Zayatov 13. Our agents managed 
to sabotage their vessel, an Orion class battle-
ship, disabling it for now, but it’s still full of those 
warmongers. We’ll pay you handsomely to locate, 
infiltrate, and dispatch all Firstborn still on the 
ship. With their Battleship under our control, we 
will have the necessary proof so that the Council 
can no longer deny us. The galaxy will finally see 
the Firstborn for what they truly are! Oh, and a 
word of caution Captain, don’t underestimate the 
Firstborn, they are relentless warriors.” 
Objective: Locate the Orion (OBJECTIVE A Intel 
token), board and eliminate all surviving First-
born military personnel.
Time: 11 turns
Reward: 75 Credits + 1 Gear.

 “Greetings Captain, I am general Khanaii”, a 
Firstborn woman stated as she appeared on the 
holoscreen. “Your reputation precedes you and 
we believe you can be entrusted with a very 

important mission” she continued in the myste-
rious, melodic voice of the Firstborn. “In an un-
fortunate series of events, one of our Orion class 
battleships was sabotaged by the Federation. Its 
engine core is offline and it is currently adrift in 
the Federation demilitarized zone, just beyond 
one of their former colonies, Zayatov 13. You are 
to locate the Orion, rescue any survivors, and 
then initiate the self-destruct sequence of the 
ship, obliterating any evidence of our presence 
in that Sector. We have reason to believe that the 
Federation will spare no expense to commandeer 
this vessel. She finished explaining the assign-
ment, “Succeed, and the Firstborn will be in your 
debt.  Fail and...well, failure has its own price.”
Objective: Locate the Orion (OBJECTIVE A Intel 
token), rescue her crew, and destroy the bat-
tleship.
Time: 11 turns
Reward: 75 Credits + CERBERUS Mech.

The crew assembled in the mess hall, where the Captain explained the situation.
It was clear to everyone was that events were beginning to escalate quickly and dangerously.

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)

D6
If you chose the
FIRSTBORN side

If you chose the
FEDERATION side

1 VALKYRIE CERBERUS

2 SKADI + VALKYRIE MYRMIDON + CERBERUS

3-4 MARAUDER + RENEGADE NOMAD + OUTRIDER

5-6 SKADI + HERMODR MYRMIDON + ORION

With the rogue scientist affair re-
solved, the crew was itching for a 

new job. After meeting with her shady 
contacts, Olivia shared some disturbing 
rumors with Thaddeus. Tensions between 
mankind and the Firstrborn seemed to 
rise rapidly, with both sides preparing for 
what seemed to be an inevitable conflict. 
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After verifying the Ironclad’s claims, Akantha 
and her warriors lowered their weapons in re-
lief. Hastily, Daisuke and the Ironclad’s expert 
engineers and specialists initiated the self-de-
struct sequence, while Stitch and her medics 

tended to the wounded.
Resolve a System Failure Operation (Red Threat).

The Ironclad’s highly-trained warriors were face to 
face with the weakened, yet battle-hardened, First-
born warriors. Rifles were trained on targets and 
blades were drawn. A fight seemed unavoidable and 
the results were guaranteed to be brutal.

Resolve an Infiltrate Operation (Red Threat). 

After resolving this Operation (regardless of Suc-
cess or Failure) read the following:
As soon as Akantha boarded the Ironclad, a Federa-
tion battleship, the Thor, dropped out of hyperspace 
with her weapons primed. “This is Captain Xavier 
of the Federation Navy. We were afraid you would 
choose to side with these warmongering savages! As 
you have cast your lot with them, so shall you share 
their fate!” said the human Captain, delivering his 
ultimatum. The Ironclad quickly disengaged from 
the Orion and the crew assumed battle stations. Mo-
ments later, the Orion exploded in a brilliant flash, 
with the blast vaporizing any debris.
You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat vs. Fed-
eration Enforcer XAVIER and a SKADI Fighter squadron. 

After resolving this Operation (regardless of Success or 
Failure) read the following:
The Firstborn fought like cornered animals. Their 
combat prowess was legendary, but in their weakened 
state, they were unable to deal with the Ironclad’s 
combat-ready soldiers. True to her reputation, Akantha 
proved to be a remorseless warrior and was the last to 
fall. Just as the Ironclad’s crew was securing the battle-
ship, sensors were picking up a large signature coming 
out of Hyperspace. An imposing female Firstborn came 
up on the holoscreen, her elegant facial features dis-
torted by searing rage. “I am Tar’Cee of the Firstborn. 
My sisters’ blood is on your hands! Prepare yourselves,” 
she warned as her Mech’s mighty guns opened fire.
You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat vs.  First-
born Enforcer TAR’CEE, a MYRMIDON and a CERBERUS Mech. 

After the Encounter is resolved, read the following:
As the Federation battleship prepared to jump to 
light speed, a message came from the captain of 
the Thor. “Damn you! You may have won this battle, 
but we will cross paths again,” Xavier promised, 
“and when we do, you will regret the choice you 
made today”. A few moments later, the Firstborn 
general, Khanaii appeared on the holoscreen with 
a worried look. “It seems we were too late. The 
Federation is aware of our activity in this sector 
and is accusing us of violating the ceasefire. Sadly, 
the Federation has wasted little time in declaring 
war upon the Firstborn and our allies.
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Firstborn.
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

After the Encounter is resolved, read the following:
“You’ve won this fight, Captain” Tar’Cee admitted as she 
appeared on the main screen, her Mech having sustained 
critical damage. “I shall remember not to underestimate 
you next time” she promised, as her mech jumped into 
Hyperspace. Shortly afterwards, “Mr. Smith” came up on 
the holoscreen, clearly outraged at the result. “Evidently 
our actions were not discreet enough. The Firstborn have 
somehow come into possession of evidence of Federation 
attacks on their battleship.  Their claim appears to carry 
more weight than the fact that they violated the cease-
fire by crossing into the demilitarized zone.  It won’t be 
long before we are at war with them again,” he finished. 
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Federation.
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

The Firstborn Battleship, Orion, drifted helplessly through the void. Preliminary scans showed severely damaged 
thrusters, which rendered the ship unable to conduct even the simplest maneuver. With the Ironclad securely 
docked to the Orion, the airlock opened to reveal a group of heavily armed Firstborn warriors. A towering First-
born woman with a stern face stepped forward menacingly. “You stand before Akantha of the Firstborn. State 
your business or be destroyed!” Players proceed according to their choice, 1a) Firstborn or 1b) Federation.

“Like looking for a needle in a haystack” Thaddeus complained loudly once they arrived at their destination. 
What looked like an asteroid belt at first glance was in fact a debris field formed into a ring orbiting a small des-
olate planet. “I’m receiving a transmission, Captain, but it seems…primitive,” the Comm Officer stated curiously.

Having located the exact position of the ruins, Gabriel tasked Olivia with making immediate contact with the 
Cartel. Side mission accomplished. Check Debriefing (pg 50). 

  If ULYSSES isn’t part of the Hero Roster read 
the following: “Bring us closer…carefully,” Gabriel 
cautioned the helmsman, who had a difficult task 
ahead of him. The debris field was dense, leaving 
little room for maneuvers. Resolve an Asteroid 
Field Encounter with a -2 penalty to your roll.

If ULYSSES is part of the Hero Roster, read the follow-
ing: “Allow me to assist,” interrupted the small droid as 
it wheeled its way towards the console. “My databanks 
are extensive and my processor can make short work of 
decoding this signal,” Ulysses said confidently. Resolve an 
Asteroid Field Encounter with a +2 bonus to your roll.

1

2

1a 1b

SIDE MISSION - TRACES OF A LOST CIVILIZATION: Olivia couldn’t believe her eyes. The Cartel was offering a 
hefty reward just to locate an old ruin? She had to let Gabriel know of this profitable business opportunity! 
The job was simple. An ancient space-faring civilization had left traces of its presence somewhere in these 
sectors. The Cartel had offered a substantial reward for the ruin’s location. “There has to be a catch” Gabriel 

mumbled as he started studying the sector map. “Figures…” he grumbled, realizing that the region was full of 
lethal anomalies. “High risk, high reward, right?” Thaddeus asked. “Always” Olivia replied slyly.   
Objective: Locate OBJECTIVE “B” Sector        Reward: 20 Credits upon resolving the Encounter.
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Scenario 4 - coup d etat

Planets / Space Stations required:
VIYAMA (Neutral) (Starting Sector), EUROPA 
(Neutral), TEL MONT (Neutral), BAELEN 
(Council), OLYNTH, (Cartel)
Sectors required: 1A, 2B, 3B, 4B & 5A.
Intel tokens NOT required: Ancient Relic, 
Enemy Outpost, Objective Β, Trading Out-
post, Signatures Detected, System Failure.
Instructions: Shuffle the Intel tokens and ran-
domly place them face down on each Sector.
Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 Servic-
es on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 REVOLUTIONARIES. Complete the Main Mission within the time limit.
 SEMPER-FI. Complete the Side Mission “Stranded Operatives”.
 SINGULARITY. Visit the Black Hole Sector

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Arrival at Baelen Read 1
Arrival at Olynth Read 2
Arrival at Tel Mont (Council) Read 3
Arrival at Tel Mont (Cartel) Read 4
Objective A Read 5
Arrival at Tel Mont (Side Mission) Read 6

MISSION BRIEFING

“So as you very well understand, Captain Ga-
briel, we cannot sit idly by and allow a Cartel 
puppet to ruin what the Council stands for,” 
Chancellor Skarro Udon said before closing his 

argument. “There is a particular group of Council 
loyalists on Tel Mont that is willing to facilitate a 
regime change, but they lack the necessary fire-
power. We would like to contract you to bring ar-
maments to these loyalists covertly, for a fee, of 
course”. The Senator finished and the holo-mes-
sage terminated. “Gun-running it is, then…” mut-
tered the Captain as he poured himself a drink.
Objective: move to planet BAELEN and then to 
planet TEL MONT
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 80 Credits + VENATOR Fighter

An encoded, priority transmission interrupted 
Gabriel just as he was heading for the Bridge. The 
infamous Cartel warlord, Wrak’Thorn was suc-
cinct. “I have a high-profile job for you and your 

crew, Captain. Tel Mont’s head of state has reached 
out to us for assistance as he has information that 
a coup to depose him is imminent. We cannot open-
ly intervene as Tel Mont is Council territory, but 
there’s a group of freedom fighters that have vol-
unteered to protect the newly-elected government 
from any such attempt. I’ll reward you handsomely 
to transport these mercenaries to Tel Mont.”
Objective: move to planet OLYNTH and then to 
planet TEL MONT
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 80 Credits + Recreation Room Module

Players have to decide their approach

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)

D6
If you chose the
CARTEL side

If you chose the
COUNCIL side

1-2 VENATOR + PRAETOR BANDIT + TOMAHAWK

3-4 LEVIATHAN LEVIATHAN

5 MK.II VENATOR + PRAETOR MK.II BANDIT + TOMAHAWK

6 PRAETOR + EXARCH TOMAHAWK + TRAILBLAZER

OPTIONAL SIDE MISSION A – STRANDED OPERATIVES: Before the Ironclad set off on its journey, a female 
Federation officer approached the Captain as he was making an external inspection. After a quick salute, 
she introduced herself as Marine Lieutenant Erica Lance. “I require your services,” she said in a low voice. 
“A detachment of marines, under my command, was on a mission and we’ve lost contact with them.  I need 

these men back, Captain Gabriel. Federal Centcom may have written them off, but I know they are alive and 
I am willing to pay you to rescue them. I never leave a marine behind, Captain,” she said, her hand offering a 
warrior’s handshake. “Semper Fi,” Gabriel replied.
Objective: Find the stranded marines (Objective A) and rescue them.   Reward: 10 Credits, 1 Gear, 2 Salvage

The Orion’s destruction saw the conflict between 
Human and Firstborn erupt anew, rekindling an old 

rivalry. Meanwhile, Tel Mont’s republic election pro-
duced a surprising, pro-Cartel winner. This unexpected 
turn of events brought a new obstacle to the Council as 
Tel Mont was very close to the Frontier Cartel sectors 
and now, its elected head of state would be able to 
fulfill his separatist rhetoric and potentially declare 
independence from the Council.
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Read the following before leaving from the planet BAELEN: The Ironclad’s Νavigator received instructions to 
proceed to dock 28-A. As the battleship berthed, everyone could see several unremarkable containers waiting to 
be loaded into the Ironclad’s cargo hold. Clearly, the Council didn’t want to make its involvement known. The 
crew was preparing for a jump to hyperspace when suddenly, the Sensors Officer turned to her Captain to inform 
him of a hostile reading. It was the “Vulture”, a Cruiser under the command of a vicious Cartel warlord known as 
the Baron. “Hailing frequencies closed, sir,” said the Comm Officer as an energy blast barely missed the bridge. 

You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat vs. Cartel Enforcer THE BARON and a BANDIT Fighter Squadron.
After the enemy ship is defeated the Encounter is resolved. Read the following: After a fierce and intense fight, 
the defeated” Vulture” ceased its fire and retreated, jumping to hyperspace.  “The Cartel really isn’t going to make 
this easy,” the Captain said as he let out a sigh of relief.   You may move away from this Sector. 

“It’s very quiet out there, sir,” the Helmsman 
said. Everyone was on edge, fully expecting trou-
ble. ”What do you think?” wondered Gabriel. His 
XO sighed deeply as he shook his head. Just as 
they had expected, the Ironclad was ambushed 
suddenly by a contingent of guerrillas.  Fortu-

nately, they had been wary enough to be prepared.
Resolve an Alien Infestation Operation vs. KRIL 
KATI. Ignore Marine/Specialist bonus. 

With their transport shuttle nearly destroyed, the marines were stranded on an asteroid. Their unit had 
suffered considerable combat losses and the few that remained were either wounded or utterly exhausted. 
When the Ironclad reached them, they had only two days of oxygen remaining. Retrieving the marines proved 
to be the easy part. Unfortunately, the Ironclad’s medical scanners were unable to detect the alien virus that 
had infected them. 
Resolve an Alien Infestation Operation.

Regardless of the result, the Side Mission is a Success. Check Debriefing (pg 50).

1

Read the following before leaving from the planet OLYNTH: At first glance, the mercenary unit “Los Lobos” 
didn’t impress. They were scattered all over the dock, their gear strewn everywhere and the mercs themselves 
showed little semblance of discipline. Despite their ragtag appearance, a trained eye could see years of ex-
perience and veteran skills. Their leader ordered them to fall in and, in no time, the mercenaries were all 
combat-ready and aboard the Ironclad. After breaking free of Olynth’s gravity well, the Ironclad followed a 
trajectory leading the battleship outside the field of stellar mass, allowing a jump to hyperspace. The Sensors 

Officer stared at her screen, puzzled, at what seemed to be an unexplained anomaly. Before she could analyze it 
further, the Ironclad was hailed by the Captain of the “Invictus”, Kril Kati. His message was brief. “The Council will 
not allow the Cartel to meddle in its affairs.”
You cannot evade this Encounter. Resolve a Space Combat against the Council Enforcer KRIL KATI and a VENATOR 
Fighter Squadron. After the enemy ship is defeated the Encounter is resolved. Read the following: Crippled by 
massive damage, the “Invictus” retreated from the Sector, allowing the victorious Ironclad to resume its course. 
You may move away from this Sector.

2

4

5

OPTIONAL SIDE MISSION B – NIRVANA: Olivia arrived in the shady alleyway before the rendezvous. Even though 
she received the encrypted job proposition through her verified network of contacts, it wouldn’t hurt to take 
extra precautions. Suddenly, a young man appeared out of thin air, with open palms, presumably without hostile 
intentions. “Optical camouflage?” she wondered out loud. Without hesitation, the man introduced himself as 

Jace and went straight to the specifics. He would pay good credits for the Ironclad’s crew to help him take out a 
gang dealing a highly-addictive digital-experience drug called “Nirvana” on Tel Mont. “Are you law enforcement?” 
asked Olivia, raising an eye brow. “Let’s just say that I’m an anti-drugs activist,” he replied with a sly grin. 
Objective: Reach planet Tel Mont and resolve the scripted event.        Reward: 20 Credits, 1 Gear.

“They must be out of their minds,” Thadde-
us grumbled as the approach vector they had 
been instructed to take was leading the Iron-
clad towards a dense and dangerous asteroid 
field. “No one said it was going to be easy, 
my friend,” Gabriel said, trying to ease the 

tension. 
Resolve an Asteroid Field Encounter with a -3 
penalty on the final result.

3 Read the following (regardless of success or failure):
The loyalists were on edge. As soon as the cargo hold 
opened, they started unloading the containers. Short-
ly afterwards, the weapons were in their hands and the 
Ironclad’s reward was secured. Within twelve hours, word 
had made it throughout the galaxy that a new transitional 
government had been installed.
Mission accomplished for the Council.
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

Read the following (regardless of success or failure): 
It turned out that the assailants were Council loyalists. 
Once they had dealt with that threat, the mercenaries 
disembarked. They quickly made their way into the jun-
gles of Tel Mont, displaying an easy familiarity with the 
terrain. The next day an attempted coup was thwarted by 
the “Lobos”, discouraging any future attempts.
Mission accomplished for the Cartel.
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).
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The away team brainstormed on the best approach. The high-tech gang’s safe-house was a virtual stronghold 
with automated defenses and thugs protecting every entry point. “We hit these three positions and we hit 
them hard. They don’t have the numbers to reinforce all of them,” Wrathe suggested, indicating the targets 
on a rough schematic of the building. Tools interjected in the distinctive clicks and whistles of her species’ 
language. She suggested hacking the automated turrets on a nearby relay station. “I can assist with that,” 

Jace added, pulling up the relevant subroutines on his gear. Players choose their approach. Resolve an Alien 
Infestation Operation. Replace difficulty and Success/Failure  with the following.

Read the following (regardless of success or failure): “It’s you!” growled a wounded gang member pointing 
at Jace, clearly recognizing him. Before he could say anything further, Jace double-tapped him, silencing him 
permanently. “No more,” Jace grumbled through gritted teeth. Olivia saw a previously hidden determination in 
the young man. “I like your style, kid,” Olivia commended. “We’re hiring…activists, you interested?”, her hand 
extending for a handshake. With a sudden laugh, Jace eagerly shook Olivia’s hand, accepting her offer.
Side mission accomplished. JACE joins the Hero Roster. Check Debriefing (pg 50).

Success: -1 Crew, Wound 1 Hero, +1 Morale            Failure: -2 Crew, Wound all participating Heroes, -1 Morale

6

Scenario 5 - ancient supremacy

Planets / Space Stations required: EUROPA (Neutral) (Start-
ing Sector), VIYAMA (Neutral), THEIA (Federation), OLYNTH 
(Cartel), GERRUS (Neutral) and ZAYATOV 13 (Neutral) (If you 
completed the 3rd Scenario for the Federation, it’s con-
sidered a Firstborn planet. If you completed the Scenario 
for the Firstborn, it’s considered a Federation planet).
Sectors required: 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A & 6A.
Intel tokens NOT required: Enemy Outpost, Signatures 
Detected, System Failure.
Instructions: Shuffle the Intel tokens and randomly place 
them face down on each Sector.
Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
COUNCIL CORPORATION

Arrival at Viyama Read 1a Read 2a
Arrival at Zayatov 13 Read 1b Read 2b
Arrival at Gerrus Read 1c Read 2c
All the above resolved Read 1d Read 2d
Objective A Read 3
Objective B Read 4

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)
D6 If you chose the COUNCIL side If you chose the CORPORATION side
1-2 MK.II OCCULUS + PERCEPTOR MK.II VENATOR + PRAETOR
3-4 MK.II NOMAD + MK.II OUTRIDER MK.II NOMAD + MK.II OUTRIDER
5 MK.II OCCULUS + MK.II PERCEPTOR MK.II VENATOR + MK.II PRAETOR
6 MK.II OCCULUS + MK.II BEHOLDER MK.II VENATOR + MK.II EXARCH

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 ESCORT. Complete the Main Mission within the time limit.
 PEACEMAKER. Complete the Side Mission “Negotiator”.
 BRAWLER. Recruit Maverick.

COMBAT difficulty 18: A simple hand signal by 
Wrathe launched the attack. With short bursts 
from his assault rifle, he took out two guards and 
the targeting module on one of the turrets. The 
guards were caught completely by surprise, but 
the automated defenses whirred to life and im-
mediately began firing their deadly energy blasts. 

OPERATE difficulty 15: With quick and confident mo-
tions, Tools tapped into the relay masterfully. “I’m 
in,” whispered Jace, as he altered the target recogni-
tion protocol of the turrets, which immediately spun 
into action, blasting several of the guards. With that 
as their cue, the mercenaries pounced on their prey, 
dispatching the stunned thugs with deadly efficiency.

The Tel Mont incident was irrefutable 
proof of the fragile status quo. The 

Frontier Cartel would once more assume 
the mantle of liberator, resuming its armed 
struggle against the oppressive Council, 
with the latter willing to go to any lengths 
to quell their rebellion once and for all. 
However, the Council’s concerns didn’t re-
volve solely around the Cartel…  
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MISSION BRIEFING

While the Ironclad was docked at the Europa space 
station to resupply, the Comm Officer received an en-
crypted message from Council agent, Mun’Da. It de-
scribed, in extensive detail, three possible locations 

of the ruins of a long-lost precursor race. The initial in-
dication was that there might be ancient, ground-break-
ing technology at these sites that the Council could ill 
afford to fall into the wrong hands. Naturally, the right 
hands for such technology were the Council’s own. The 
Ironclad was to escort and protect a group of Council 
archaeologists so that they could properly investigate 
and evaluate the site.
Objective: Visit the planets GERRUS, VIYAMA and ZAYA-
TOV 13 (in any order) and resolve their respective 
scripted events.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 85 Credits + Cloaking Generator Module.

The screen flickered to life with the im-
age of Corporate representative, Fili Pau. 
He cordially extended his greetings to the 
Captain and proceeded immediately to 

the business at hand. The Corporation was 
fully aware of the locations of the precursor 
ruins and the suspected importance of what 
they held. A substantial reward was prom-
ised for the simple task of escorting Corpo-
rate agents to the site to appropriate Council 
findings or study them firsthand. Of course, 
Council reprisals were to be expected. 
Objective: Visit the planets GERRUS, VI-
YAMA and ZAYATOV 13 (in any order) and 
resolve their respective scripted events.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 85 Credits + Repair Bay Module.

Players must choose their employer.

“Battle stations!” yelled the Captain as the ship’s scanners detected hostile ship signatures. “So much for 
an easy job,” mumbled the ever-grumpy veteran. “Come on, old man! I was looking for an excuse to take 
my fighter for a spin!” Blaze taunted.   You cannot evade this Encounter.
Space Combat vs. Corporation Enforcer FILI PAU and 1x MK.II OCCULUS DRONE Squadron.

“It seems that they are not yet aware of our presence, Captain,” declared the Sensors Officer. “Good,” Gabriel 
said as he gave a nod to Thaddeus, which prompted the officer to give the order, “Prepare the raiders for 
planetfall – double check your suit integrity,”. Viyama’s atmosphere was thin and deadly radiation constantly 
showered its surface. Resolve an Alien Infestation Operation vs, MUN'DA. Ignore Marine/Specialist bonus. 

As the scientific equipment was set up at the site, the Council scientists noticed a critical error displaying 
on their systems.  June and Tools worked in tandem to repair the damage and prevent further delays. This 
was the last thing that such a time-sensitive mission needed! 
Resolve a System Failure Operation (Yellow Threat).

Even though the Sensors Officer gave the all clear, everyone on the bridge still felt uneasy. The Council’s 
cloaking tech wasn’t flawless - as it bent the light and cloaked the ambush squad, the slightest movement 
from some of the cloaked warriors gave them away to Wrathe, a grizzled and eagle-eyed marine veteran. 
“Damn it! The LZ is hot! Get us out of here!” Unfortunately, the warning came too late as the enemy 
opened fire on the Ironclad. Resolve a Sabotage Encounter (Yellow Threat).

Moments before the Ironclad landed at the site, the ship’s alarms sounded and the automated system noti-
fied everyone of an enemy intrusion. “We’ll deal with them,” Osyka said, grabbing her assault rifle as she 
led a small team of soldiers to face the intruders. 
Resolve a Space Leeches Operation vs. AMATERASU. Ignore Marine/Engineer bonus.

“The Council thanks you for your services, Captain. We understand you had a run-in with Corporation 
forces, which we hope didn’t cause you too much trouble,” Mun’Da said. “We will be analyzing the data 
we gathered at the precursor sites, but your job here is done. You have more than earned your reward.”
Mission accomplished for the Council. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

1a

2a

1b

2b

1c

1d

SIDE MISSION – NEGOTIATOR: While the Ironclad was still stationed on Europa, Gabriel spent some time with his 
crew at one of the local drinking establishments. The Ironclad’s crew was more than just a band of mercenaries; 
they were a collection of outcasts and pariahs that had grown into a family. At a nearby table, a heated discussion 
erupted, but the voices died out when they realized the presence of a tall Firstborn woman looming. Gabriel 

stood, recognizing the warrior, Cybel, and saluted her in Firstborn fashion, which she returned in kind. She then 
spoke, in the melodic voice of her species, about Firstborn warriors that were being held for ransom by the Federa-
tion. Cybel authorized Gabriel to represent her people as a neutral party and negotiate the release of her warriors.
Objective: Locate Objective B and resolve the scripted event. – Reward: 10 Credits + either 1 Gear or 2 Crew
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The order was given for the crew to assume their battle stations and for the pilots to prep their fighters for 
immediate launch. “Better ready, than sorry,” thought Gabriel as he knew the Council was waiting. His gut 
feeling turned out to be accurate as the Council did not disappoint. Hidden behind the planet’s rings, the 
“Inquisitor” opened fire as soon as the Ironclad had initiated her descent to the planet’s surface. 
You cannot evade this Encounter.
Space Combat vs Council Enforcer MUN’DA and an MK.II VENATOR Fighter Squadron.

“I was asked to extend our CEO’s gratitude for a job well done Captain,” Fili Pau said sincerely before con-
tinuing, “It’s not often that she’s impressed. It seems that the collected data is more than we expected and 
our scientists are already working hard to decipher all of the information.” 
Mission accomplished for the Corporation. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

2c

2d

Failure: As the bar brawl threatened to bring the saloon down 
around their ears, the stranger quietly slipped away. He re-
turned, producing a small, non-threatening handgun from his 
jacket and aimed it at the air lock as he secured his helmet 
onto his head. The deceptive-looking handgun blasted a hole 
through the one-foot thick hull with astonishing ease, allowing 
the stranger to escape into the dark void with a two-finger 
salute and a wide grin on his face.

Success: As fists and bar stools started 
flying, the stranger introduced himself as 
“Maverick, hot-shot pilot and amateur en-
tertainer”. Seeing that he was no longer 
welcome there, he offered his services 
to the Ironclad, so long as they wouldn’t 
mind leaving…immediately. 
MAVERICK joins the Hero Roster.

SIDE MISSION – ROCK STAR: The local star was surrounded by a very dense asteroid belt at a comfortably 
frozen distance. Nestled on one of those asteroids was a small outpost with a refueling station and a saloon, 
notorious for the vile assortment of lowlife scum that it attracted. As the ship’s quartermaster was busy 
resupplying, the crew decided to spend some of its hard-earned credits on some relaxation. Their break was 
short-lived however, as a bar brawl suddenly erupted at a nearby table where some unsavory-looking charac-
ters where staunchly accusing a leather-clad man with a sly grin of cheating. 

The Ironclad halted its advance just outside of weapon 
range, so as not to provoke. The Comm Officer informed 
her Captain that the “White Flag” was being broadcast on 
all hailing frequencies, along with the information that the 
Ironclad would act as an authorized Firstborn representa-

tive in the hostage negotiations.
 Resolve a Crossfire Encounter.
Replace the results with these:

1-5: It seemed that Vulpo’s words fell on deaf ears. Everyone 
was convinced that the Federation was hellbent on seeing this 
to the end and, sadly, they were proven right as the Firstborn 
prisoners were brutally murdered. 
Side Mission Failed – Wound Diplomat.

6-8: Vulpo had done his best to state his case. The Federa-
tion officials conferred for a few torturous minutes and finally 
came back, agreeing to release the prisoners, but only for far 
more than they initially demanded. 
Pay 10 Credits (or discard 2 Gear) to accomplish the Side 
Mission. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

9+: Vulpo’s negotiation was brilliant, his words well chosen 
and his case infallible. The Federation agreed to the terms 
and released the hostages. Despite doing their best to hide it, 
the Firstborn warriors were visibly shaken. 
Side Mission accomplished. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50). 

3

4

A) You may ignore this event

B) Interrupt and assist the stranger (resolve an Infiltrated Operation). 

 or
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Scenario 6 - ESCALATION

Planets / Space Stations required: EUROPA (Neutral) (Starting Sector), ZAYA-
TOV 13 (Neutral), THEIA (Federation), OLYNTH (Cartel)
Sectors required: 3B, 4B, 5B & 6B.
Intel tokens NOT required: Objective B, Signatures Detected x2, Infiltrated, 
Space Leeches, Sabotage, Trading Outpost, Asteroid Field,  Distress Beacon, 
Rich Asteroid, System Failure.
Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave the Objective A Intel to-
ken aside. Place the Intel tokens face down normally on all Sectors except the 
three Sectors of tile 5B. Shuffle the Objective A Intel token in the remaining 
Intel tokens and randomly place them on the Sectors of Sector tile 5B.
Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 DECOY. Complete the Main Mission within the time limit.
 LIBERATOR. Complete the Side Mission “Freedom Fighters”.
 EXPLORER.   Reveal (either via Recon or Move) all twelve 

Intel tokens.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Arrival at planet Theia (Firstborn) Read 1
Arrival at planet Theia (Federation) Read 2
Objective A Read 4

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)
D6 If you follow the FIRSTBORN If you follow the FEDERATION
1-2 MK.II SKADI + VALKYRIE MK.II MYRMIDON + CERBERUS
3-4 MK.II MARAUDER + MK.II RENEGADE MK.II MARAUDER + MK.II RENEGADE
5 MK.II SKADI + VALKYRIE MK.II MYRMIDON + MK.II CERBERUS
6 VALKYRIE + HERMODR CERBERUS +  MK.II ORION

MISSION BRIEFING

The familiar, stern face of the Firstborn, Vor-
cia, appeared on the Captain’s screen. “We re-
quire your services again, Captain,” as her im-
age dissolved to a star map of Federation space. 

“Recently, we found a weakness in the Federal 
war machine, which we fully intend to exploit.” 
The image focused on the planet’s surface and 
switched to reconnaissance images of a military 
fortress. “This is our target. The military base on 
Theia is the Federation’s primary staging area. We 
need you to engage the Federal navy as a diversion 
as our fleet carries out an orbital bombardment of 
the military base on Theia’s surface,” You shall be 
rewarded accordingly, of course.”
Objective: Reach planet THEIA. Resolve a 
Space Combat Encounter.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 90 Credits + Medical Bay Module.
IMPORTANT: Lothar’s Global Ability is in effect.

Admiral Lothar was an intimidating presence. His 
face was covered by a chrome faceplate, both to 
hide the terrible scars of the first war as well as to 
sustain his vital functions. “Captain, the Federation 

calls upon you for your assistance in the war effort,” 
he droned in a grim, mechanical voice. “Recent intel 
shows Firstborn movement within Federal space. Our 
sources suggest that their target is the military base 
on the planet Theia. This base is a pivotal supply point 
for our vanguard. Our campaign against these cosmic 
witches cannot be deterred. Our forces are already 
stretched to their maximum and we are unable to al-
locate any additional resources.  In light of our current 
situation, we urgently request your assistance.” 
Objective: Reach planet THEIA. Resolve a Space 
Combat Encounter.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 90 Credits + Improved Hull Module
IMPORTANT: Vorcia’s Global Ability is in effect.

SIDE MISSION - FREEDOM FIGHTERS: Olivia received an encoded transmission for the Captain’s eyes only. The 
message was from the Cartel and included a detailed itinerary of the “Invictus”, a Council frigate transporting 
imprisoned Cartel freedom fighters. The Cartel was offering substantial compensation for their “release”. 
Objective: Reach Objective A and resolve the scripted event. – Reward: 25 Credits.

News of the escalating conflict between humanity and the Firstborn 
reached the Ironclad and her crew, as the death toll mounted. 

Strangely enough, the Council seemed hesitant to intervene with force, 
as it had in the first war between the Federation and the Firstborn. 
Having built a solid reputation, the Ironclad’s crew had proven to be 
dependable and efficient, regardless of employer. 
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As soon as the Ironclad dropped out of hyper-
space, its sensors picked up Federal signatures 
moving in to intercept, weapons charged. “The 
enemy is hailing us,” said the Comm Officer and 
Gabriel nodded. “It saddens me to destroy a ship 

that was once under my command,” Federal Com-
mander Lothar said, arrogantly. “The Retribution”, 
Lothar’s battleship, deployed its fighter squadrons 
on an assault vector as the Ironclad’s captain yelled 
for his crew to take their battle stations. 
You cannot avoid this Encounter. Space Combat 
vs. Federation Villain LOTHAR and an MK.II SKA-
DI squadron. 

KORI VEDIL unlocked: “You fool! Why didn’t you 
sync your sensors with the Firstborn?” Kori Vedil 
questioned in his own unique way, enraging the 
Sensors Officer in the process. Ironclad +1 

After the Encounter is resolved, read the follow-
ing: The Ironclad had served its intended purpose. 
As the combatants exchanged blows, the Firstborn 
ships approached the planet. By the time the Fed-
eration was aware of their presence, it was already 
too late. The orbital guns fired salvo after salvo, 
finding their targets with impeccable accuracy. 
Soon, the military base had been reduced to ash. 
The stunned Federation ships ceased fire and disen-
gaged, jumping to hyperspace moments later. 
Mission accomplished for the Firstborn. 
(Proceed to 3).

If during the 4th Scenario you completed the 
Stranded Operatives side mission, read the fol-
lowing: “I have a request, Captain,” Erica said, 
as she approached Gabriel, joining him for a 
drink in front of a glass canopy with a view of 
the Eagle Nebula. “I want to join your crew and 
serve under the Ironclad’s flag.” Without a sec-
ond thought, the Captain saluted her, and said, 
“Welcome aboard, Commander". ERICA joins the 
Hero Roster. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

It seemed that the Ironclad arrived just in time to as-
sist the outnumbered Federal navy face the Firstborn 
onslaught. “Incoming message from the enemy bat-
tleship, Captain,” the Comm Officer said, as Gabriel 
turned to face the holo-screen. “I am Commander Vor-

cia of the battleship “Thanatos” and I am pleased to in-
form you that I have decided to grant you a swift death,” 
she promised in a cold and calculating voice. With the 
Firstborn having already defeated at least half of the 
Federal defenders, it was up to the Ironclad to turn the 
tide of battle. 
You cannot avoid this Encounter. Space Combat vs. 
Firstborn Villain VORCIA and an MK.II MYRMIDON Mech. 

KORI VEDIL unlocked: “Your maneuvers are inadequate! 
You fail to factor in the Firstborn’s intricate tactics,” 
Kori Vedil advised causing the Helmsman to curse angrily. 
Ironclad +1 

After the Encounter is resolved, read the following: 
Suddenly, the Firstborn disengaged and then it all be-
came clear. The purpose of the attack was to act as a 
diversion as another Firstborn fleet took position and 
decimated the planet’s surface with its orbital guns. 
Their mission successfully accomplished, the Firstborn 
ships quickly jumped out of the sector, leaving the 
stunned Federal navy, the little that remained of it, to 
lick its wounds.

Mission accomplished for the Federation. 
 (Proceed to 3).

If during the 4th Scenario you didn’t complete the Strand-
ed Operatives side mission, you may Exhaust a Captain or 
a Diplomat, and then read the following (Otherwise pro-
ceed to Debriefing - pg 50):
Gabriel and Erica shared a drink and an impressive view of 
the Eagle Nebula. “I believe there’s a place for you in the 
Ironclad, among us, Commander,” he suggested. The proud 
soldier considered the offer for a moment before acknowl-
edging, “When do I start?”
ERICA joins the Hero Roster. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

1 2

A) The Captain quickly looked around the bridge, gauging their resolve. They were all soldiers of fortune, but 
that didn’t make them heartless monsters. “Give the order,” Gabriel said to his second in command. “Emergen-
cy planetfall,” barked Thaddeus and the Ironclad began its swift descent towards the planet’s surface. Alarms 
blared wildly, warning of imminent impact. The Ironclad struck the planet’s surface violently upon landing, but 
damage reports were showing minimal damage. “Maximum shields and I want all hands helping with the evacu-
ation,” the Captain yelled with urgency. The crew spread throughout the residential area, assisting civilians to 
board the ship. As the last of the evacuees boarded the Ironclad, the first fiery pieces of space station debris 
were starting to crash around them. As the airlock closed behind Commander Erica, she tore the Federal insignia 
from her uniform and tossed it out, renouncing the Federation.

Minutes after the battle, the Ironclad received an urgent distress call from Theia’s scorched surface. Com-
mander Erica, wounded and bleeding, appeared on the screen. Her message was a grim one. “Captain, I need 
your help! The Firstborn bombardment dealt critical damage to our low-orbit space station. The station’s 
stabilizers are failing and it is falling towards the surface. On its current trajectory, it is projected to crash 
into a densely-populated urban center. There is no way that we will be able to safely evacuate the civilians 
in time.” She paused, a desperate look on her blood-smeared face. “Please. You are our only hope!” Osyka 

grabbed Gabriel’s arm and pulled him closer, whispering, “It could be a trap, sir.”

A) Respond to the distress call.
The Ironclad receives 4 DMG (Player’s choice)

B) Ignore it. Finish the scenario and proceed 
to Debriefing (pg 50).

3

You may:
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After examining the Intel, it was determined that the “Invictus” would be most vulnerable while refueling 
at an automated Council station. When the Ironclad dropped out of hyperspace, the “Invictus” was there, 
docked as expected. “Fire harpoons!” yelled the Captain and huge metallic rods pierced through the docked 
frigate’s hull with ease. With the Ironclad securely tethered to the “Invictus”, her soldiers boarded the Coun-
cil ship in search of the prisoners as the defenders were dispatched. Resolve an Infiltrated Operation (Red).

As soon as all of the freedom fighters were aboard the Ironclad, Gabriel asked Olivia to inform her contacts in the 
Cartel of their brethren’s release. Shortly afterwards, the Ironclad received its well-earned payment.
Side mission accomplished. Check Debriefing (pg 50).

Read the following regardless of Success or Failure: Wrathe spearheaded the operation, mowing down every 
soldier in his sight. Oni moved past the gunfight and skillfully evaded the automated defense systems, quickly 
reaching the prison cells. After slicing through the guards with his sword, he turned his attention to the cell doors. 
The lock was biometric, so he lifted one of the guards and pressed his face to the optical scanner until he heard 
the hissing of the doors opening, liberating the prisoners. Thaddeus accounted for all the Cartel fighters, when he 
saw a towering humanoid huddled up with a blank stare on his eyes. “What’s his deal?” Thaddeus asked. “Marine 
Corps, Sergeant Jericho, five war zone tours, including the frontier. He’s a deserter,” Oni explained after accessing 
the prison’s terminal.                                   Players have to choose:

Ask the prisoner to join you: “Come on big fella, 
let’s get you out of this hole. There’s a bunk and a hot 
meal waiting for you on the Ironclad” said the veteran 
marine. “I just hope we don’t regret it,” Osyka mum-
bled, clearly preoccupied by her superior’s decision. 
JERICHO joins the Hero Roster.

Leave him there: “We’ve all seen burnout like 
this, Commander. He’s clearly wasted” Osyka 
pointed out, vocalizing her concerns. Thad-
deus rarely heeded the advice of his subordi-
nates, but there was something about the man 
that just didn’t sit right with him.

4

Scenario 7 - AGGRESIVE TAKEOVER

Planets / Space Stations required: TEL MONT 
(Neutral) (Starting Sector), ELYSIUM (Firstborn), 
HELIX IV (Corporation), GERRUS (Neutral).
Sectors required: 2B, 3B, 5B & 6A.
Intel tokens NOT required: Signatures Detected 
x2, Alien Infestation, System Failure x2, Crossfire, 
Friendly Outpost, Ancient Relic, Distress Beacon, 
Derelict Ship.
Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave 
the Objective A Intel token aside. Place the Intel 
tokens face down as usual on all Sectors except the 
3 Sectors of tile 6A. Shuffle the Objective A Intel 
token in the remaining Intel tokens and place them 
randomly on the Sectors of Sector tile 6A.
Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 Services on the starting 
planet.

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)
D6 If you follow the FIRSTBORN If you follow the CORPORATION
1 OCCULUS + PERCEPTOR MK.II MYRMIDON + CERBERUS
2-3 MK.II MARAUDER + RENEGADE MK.II MARAUDER + RENEGADE
4 MK.II MARAUDER + MK.II RENEGADE MK.II MARAUDER + MK.II RENEGADE
5 MK.II OCCULUS + PERCEPTOR MK.II MYRMIDON + MK.II CERBERUS
6 MK.II OCCULUS + BEHOLDER MK.II MYRMIDON + ORION

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 GAME-CHANGER. Complete the Main Mission within the time limit.
 HUNT FOR THE VALKYRIE. Complete the Side Mission “Defectors”.
 NO HEROICS. Complete the Scenario without using Heroic Orders.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
I. Objective A Read 1a

II. 1a) resolved
Read 1b (Firstborn)
Read 1c (Corporation)

III. Objective B Read 2

Images of the destruction wrought on Theia were 
widespread. The Firstborn’s orbital bombardment of 

the planet’s surface was ruthless and merciless. More-
over, the debris that once was a Federal space station 
became an unconventional weapon, raining death on 
the hapless Theians.
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MISSION BRIEFING

The flames of war engulfed most of Council- con-
trolled space. Ambitious players found the perfect 
opportunity to move their pawns on the galactic 
board in order to consolidate their power. Appre-

hension about this new assignment was virtually palpa-
ble throughout the Ironclad’s bridge. The data packet 
designating their objective had come directly from the 
office of the Corporation CEO - they were to “liber-
ate” a mining outpost from the vicious pirates known 
as the Harpies. Strangely enough, the data included no 
additional information other than the desired time-
frame and the location of the large asteroid where the 
outpost was based. The Ironclad was to neutralize the 
Harpy presence on the outpost and then signal the Cor-
poration’s paramilitary branch to jump into the Sector 
and assume control of the facilities.
Objective: Locate the Mining Outpost (Objective A) 
and resolve all scripted events.
Time: 10 Turns
Reward: 100 Credits + 1 Gear

General Khanaii had contacted the Ironclad 
with what she called a “liberation and consol-
idation” mission. The navigator received the 
coordinates of a large sector where they would 

need to locate and capture a mining outpost, 
which until recently, had been property of the 
Firstborn. The merciless band of female pirates, 
the Harpies, had been recently contracted by the 
Corporation to attack and capture the outpost. 
“It seems that they can’t be trusted after all, as 
they decided to forego their initial agreement 
and keep the operation for themselves. That 
outpost belongs to the Firstborn, but our conflict 
against the Gaia Nova Federation has our forces 
spread thinly throughout the sector. We ask that 
you recapture the outpost for our people”.
Objective: Locate the Mining Outpost (Objec-
tive A) and resolve all scripted events.
Time: 10 Turns
Reward: 100 Credits + 1 Gear.

SIDE MISSION - DEFECTORS: “Straight from Admiral Lothar’s office,” Thaddeus said, putting the trans-
mission on the main screen. Lothar wanted to relay the mission details in person. Hel platoon, a group of 
Federation marines, was defecting to the Frontier Cartel, commandeering a Valkyrie class frigate in the 
process. “I want you to make an example out of them Captain, as the Federation has no tolerance for de-

sertion.” The rest of Admiral Lothar’s message was plain and uncomplicated, “They are to be eliminated.”
Objective: Locate the rogue Valkyrie (Objective B) and eliminate the defectors. Reward: 25 Credits, 1 Gear

If JERICHO is a member of your Hero Roster, read the following before starting the Scenario: It was unclear 
as to what had triggered him, but Jericho had erupted in a fit of rage throughout the crowded mess hall. 
Tables were flung aside and crew members attempting to subdue him were batted away like harmless insects. 
After multiple stun blasts, Jericho was finally apprehended and taken to the brig. Following the incident, 

Gabriel met with Stitch, who gave her assessment. “He’s clearly suffering from post-traumatic stress. I don’t 
believe it’s a severe case, but unless we can improve his condition, it will be a problem considering his incred-
ible physical strength.” Gabriel thanked her and told her to keep him advised.        Resolve a Sickness event.

Diplomacy: Exhaust a Captain and resolve a Crossfire 
Event: Erica was accompanied by the boarding party in an 
attempt to broker peace. The soldiers and officers of Hel 
platoon immediately recognized their old comrade, though 
unable to determine the purpose for her presence. The 

missing Federation insignia from her arm did ease the tension 
somewhat. After a long discussion, Erica was able to convince 
the marines to relinquish command of the Valkyrie and earn 
their pledge to join the Ironclad. 
Side mission accomplished (Neutral).
Check Debriefing (pg 50).

Direct confrontation. Resolve an In-
filtrated Operation (Red): Everyone in 
the boarding party was on edge as they 
breached the Valkyrie’s hull. Shortly 
after boarding, the deserters attacked 

lighting up the corridors with blaster fire. 
As expected, Hel platoon fought bravely, 
but in the end, the Ironclad’s troops pre-
vailed, fulfilling their task. 
Side mission accomplished (Federation). 
Check Debriefing (pg 50).

2
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Hel platoon’s Valkyrie was detected drifting in orbit around a moon, their engines powered down. Seizing the op-
portunity, the Ironclad approached the frigate, boarding party at the ready inside their shuttles. “Valkyrie crew, 
this is the captain of the Ironlad. Prepare to be boarded,” Gabriel announced to the defectors. “This is going to 
get messy,” Osyka said. If ERICA is a member of the Hero Roster, read the following: “I know Hel platoon. I once 
served with them, and they are best known for their loyalty,” Erica described. “They wouldn’t leave the Fed-
eration without a good reason.” she claimed. Gabriel briefly glanced down at his commander’s shirt where the 

Federation insignia had once been emblazoned. “Let me try to avoid bloodshed,” she pleaded. Option B available.
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The Ironclad approached the sector conservatively dropping out of hyperspace well outside the outpost’s 
sensor range. The Intel provided about the outpost’s defenses was thorough, but even with such a detailed 
report, it wouldn’t be an easy assignment. A dense asteroid field encircled the outpost - the remains of a 
stellar mass previously destroyed by the Firstborn. Gathering his officers, Captain Gabriel said, “We will 
make our approach using the asteroid field’s interference to mask our signature,”. “Look!” Blaze’s warning 
interrupted Gabriel as the fighter pilot pointed at the Intel on the table, “that’s a Perceptor class frigate 

down there. I bet I can keep her occupied for a while!” Thaddeus weighed in on the conversation, shaking his 
head, disapproving almost instinctively, “As you get older, you’ll realize that you get less accomplished by 
racing in, than you do by taking a more...cautious...approach.”
Resolve an Asteroid Field Encounter. Then choose: A) Indirect Approach or B) Direct Approach

True to their reputation, the Harpies 
were ruthless and fought with reck-
less abandon. In the end, however, 
the Ironclad was victorious. “It’s not 
over yet,” said the XO, pointing at the 
Firstborn’s defensive gun emplace-

ments. Taking note, the Captain ordered 
the navigator to take them in closer.
You cannot evade this Encounter.
Resolve an Enemy Outpost Encounter.

“No one would expect 
such a maneuver,” Ga-
briel said ordering a 
course to be set into 
the asteroid field. “Of 
course they wouldn’t… 

because it’s complete-
ly insane!” Thaddeus 
yelled. Resolve an Infil-
trated Operation.

“ENEMY SIGNATURES DETECTED”. Warning screens bathed the Mech’s cockpit in flashing red light. The 
bored Harpy couldn’t hide her grin at the sound of the alarm, as it meant that her bloodlust would soon be 
sated. She powered up her systems and moments later, her Mech was on course to intercept the intruders. 
You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat vs. 1x MK.II PERCEPTOR Frigate, 1x MK.II MARAUDER 
Fighter Squadron and 1x MK.II RENEGADE Mech. Then read C).

SUCCESS: After several risky maneuvers, the young daredevil emerged from 
the asteroid field and caught the Harpies by surprise. A few well placed shots 
to their ship’s thrusters and one missile straight through the bridge’s canopy 
severely crippled the frigate. The stunned Harpies rallied quickly and powered 
their Mechs preparing for counterattack. “How do you like the odds now, old 
timer?” Blaze asked with a laugh, while Thaddeus clenched his fists and mum-
bled through gritted teeth. “Don’t get cocky, kid,” Gabriel warned as the Harpy 
Mechs assumed attack formation.
You cannot evade this Encounter. Resolve Space Combat vs. 1x MK.II MA-
RAUDER Fighter Squadron and 1x MK.II RENEGADE Mech. Then read C).

If KORI VEDIL is a member of your Hero Roster, read the 
following: Captain, it saddens me that our crew still cannot 
grasp the workings of Firstborn weaponry and their target-
ing protocols. No wonder we’re such an easy target,” scolded 
the scientist, completely disregarding the angry glare of the 
insulted helmsman. He went on his typical scientific rant, ex-
plaining what they should be doing instead. “As per Kori Ve-
dil’s suggestion…” Gabriel ordered and winked, as the helms-
man grudgingly complied.
The Ironclad gains +1 Evasion for this Encounter.

FAILURE: “Weapons ineffective Captain,” Blaze warned as his shots deflected harmlessly off of the frigate’s 
shields. “They must have modulated their shields! Get out of there!” the Captain urged desperately.
You cannot evade this Encounter. Space Combat vs. 1x MK.II PERCEPTOR Frigate (place 1 Shield DMG token and 
1 DMG token on its card), 1x MK.II MARAUDER Fighter Squadron and 1x MK.II RENEGADE Mech. Then read C).

As the cleanup crew secured the area, Kori Vedil’s obsession with Firstborn technology and architecture 
kicked in, rendering him oblivious to his surroundings. Unaware of the Harpies stalking him, he sifted through 
files and documented as much as he could. Fortunately for him, a two-man team came right around the 
corner right as the crazed women moved in for the kill. The laboratory had little to offer in terms of cover 
and the ensuing fight was a bloodbath, and Kori Vedil was the only one left breathing after the outcome was 
decided. – 1 Morale, -2 Crew.             Proceed to 1b or 1c.
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The garrison was once again fortified as the 
Firstborn reinforced their defenses. A mes-
sage from the Firstborn’s military command-
er, Khanaii, declared her administration’s 
appreciation of the Ironclad’s valuable assis-
tance. “Your efforts have been noted and will 

be properly rewarded, Captain,” she said, and 
the Ironclad’s Captain replied with a courteous 
nod. The mining outpost and its unique resource 
were once again in Firstborn hands, giving them 
the advantage in their ongoing conflict with 
the Federation. Mission accomplished for the 
Firstborn. Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

As soon as the last Harpy was defeated, a small Corpo-
ration battle group dropped out of hyperspace, just a 
few clicks from the outpost. The crew was observing 
the ships as they assumed an approach vector when the 
Corporation’s CEO appeared on the holo-screen with a 
satisfied expression on her face. “I would like to ex-

press my gratitude for your handling of the mission. I am 
pleased with your performance and would like to extend 
our cooperation in the future.” With the mining outpost 
and its unique resource under their control, the Corpora-
tion would gain a dramatic advantage to its war industry. 
Mission accomplished for the Corporation. Proceed to 
Debriefing (pg 50).

1b 1c
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Scenario 8 - SNAKE EYES

Planets / Space Stations required: EUROPA (Neutral) (Starting Sector), 
Olynth (Cartel), Gaia Nova (Federation), Viyama (Neutral), Baelen (Coun-
cil), Gerrus (Neutral)
Sectors required: 2B, 3B, 6B
Intel tokens NOT required:  Bad Intel, Signatures Detected x2, Infiltrated, 
Space Dementia, Enemy Outpost, Trading Outpost, Asteroid Field, Probe, 
Ancient Relic, Distress Beacon, Rich Asteroid, System Failure x1.

Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave the Objective A Intel token aside. Place the Intel tokens face 
down as usual on all Sectors except the two adjacent Black Hole sectors of tiles 3B and 6B. Shuffle the Objective 
A token with the other remaining Intel token and randomly place them on the two Black Hole sectors.
Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 JACK POT. Complete the Main Mission within the time limit.
 ORACLE. Complete the Side Mission “Precog”.
 CLEAN THE STREETS. Complete the Side Mission “Crackdown”

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Arrival at planet Baelen Read 1
Objective A Read 2
Objective B Read 3

MISSION BRIEFING

A Federal Intelligence Corps agent, going only 
by the name “Smith”, had contacted them 
with a vague proposal. When they’d met, he 
was seated alone in a corner, but to even an 

untrained eye one could see that half of the bar’s 
patrons were his associates. The Galaxy’s End 
Casino, in orbit around planet Baelen, was being 
used to launder Cartel funds. Recently, the Cartel 
had lost control of the Casino as its administra-
tor had renounced affiliation with them, kept the 
Casino for himself, and enlisted the services of a 
private army for protection. The job sounded sim-
ple enough - take out the administrator and his 
thugs, paving the way for a new Federation-affil-
iated manager to take his place. It was clear why 
the Federation would want an unaffiliated party to 
take care of this task, as the planet lay in the mid-
dle of the Council’s sovereign territory and no of-
ficial military presence would be tolerated there.
Objective:  go to planet BAELEN and defeat the 
administrator and his mercenaries.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 100 Credits and either +1 Gear or 2 Re-
pairs. WRAK’THORN’s Global Ability is in effect.

A message from Wrak’Thorn, a Warlord in the 
Frontier Cartel, was passed on to the Ironclad’s 
Captain. It was about a high-risk job with a big-
time payoff, but offered no further details. It 

was easy to imagine the cantina where the meeting 
took place brimming with regular customers. How-
ever, it was now eerily empty save for their tower-
ing, beastlike employer sitting alone, drinking at a 
table. Threat and danger seemed to emanate from 
him as he focused on the astrogation holomap in 
front of him. With his clawed hand, Wrak’Thorn 
pointed to planet Baelen. He was laconic with his 
words. “There is a Cartel casino here. I want the 
administrator dead. He has a private army. I want 
them dead, too. Get us our casino back.” Since the 
casino was right in the middle of Council territory, 
it was obvious that the Cartel couldn’t intervene 
directly without bringing the Council’s full force 
down upon them.
Objective: go to planet BAELEN and defeat the 
administrator and his mercenaries.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 100 Credits and either +1 Gear or 2 Crew.
Mr. SMITH’s Global Ability is in effect.

The weary Ironclad fired its thrusters, slowing to a crawl as it prepared 
to dock with Space Station Europa. As the chief engineer made ar-

rangements for the necessary repairs and maintenance, the Captain and 
his officers made their way to a business rendezvous that was planned to 
take place at an inconspicuous establishment in one of the station’s slums.

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)
D6 If you follow the FEDERATION If you follow the CARTEL
1-2 MK.II BANDIT + TOMAHAWK MK.II SKADI + VALKYRIE
3-4 MK.II RENEGADE + LEVIATHAN MK.II RENEGADE + LEVIATHAN
5 MK.II BANDIT + MK.II TOMAHAWK MK.II SKADI + MK.II VALKYRIE
6 MK.II BANDIT + MK.II TRAILBLAZER MK.II SKADI + MK.II HERMODR
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SIDE MISSION – PRECOG: It was the night before the Ironclad’s scheduled departure, and Gabriel’s sleep had 
recently been haunted by visions of a spectral alien woman. He didn’t recognize her, but she seemed to know 
him as she cried out for his help, apparently in some kind of danger. He’d dozed off at the desk in his quarters 
and awoke with a violent start, drenched in sweat. A message was typed into his terminal, apparently by his 

own hand. It said, “My name is Delphi. I’m held captive here at The Galaxy’s End. I know you are coming here 
and I can help you if you can do something for me. The administrator has my daughter held hostage in a nearby 
sector to force me to use my gifts to protect him. If you can free her, I can aid you in toppling him.” The mes-
sage ended with, “I’ll know when it’s been done.”
Objective: Rescue DELPHI’s daughter (Find the Objective A Intel token and resolve its scripted event).
Reward: DELPHI will help the Ironclad in an unspecified way.

If Nysa is a member of your Hero Roster, read the following: It took some time, but Nysa now felt accepted 
and appreciated as a member of the Ironclad’s crew. After she was done teasing Blaze, she headed for her 
bunk. She really liked him, she thought to herself, or maybe it was just the alcohol talking. Despite having 
one too many drinks, her well-honed instincts and reflexes were still sharp as she dodged a sudden blade 

attack from behind, twisting her assailant’s arm and tossing them to the floor. They brawled in the darkness 
of her quarters until Nysa finally got the upper hand, and with a deft move, buried the blade deep into her 
opponent’s chest. In the dim light, Nysa realized that the assassin was in fact a former sister - a Harpy. Gravely 
wounded, the woman coughed up blood and laughed maniacally as she grabbed a detonator from her belt. Nysa 
barely managed to dive out the door before the ensuing blast shredded her quarters. Her ears ringing painfully, 
she staggered to her feet and spit a bloody gob symbolically in the direction of her attacker. Under her breath, 
she vowed that she would put an end to this. The Ironclad receives 2 DMG - Player’s choice (unavoidable).

SIDE MISSION – CRACKDOWN: A priority assignment came in from the Council, with a concise briefing. It in-
cluded a location and an objective - to eliminate a drug baron and his men and put an end to their operation. 
They utilized their advantageous location, near a trade planet, to enhance their trafficking reach. “Sounds 
straightforward enough,” Olivia thought out loud, after Gabriel discussed the details with her and Thaddeus. 

Objective: Locate and destroy the drug ring (Objective B Intel token) Reward: 20 Credits

Combat difficulty 19. “Let’s hit them hard with 
everything we’ve got!” Everyone removed their 
weapon suppressors in order to maximize the 
damage out of each firing burst.

FAILURE: It was easy… almost too easy. Just as Wrathe reached 
the girl, a mortally-wounded hostile rolled a frag grenade toward 
them. He grabbed the girl and leapt for cover, but two other mer-
cenaries were caught in the blast. When the dust settled, Wrathe 
felt searing pain, even though his armor had borne the brunt of the 
explosion. Luckily, Delphi’s daughter was unharmed, but some of 
the other mercenaries were in need of medical attention.
Wound all participating Heroes & Side Mission successful.
Check 1) for reward.

Stealth difficulty 17. “Move silently and mind 
your targets - we’re taking them down by sur-
prise.” The mercenaries enabled their smart-ca-
mo suits and moved in for the kill.

SUCCESS: With the last hostile neutral-
ized, Wrathe moved in to secure the girl. 
She was blindfolded and cowering in fear, 
but once she realized she was being res-
cued, she gratefully hugged the towering 
marine. Back on the Ironclad, Delphi’s 
voice echoed in the Captain’s thoughts, 
“Thank you Captain.” Side Mission suc-
cessful. Check 1) for reward.

“Let’s go!” Wrathe barked, spurring everyone to board the transport. “It’s going to get choppy,” Osyka warned 
from the transport’s cockpit, receiving a few grunts of reply. Coming in low to block sensor detection, she 
landed just a few hundred feet from the complex where Delphi’s daughter was being held. Scanning the recent 
recon images, Wrathe tried to come up with the best approach and then gave the order.

Resolve an Infiltrated Operation. Replace Difficulty and Success/Failure as follows.

2
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Resolve an Infiltrated Operation (Red 
Threat) and read the following: Locating 
the criminal ring’s lunar base wasn’t even 
challenging. The Ironclad’s soldiers were 
itching for a fight, most of them nervously 
double- and triple-checking their blasters 

while they waited. When it came to drug deal-
ers, the Ironclad’s mercenaries had no moral 
reservations. They came crashing down, like 
a cosmic storm, showing no mercy to the bar-
on’s thugs. Upon reaching the baron, they saw 
him cowering under a table begging for his 
life. After confirming the kill, the Ironclad 
signaled Council authorities. Side mission ac-
complished. Check Debriefing (pg 50).

If Jace is a member of your Hero Roster, read the following: 
Jace was hesitant to join the away team for this mission. Ga-
briel assigned him to the team anyway, despite his growing 
suspicion, as his talents would be invaluable. When the Cap-
tain found out that Jace had been recognized by the drug ring 
as an old client, he became furious. As soon as the shuttle 
was securely docked in the Ironclad’s hangar, Jace was ordered 
to report to the Captain’s quarters. After several minutes of 
shouting, Gabriel resisted the urge to further question the 
young man. Everyone on board the Ironclad had left behind 
a darker past for a brighter future. “Are we going to have a 
problem?” he asked instead, the narrowing slits of his eyes 
promising that he wouldn’t be as forgiving in the future. “No 
s-sir!” Jace stammered. The Captain nodded and dismissed 
him, hopeful that he had made his point. – 1 Morale.

3
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Behind the glamorous façade of bright lights and the false promise of riches, the “Galaxy’s End” was an 
impenetrable fortress, protected by state-of-the-art security and a private army. “Going in blind would 
be madness,” Osyka warned. The ranking officers stared at the casino’s schematics displayed on the main 
screen. “The way I see it, we have some options,” Olivia said as she explained her plan.
Resolve an Infiltrated Operation, replacing Difficulty and Success/Failure as follows: Combat 25 or 
Stealth 22 (or 21 Combat / 19 Stealth if you accomplished the “PRECOG” side mission).

Success: -1 Crew, +1 Morale, Wound one participating Hero. Failure: -2 Crew, -1 Morale, Wound all par-
ticipating Heroes.

The administrator’s ambitions had been dashed. Blinded with anger at his imminent defeat, the adminis-
trator grabbed Delphi and held a laser pistol to her head. “I’ll kill her! Let me go or I’ll kill her!” Oni’s left 
arm was behind his back, holding a blade, but the administrator’s forehead was blocked by the captured 
woman. As if sensing Oni’s intent, Delphi turned her head ever so slightly, clearing a line of sight for a quick 
throw by Oni to end the administrator’s life. If you accomplished the PRECOG side mission (2), read the 
following. Otherwise proceed to 1a): Delphi wiggled free from the administrator’s grasp, and stood still 

for a moment to allow the dawning realization of her freedom to sink in. It was impossible for her to hide her 
exhilarated smile as she removed her shock collar. Her daughter was safe, and so was she. She was no doubt 
indebted to Gabriel and the Ironclad’s crew, one she was going to pay in full. DELPHI joins the Hero Roster.

As the crew regrouped and began securing 
the area, the ever-aware Sensors Officer ob-
served two hostile signatures dropping out 
of hyperspace, their weapons primed and 
trained on the Ironclad. It was the...

...Federation! The soon-to-be Admiral Xavier direct-
ed the “Thor” into position against the Ironclad as it 
simultaneously dispatched a Skadi Fighter squadron 
with ace pilot, Noriko taking the lead.

Resolve a Space Combat vs. XAVIER and NORIKO.

With the Federation defeated, 
Wrak’thorn inspected his organization’s 
newly-acquired property. This victory 
meant that the Cartel had regained its 
life-blood … cold, hard credits.
Mission accomplished for the Cartel. 
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

...Cartel! The “Vulture”, the Baron’s infamous cruiser, support-
ed by Cara Vor’s “Vigilante” opened fire on the surprised Iron-
clad. Resolve a Space Combat vs. THE BARON and CARA VOR.

With the Cartel defeated, 
Mr. Smith inspected the fa-
cilities in person. Greed was 
painted all over his face as 
he entered the vault. Mis-
sion accomplished for the 
Federation. Proceed to De-
briefing (pg 50).

If Jace is a member of your Hero Roster, read the 
following: “Don’t want to bore you with the tech-
nicals, but I can temporarily disrupt their security 
measures,” Jace confidently claimed. You may ex-
haust a Specialist in order to exhaust a 4th Hero 
for this Operation.

Combat: With their diversion providing a momen-
tary distraction, Wrathe and Osyka gunned down 
two guards in perfect sync, clearing the path to 
the casino’s private lounge. The automated tur-
rets caught them unaware, with two shots grazing 
Wrathe’s shoulder, but he shrugged off the pain, 
while Osyka responded by throwing a mag gre-
nade. The device stuck firmly to its target before 
exploding, destroying both turrets in the process. 
Thaddeus kicked in the office door, revealing the 
administrator and his private bodyguards behind 
makeshift fortifications, guns ready. After the en-
suing gunfight, the mercenaries were still stand-
ing, and the administrator was cornered.

If Maverick is a member of your Hero Roster, read the 
following: “If you’re willing to part with some credits, 
I can… invest them… to create a diversion,” Maverick 
proposed, his obsession with gambling, for once, pre-
senting an opportunity, rather than a hindrance. Lose 
5 Credits to add a +2 bonus to your D6 roll.

Stealth: Olivia moved seductively towards the 
guards, her revealing dress distracting them, buy-
ing Oni and Osyka enough time to flank and neu-
tralize them. Osyka smirked at the sight of Olivia, 
who responded with a murderous glare, wiping the 
smile from her face. Aware of the security meas-
ures, Osyka threw a chaff grenade, which disrupt-
ed the turrets’ motion sensors, allowing them to 
pass. “What’s all the commotion?” the adminis-
trator demanded as his office door opened and a 
guard walked in. The guard then fell limply to the 
ground, a blade stuck between his shoulder blades, 
revealing behind him the three mercenaries who 
quickly dispatched the remaining bodyguards.

1
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Scenario 9 - SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS

Planets / Space Stations required: VIYAMA (Neu-
tral) (Starting Sector), CROSSROADS (Neutral), 
HELIX IV (Corporation), BAELEN (Council), JATANIA 
(Neutral)
Sectors required: 2B, 3B, 5B, 6B.
Intel tokens NOT required: Space Leeches, Alien 

Infestation, Sabotage, Friendly Outpost, Trading Outpost, Ancient Relic, Bad In-
tel, Derelict Ship, Signatures Detected x1, System Failure x1.
Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave the Objective A Intel token 
aside. Place the Intel tokens face down as usual on all Sectors except the two adja-

cent Black Hole sectors of tiles 3B 
and 6B. Shuffle the Objective A to-
ken with the other remaining Intel 
token and randomly place them on 
the two Black Hole sectors.
Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 Services on 
the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 DEATH-TRAP. Complete the Main Mission within the time limit.
 HARPIES’ END. Complete the Side Mission “Nemesis”.
  TOUGH CALL. Destroy the technology. (Main Mission - Neu-

tral option)

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Objective A Read 1
Objective B Read 2

MISSION BRIEFING

The image on the screen changed, giving way to 
Professor Eshari’s semi-crazed face. “Oh, the pay 
will be very good and I assure you that it will 
reflect your perilous task,” he admitted grimly. 

“We’ve already dispatched our agents to the megas-
tructure, in an attempt to claim the technology. In 
fact, our CEO, Dr. Takeda, was hellbent on going in 
there herself. We didn’t expect to find the Council 
waiting for us there, however… We need you to tip 
the scales in our favor, so that our scientists and 
Dr. Takeda can perform their analysis. We need 
that technology, Captain. You do not want to let us 
down,” Eshari finished with an implied threat.
Objective: Locate the megastructure (Objective 
A) and assist the Corporation’s agents.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 120 Credits, 2 Gear, 3 Free Repairs.
TALE THANI’s Global Ability is in effect.

The star map dissolved to the image of High Chan-
cellor, Skarro Udon. The deep baritone voice of his 
species, coupled with his grotesque appearance 
inspired awe and fear, despite the fact that he 

was merely a bureaucrat. “We shall compensate your 
efforts,” he assured. “The Council already maintains 
a presence at the megastructure - Tale Thani, the 
Council’s brightest tactician leads the unit. However, 
there’s been a complication…” his voice trailed off, 
his anger mounting and palpable. “Shortly after our 
arrival, the Corporation worms entered the picture, 
leading to a stand-off. I want that Corporate scum 
eliminated and the technology secured."
Objective: Locate the megastructure (Objective 
A) and assist the Council’s forces.
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 120 Credits, 2 Gear, 3 Free Repairs.
TENEBRIS’ Global Ability is in effect.

The screen illuminated the dark bridge, displaying 
a star map and then focusing on the center of two 

converging galaxies. The mere sight of two supermas-
sive black holes orbiting each other was enough to in-
spire dreadful awe. “Scylla and Charybdis,” Daisuke 
muttered, wiping the cold sweat from his forehead. 
As the protruding event horizons began to bridge, it 
was clear that the black holes would soon coalesce. 
“What’s the intel on that?” Gabriel asked, pointing to 
a series of megastructures locked in place between 
the two gravity wells. “Captain, our objective lies 
within these megastructures. Our recent analysis of 

these ruins suggests that they could be remnants of the same precursor race. Additionally, it appears as if this race 
had developed technology capable of harnessing the power of black holes,” the computer explained, eliciting wide-
eyed gasps throughout the Bridge. “Black hole farming… incredible!” June shouted, unable to hide her childish 
enthusiasm. “Give me a degradation projection – Ironclad in orbit around that megastructure,” Gabriel requested 
from the ship’s computer. “Analyzing. . . Two main concerns, Captain. Scylla and Charybdis’ gravity wells will cause 
immense stress on the Ironclad’s hull. There is also the time dilation effect between the Ironclad and the interior of 
the megastructure. A day spent inside there will equal approximately one human year for those on board the ship.” 
“It never gets easier, does it?” Gabriel said, running his hand through his stark-white hair. “They’d better make sure 
that the pay’s good.” Olivia exclaimed, bringing nervous grins to the faces of her crewmates.

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)
D6 If you follow the CORPORATION If you follow the COUNCIL
1-2 MK.II VENATOR + PRAETOR MK.II MARAUDER + RENEGADE
3-4 MK.II  NOMAD + MK.II OUTRIDER MK.II MARAUDER + MK.II RENEGADE
5 MK.II VENATOR + MK.II PRAETOR MK.II OCCULUS + PERCEPTOR
6 MK.II VENATOR + MK.II EXARCH MK.II OCCULUS + BEHOLDER
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SIDE MISSION – NEMESIS: “There’s a thorn in our side that we want taken out, Captain Gabriel,“ general 
Khanaii said over the encrypted connection. The Firstborn rarely make mistakes, but when we do, we make 
sure we remedy them, and the Harpies are one of our greatest. Originally a group of elite Firstborn warriors, 
they were exiled for their brutality and homicidal tendencies. Since then, they have become the notorious 

pirates that they are today.” Khanaii went on to explain the mission details as an image of a “Leviathan” class 
dreadnought appeared on screen. “All Harpy warlords will converge on this ship as their meeting convenes. This 
is an opportunity that we cannot waste.”
Objective: Eliminate the Harpy leadership (Objective B). Reward: 30 Credits, 1 Gear, 2 Salvage, 3 Free Repairs.

The ship was called the “Leviathan” for a reason, being massive in all respects. The Sensors Officer reported 
additional signatures, mostly Renegade mechs, as well as an “Outrider”-class corvette escorting the dread-
nought. “I don’t want to know the odds,” the Captain snapped, cutting Thaddeus off before he could pipe up. 
“Concentrate all fire on the Leviathan. Without their leadership, they’ll fall to disarray,” Gabriel commanded. 
“I have a bad feeling about this,” Osyka admitted, adding to the already tense atmosphere on the Bridge.

If NYSA is a member of your Hero Roster, read the following:
I may have an alternative, Captain” interjected the former 
Harpy. Nysa went on to explain that she knew the Leviathan’s 
layout like the back of her hand and, with a small away team, 
she could take the ship from within. Option B. is available.

2

Board the LEVIATHAN: Resolve a Space Leeches Operation 
(Red) and the Ironclad receives 4 DMG.
As the Ironclad took evasive maneuvers to keep damage to a 
minimum, Nysa led the away team inside the Leviathan. De-
spite a few minor skirmishes, they reached the ship’s reactor 

room, where Daisuke planted the explosives. Once their shuttle 
was at a safe distance, Daisuke handed the detonator to Nysa. 
“You should do it,” he suggested. Without a moment’s hesitation, 
Nysa pressed the button. A series of internal explosions decimat-
ed the Leviathan’s armored hull, rendering its exterior unrecog-
nizable. Shortly afterwards, the reactor core gutted the ship, 
sending debris in every direction.
Side mission accomplished. Check Debriefing (pg 50).

Direct Confrontation: Space Combat vs. 
1x MK.II LEVIATHAN, 1x MK.II OUTRIDER 
& 1x MK.II RENEGADE. Combat contin-
ues in close range. The engagement was 
brutal. The Harpies were infamous for 

their ferocity and recklessness in combat. 
Both sides suffered severe casualties, but 
the cumbersome Leviathan’s armored hull 
finally caved in, leaving its vulnerable inte-
rior exposed. Blaze and Osyka, flying dan-
gerously close to the dreadnought, launched 
a deadly barrage of missiles and immediate-
ly broke formation, trying to put as much 
distance between them and the doomed ship 
as possible. One bright flash later, and all 
that was left to do was to dodge the incom-
ing cloud of wreckage and debris.
Side mission accomplished.
Check Debriefing (pg 50).

A

B

A few light years from their destination, the Comm Officer’s monitors lit up with a distress signal. Before she 
could turn to Gabriel for instructions, a holo-message of what seemed to be a cybernetic organism appeared 
in the middle of the Bridge. It spoke in a language that the Comm Officer couldn’t identify. Suddenly, all of 
the instruments on the Bridge went haywire and the crew struggled to maintain control. “FTL drive spooling, 
Captain!” warned the Helmsman, as everyone could feel the ship changing course ever so slightly. “Bring up 
the star-maps, I want to know where she’s taking us!” the Captain ordered with urgency. “That’s strange…

we’re still headed towards the megastructure,” the Navigator claimed. As the Ironclad’s crew desperately tried 
to regain control of their ship, the synthetic organism seemed to cycle through different languages as it delivered 
its message. Finally, it changed to an unrefined dialect of Galactic Common. “I am keeper of the Legacy, the 
obliteration of my Creator. It must be destroyed, but protocols forbid self-harm. I urge… destroy technology and 
prevent catastrophe.” “Wow! A sentient A.I.! This assignment just keeps getting better!” June squealed. “The 
A.I. does seem to have a point” Daisuke advised.
NEW Main Mission Objective: Destroy the technology. Reward: unknown

1

The Ironclad dropped out of Hyperspace a few hundred clicks from the megastructure. Everyone shuddered 
at the sight of the protruding event horizons, the size of the binary black holes almost impossible to grasp. 
The crew was on edge as creaking could be heard througout the ship, with the gravity wells threatening to 
pull the Ironclad apart. Still in control of the ship, the A.I. precisely navigated the battleship towards the 

structure. The otherwise smooth surface of the megastructure started shifting, its enormous doors sliding 
away to reveal an opening that seemed like a hangar capable of accommodating ships much larger than the 
Ironclad. Huge mechanical arms moved slowly until they secured the Ironclad in place. The A.I., while main-
taining its presence in the Ironclad’s bridge, provided the crew with schematics, routines, and other vital 
information that would prove necessary for the daunting task at hand. With the A.I. in control of the ship’s 
systems and the docking clamps firmly in place, the Ironclad was essentially trapped in the megastructure. 
“The hangar doors and docking arms have to be operated manually in order to release our ship. The substa-
tions are here and here,” Daisuke pointed out on the schematic. “You have to hurry, Captain. My sensors in-
dicate that both sides are close to claiming the Legacy,” the A.I. warned. The imminent coalescence of Scylla 
and Charybdis provided ample motivation. Resolve a Space Dementia Event.
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Despite suffering heavy losses, both away teams moved with a purpose, making their way to their respec-
tive objectives. Wrathe took cover, taking down hostiles with deadly efficiency, while frantically operating 
the docking arms. More than a thousand yards away, Daisuke was planting charges in order to release the 
hangar doors. Having prepared for the enemy’s onslaught, he locked the blast doors behind him. Both 

teams were under severe pressure and the danger of being overrun was imminent.Under Gabriel’s orders, a 
third away team was hastily assembled, but everyone knew that they wouldn’t manage to help both teams in 
time. “No need for assistance, Captain, I’ve got it covered!” Wrathe shouted valiantly over a volley of energy 
blasts. “Gabriel, don’t you dare send that team in here” Daisuke threatened, as he finished setting up the 
explosives. For Captain Gabriel, this was one of the toughest decisions he had ever had to make.

“Get us out of here, full speed!” Gabriel ordered as everyone braced themselves. As the battleship moved 
away from the ancient facility, everyone was horrified at the sight of it slowly being torn apart by the 
coalescing black holes. “That was cutting it too close,” Thaddeus exhaled, looking at Gabriel, who was lost 
in his thoughts. Clearly, he was questioning if he could have saved both of them.

Save Wrathe. It was with a heavy heart that Gabriel 
ordered the third team to make its way to aid the 
stranded marine. In the distance, Daisuke stared from 
the glass canopy of the control room as the last of 
his friends finally boarded the Ironclad. The metallic 
blast door was red-hot from the plasma torches. As 
the blast door fell to the ground, the hostiles encoun-
tered a smiling Daisuke pressing the small red button 
on his detonator. Everyone on the Ironclad’s bridge 
could see the exposion that tore through the canopy 
of the control room and unlocked the colossal hangar 
doors. Remove DAISUKE from the Hero Roster.

Save Daisuke. Gabriel gave the order and the team 
moved to save the cornered engineer. At the same 
time, he was in communication with Wrathe, as the 
marine was finally overrun. Even though the docking 
arms released their battleship, Wrathe cautioned 
that they could easily lock down the Ironclad again. 
“You know what you have to do,” Wrathe growled 
as he was gunned down. “It was an honor,” Gabriel 
admitted, while assuming control of one of the Iron-
clad’s cannon batteries. The mighty cannons opened 
fire, obliterating everyone at Wrathe’s final posi-
tion. Remove WRATHE from the Hero Roster.

…transmit the data to the 
Ironclad. Gabriel had al-
ready made contact with 
the Corporation’s agents at 

the site and the plan was for 
the Ironclad to remove the 
technology from the facility. 
Dr. Takeda’s elite security de-
tail would assist in holding off 
the Council forces long enough 
for the away teams to evac-
uate. Tale Thani was deter-
mined not to allow them to 
escape, however.
Resolve an Alien Infestation 
Operation vs, MUN'DA. Ignore 
Marine/Specialist bonus.

Data received, Captain. Your 
efficiency has been noted.” 
The Corporation’s Dr. Take-
da stated. The payment was 

received in full, but everyone 
was reflecting on their choices. 
The cost that they’d paid was 
extremely high.
Mission accomplished for the 
Corporation.
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

…transmit the data to the Iron-
clad. As the comm channel with 
the Council was terminated, Ga-
briel briefed his officers about 

Tale Thani and how he was already 
moving his forces in to cut off the 
Corporation’s thugs. This would al-
low the Ironclad to get the technolo-
gy to safety. The docking clamps and 
hangar doors were additional prob-
lems that needed solving, and the 
perilous task fell to the away teams. 
Dr. Takeda ordered her elite detail 
to show no mercy.
Resolve a Space Leeches Operation 
vs. AMATERASU. Ignore Marine/En-
gineer bonus.

“We couldn’t allow that tech-
nology to fall into the Corpo-
ration’s hands. You have the 
Council’s gratitude, Captain,” 

Tale Thani affirmed. Despite their 
reward, the crew’s mood was sol-
emn as everyone reflected on the 
high cost they had paid.
Mission accomplished for the 
Council.
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

…destroy it. With a nod, Ga-
briel ordered comm silence 
from both the Council and the 
Corporation. Without its re-

inforced shell, the core proved 
easy to destroy, taking only a few 
blasts from Daisuke’s handgun to 
shatter it to pieces. With both 
the Council and the Corporation 
after them, Daisuke and Wrathe’s 
teams were overrrun, suffering 
losses. Their last task before re-
turning to their ship was to dis-
engage the docking clamps and 
opening the hangar doors.
Resolve an Infiltrated Operation 
(Red).

“We just painted a target 
on our backs,” Thaddeus 
warned. “It’s not always 
about the credits,” Gabriel 

argued, knowing full well that 
his crew took solace in the fact 
that the technology no longer 
posed a threat to the galaxy.
Mission accomplished (Neu-
tral).
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

Resolve a System Failure Operation (Red). Read the following regardless of Success or Failure. Daisuke’s 
tools tore through the protective shell of the A.I. that housed the technology schematics. His team was first 
to make it to the reinforced chamber, thanks to the blueprints the A.I. had provided. Several corridors away, 
he could hear shots fired as everyone converged to claim the grand prize. As the last plate fell to the floor 
with a crash, Daisuke was already dismantling the clamps holding the core in place. While waiting for his 
orders, he pondered the implications of using a technology with potentially apocalyptic effects. Suddenly, he 
heard the Captain’s orders to take the core and...

29
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Scenario 10 - NEW FRONTIER

Planets / Space Stations required: TEANORUS (Neu-
tral) (Starting Sector), MELIAN PRIME (Council), THE 
HIVE (Cartel)
Sectors required: 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B, 6B.
Intel tokens NOT required: Signatures Detected 
x2, System Failure x2, Probe, Rich Asteroid, Der-
elict Ship.
Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave 
the Objective B Intel token aside. Place the Objective 
A token  face up on the Pulsar sector of tile 6B. Place 
the Intel tokens face down as usual on all Sectors ex-
cept the six adjacent sectors to the Pulsar of 6B.

Shuffle the Objective B token 
with the other remaining Intel to-
kens and randomly place them on 
the remaining six sectors.

Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 Services on 
the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 CONQUEST. Complete the Mission within the time limit. 
 TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT. Complete the Side Mission “Wormhole”. 
 THE MAGNIFICENT TWELVE. Assist the colonists.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Objective A Read 1
Aid the Council Read 1a
Aid the Cartel Read 1b
Aid the Colonists (Neutral) Read 1c
Objective B Read 2

MISSION BRIEFING

“…and that’s why I want you to obliterate the Council 
dogs on planet XRBT-4NT!” Amaryllis’ seething rage for 
the Council was unmistakable, “I expect you to pave 
the way for our next assault in 10 A.U.. I am confident 

that you and your crew can manage, Captain.”
Objective: Defeat Council forces on XRBT-4NT
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 120 Credits
TALE THANI’s Global Ability is in effect.

“I need that Cartel scum eliminated from 
planet XRBT-4NT, Captain,” the head of the 
Council, Skarro Udon, stated plainly. “You 
haven’t let us down before, so I am sure you 

won’t now, either. Time is of the essence.”
Objective: Defeat Cartel forces on XRBT-4NT
Time: 10 turns
Reward: 120 Credits
AMARYLLIS’ Global Ability is in effect.

SIGNATURES DETECTED ENCOUNTER TABLE (ROLL D6)
D6 If you follow the CARTEL If you follow the COUNCIL
1-2 MK.II VENATOR + PRAETOR MK.II BANDIT + TOMAHAWK
3-4 MK.II NOMAD + MK.II OUTRIDER MK.II RENEGADE + LEVIATHAN
5 MK.II VENATOR + MK.II PRAETOR MK.II BANDIT + MK.II TOMAHAWK
6 MK.II VENATOR + MK.II EXARCH MK.II BANDIT + MK.II TRAILBLAZER

“Receiving intel files, Captain,” said the Ironclad’s computer in 
a soft female voice, as a solar map of a frontier star system 

appeared on the main screen. The computer then proceeded with 
a further analysis, “Planet XRBT-4NT is tidally locked to its star. 
Fierce electromagnetic storms cover the planet’s skies rendering 
most approaches as extremely dangerous. The Council maintains 
a presence in orbit, whereas the Cartel has a base on the planet’s 
night side.” “XRBT-4NT is at the edge of the Frontier worlds, so 
why is the Council locking horns with the Cartel?” Gabriel won-
dered. As the map zoomed out and centered on a spot right outside 
the solar system, the computer elaborated, “There is an unstable 
wormhole at the fringe of this system, which borders the Cartel 
frontier and the Council’s core worlds.” Thaddeus waved a hand at 
the screen, “I’d say that’s your answer.”

The crew diligently began preparations for departure. “Captain on deck” the XO announced as the Captain 
entered the bridge with two civilians. “These men have a story to tell us,” said the Captain, allowing the 
civilians to address everyone. “We come from a colony in the habitable zone on XRBT-4NT. Our colony is in 
immediate danger as we’re caught in the crossfire between Council and Cartel forces. With each passing 

day, more and more dropships land, unloading countless troops and heavy weaponry. Neither side can be 
reasoned with, and regardless of the winner, we are not likely to be shown any quarter. We implore you to 
help us defend our colony from their onslaught, as we’ve already lost too many… We don’t have much to offer, 
but we’re in desperate need of your aid!” he finished his plea. Captain Gabriel knew the reward would be 
meager, but these people were in a dire situation. “I’ll need time to discuss this with my command staff,” he 
said. “You’ll have my decision, shortly.
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Refuse the colonists’ request. “Af-
ter much deliberation, we’ll have to 
turn down your offer. We can’t possi-
bly take on both the Cartel and the 
Council head-on. We will aid you in 

any other way we can, but we would 
advise you to evacuate immediately.”
-1 Morale.

Accept the colonists’ request. “We’ve all seen too much civil-
ian blood spilled” Gabriel said solemnly, placing his hands on 
their shoulders. We will help you, but you probably aren’t go-
ing to like our plan.” The civilians puzzled at Gabriel’s cryptic 
words, but they seemed pleased that he had decided to help.

New Objective: Rescue the colonists on XRBT-4NT.
Time: 10 turns.  Reward: 50 Credits, Unknown.
TALE THANI and AMARYLLIS’ Global Abilities are in effect.

Infiltrate the base. Resolve an Infiltrat-
ed Operation vs. AMARYLLIS. Ignore 
Marine/Pilot bonus. Read the follow-
ing regardless of Success or Failure: 
The planetfall proved challenging even 

for the hardened veterans. With the storm 
raging, one of the dropships suffered se-
vere damage and was forced to make an 
emergency landing. Once all personnel 
had made the surface, they began their 
assault. Under the cover of darkness, they 
moved undetected, eliminating several 
guards before the compound’s alarm was 
raised. Cartel soldiers rushed to the de-
fense of their stronghold, but to no avail. 
After suffering losses themselves, the 
ground team was finally victorious, seiz-
ing the stronghold and neutralizing the 
Cartel. News of their victory soon reached 
the Council and it wasn’t long before the 
first dropships carrying Council troopers 
started raining down from the sky. The 
planet was now under Council control and 
Skarro Udon made sure to express his grat-
itude both verbally as well as monetarily.
Mission accomplished for the Council. 
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

Strafing run. Exhaust a Pilot and add their Piloting skill to 
a D6 Roll. As Maverick entered XRBT-4NT’s thin atmosphere, 
his fighter was hammered by savage electromagnetic storms. 
“Come on, girl!” Maverick prayed, as his ship was relentlessly 
battered by the storm, causing numerous warning indicators 

to light up his cockpit. “Maybe I should have listened to the 
old-timer’s advice,” he thought to himself, as he struggled to 
keep the fighter steady. Finally, he emerged from the storm, 
checked his systems, and set course for the Cartel stronghold.

1-5: Maverick’s first run was moderately successful, causing light 
damage to the Cartel’s facilities. Overcoming their initial sur-
prise, the Cartel quickly returned fire scoring several lucky shots. 
“Damn it!” Maverick cursed, realizing that his ship couldn’t take 
much more. “Good luck, ground team,” he said as he veered 
away, pushing his thrusters to maximum to escape XRBT-4NT’s 
atmosphere. Deal 1 DMG to a Fighter, Wound Exhausted Pilot 
and add a +1 modifier to the following Roll. Proceed to A.

6+: The fighter’s cannons roared as Maverick engaged his targets 
with destructive precision. The Cartel was caught completely by 
surprise as he finished his first strafing run. He had caused signifi-
cant damage to the Cartel’s facilities, disabling a few of their weap-
on emplacements. This allowed Maverick bring his fighter around to 
resume his assault. “Ground team, you’re clear,” he said as he kept 
the pressure on the Cartel’s defenses. Deal 1 DMG to a Fighter and 
add a +3 modifier to the following Roll. Proceed to A.

After a long and arduous journey, the Ironclad dropped out of hyperspace near XRBT-4NT. “We should be 
clear, sir. That electromagnetic storm will provide interference to any sensor detection,” the Sensors 
Officer assured. Olivia nodded her acknowledgment and turned to the Captain, “For once, we’re the ones 
with the element of surprise. What’s your pleasure, Captain?”

A

A B

1

B

SIDE MISSION – WORMHOLE: After decryption was complete, the Comm Officer sent the transmission to 
Gabriel. In the message, Prof. Eshari was requesting the Ironclad’s services for a perilous task. Aware of 
their destination, the professor required data collection from the space near the wormhole. “June’s going 
to love this one,” Gabriel mused, knowing full-well the dangers of such an undertaking.

Objective: Locate Wormhole (Objective B). Reward: 30 Credits, 2 Gear.

With a nod from her Captain, June steered the Ironclad towards the wormhole. Even her usually unabated 
enthusiasm was stifled by the rippling plasma waves emanating from the maelstrom. “Everyone take their 
meds?” Thaddeus asked as the crew was jostled around the bridge. Stitch, their doctor, distributed anti-hal-
lucinatory pills to each crew member herself, to suppress a well-known side-effect of being too close to a 
wormhole. Resolve a Space Dementia Event and a Sabotage (Red) Event. Then read the following: At her 
Captain’s orders, June punched the thrusters to full, finally able to change the battleship’s course away from 

that cosmic vortex. Gabriel didn’t have to see the damage report to understand the immense strain the anomaly 
had put on his battleship. With the data transmitted to the Corporation, the payment was wired in full. “Let’s 
hope this will cover the repairs” Blaze joked eliciting nervous laughter from everyone on the bridge.
Side mission accomplished. Check Debriefing (pg 50).

No amount of orbital bombardment is 
getting through that storm, Gabriel,” 
warned Osyka. Oni seemed to agree, 
“I say we drop here, infiltrate their 
base, and blow their ordnance depot. 
It’s the only way to be sure.”

If MAVERICK is a member of your Hero Roster, read the follow-
ing: “My fighter can make it through,” Maverick said with confi-
dence. “A few strafing runs will cripple their fortifications and 
provide you with a good diversion. Plus, they won’t see me com-
ing,” Thaddeus frowned at him, “That’s because no one’s crazy 
enough to fly through that storm, kid!” Option B is available.

2

1a
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Battle-stations! Resolve Space Combat vs. 
TALE THANI, 1x MK.II PRAETOR and 1x MK.II 
VENATOR. Their Cloaking Special Ability does 
not apply. “Launch all fighters! Concentrate 
all fire on the Imperator,” Gabriel’s orders 

echoed throughout the Ironclad’s bridge. Due to 
the electromagnetic activity, the Council’s cloak-
ing technology didn’t function properly, render-
ing them momentarily vulnerable. The Council 
forces didn’t detect the Ironclad until it was too 
late. The Ironclad’s heavy cannons fired barrage 
after barrage while swarms of missiles found 
their targets. “Charge the particle cannon,” 
Gabriel ordered, knowing full well the strain 
it would place on the ship. Once fully charged, 
it fired a destructive beam towards the enemy 
ships, disintegrating the squadrons of Venators 
and vaporizing its main target, the “Imperator”. 
With their escorts all destroyed or disabled, the 
transports had no choice but to jump to hyper-
space to escape. After quickly congratulating 
the Ironclad and its crew, Amaryllis immediate-
ly consolidated the Cartel’s grasp on the planet 
with multiple waves of reinforcements.
Mission accomplished for the Cartel.
Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

Resolve an Infiltrated Operation (Red). 
Read the following: Blaze grunted as he 
struggled to maneuver the clunky tactical 
shuttle. With its sensors disrupted, there 
was no way the freighter would detect 
the shuttle latching onto its hull. Since 
most of its functions were automated, 
the freighter required a skeleton crew 
to operate, making the fireteam’s task 
considerably easier. With preparations 
underway for a hyperspace jump, the 
fireteam moved expediently towards the 
bridge. Oni lunged inside, the bridge’s 
confined space giving him a lethal advan-
tage in close quarters combat, as he took 
out each enemy crew member in quick 
succession. With the freighter under their 
control, they altered its course into a low 
a stable orbit around XRBT-4NT.

Cause mayhem. Exhaust 2 Marines and a Pilot. As a 
small detachment of elite soldiers boarded the shut-
tle, Maverick plotted his course towards the planet’s 
scorched starward side, and their prey, the Praetor. 
As soon as the bright sun crested over XRBT-4NT, his 

sensors were instantly disabled due to the powerful 
electromagnetic fields emanating from the local star. 
“Got eyes on the prize,” Maverick proclaimed, spurring 
the marines onboard to double-check their weapons and 
gear. With the transport securely attached to the Prae-
tor’s soft underbelly, the marines quickly penetrated 
its hull. Making their way to the bridge, they lost the 
element of surprise when they stumbled upon a hand-
ful of Council soldiers. The ensuing gunfight triggered 
the alarm, alerting everyone to the intrusion, but the 
Council stood little chance. “Didn’t think I’d be in a cap-
tain’s chair so soon,” Maverick said humoring himself, 
as he took control of the helm. Maverick veered the 
Praetor sharply to face the “Imperator”. “Set thrusters 
to full - collision course. Everyone back to the shuttle!” 
he shouted. The transport detached from the frigate 
just in time for the mercenaries to enjoy the sight of 
the frigate driving itself like a spear through the Coun-
cil dreadnought’s hull, causing catastrophic damage to 
the colossal ship. Proceed to A. Place 2 DMG Tokens on 
the IMPERATOR and ignore the PRAETOR Frigate on A.

Resolve a Sabotage Event (Red). Read the following: Thaddeus 
barked orders to his crew as they prepared for the freighter’s ar-
rival. Even though he didn’t know these refugees - stunned men 
and women and sobbing children - he was resolved to risk his life 
for them. Once everyone was aboard the shuttle, it fought its way 
through the storm to meet the freighter. To their misfortune, sev-
eral Council warships broke formation in search of the missing 
freighter, only to find it orbiting the far side of the planet. “Bring 
us into their line of fire. Protect the freighter at all costs!” Gabri-
el shouted. Shielding the freighter made the Ironclad an easy tar-
get, her shields shuddering under the enemy’s relentless barrage. 
Thaddeus saw the Ironclad battered repeatedly, sustaining heavy 
damage, but defiantly standing her ground. As soon as his shuttle 
entered the freighter’s hangar, he ordered an immediate jump into 
hyperspace, hoping to save the Ironclad from unnecessary punish-
ment “Get us out of here!” Gabriel snapped from his bridge, bathed 
in red indicator light. The Council warships let one last salvo fly, 
barely missing the Ironclad as they jumped to hyperspace.
Mission accomplished (Neutral). Proceed to Debriefing (pg 50).

A B

“We’re getting major sensor interference from XR-
BT-4NT’s sun, Captain,” the Sensors Officer reported. 
“Never mind your sensors, kid,” Olivia teased, as she 
tossed him a data-stick. “Intel on the Council, courtesy of 
our Cartel friends. They place the Council in orbit around 
XRBT-4NT, currently over its starward side. We know that 

the Council had to recall most of its escorts, leaving a small 
contingent to protect its troop transports. But that Exarch 
is going to be the real challenge. It’s the “Imperator”, Tale 
Thani’s dreadnought,” Olivia explained, making sure not to 
omit any details from her report.

The dark briefing room was cramped and everyone listened as Thaddeus explained the plan. An advance 
team would drop to the colony to defend and facilitate the evacuation effort, while a fireteam would 
infiltrate and commandeer a Council heavy freighter on its way back after resupply. After being dismissed 
by the XO, everyone moved to their posts as the operation commenced. “There are too many variables; a 
number of things could go wrong…” Thaddeus worried. “It’s going to work out, my friend. It just has to,” 

his captain assured him, placing a hand on his shoulder.

If MAVERICK is a member of your Hero 
Roster, read the following: “Get me on 
that frigate and I’ll make sure that they 
feel the pain,” Maverick promised, point-
ing to a Praetor-class frigate nearby. The 
gleam in his eyes suggested he had some-
thing devious planned for the Council. “I’m 
sure Thaddeus will disapprove, but we 
need every advantage we can get,” Gabriel 
said with a sly grin, his XO grumbling, as 
usual. Option B. is available.

1b

1c
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Scenario 11 - LOOSE ENDS

Planets / Space Stations required:
THEIA (Federation) (STARTING SECTOR), THE HIVE (Cartel)
Sectors required: 6B, 2B
Intel tokens REQUIRED: Distress Beacon, Asteroid Field, 
System Failure, Space Dementia, Bad Intel, Alien Infesta-
tion, Space Leeches
Instructions: Shuffle the Intel tokens and randomly place 
them face down on each Sector. Place the Scripted Event 
token on Turn 2.   Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 
Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONE (1 Hero Promotion when achieved):
 BLITZKRIEG. Complete the Main Mission.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Turn 2 Read 1
Arrival at the Hive Read 2

1 It was a scheduled layover, necessary to resupply before pressing on. Encountering an anomalous disrup-
tion as they dropped out of hyperspace, the Ironclad’s crew was left disoriented for a few moments. They 
had barely recovered when Noriko yelled, “Cartel signature detected! Cruiser-class - the Damned - and 
it’s coming straight at us!” Proximity alarms blared relentlessly, warning them of an imminent collision. 
“Wrak’Thorn!” Xavier said, as a sense of dread washed over him. “Brace!” Gabriel shouted and everyone 
held on, steeling themselves for impact. The Damned collided violently into the Ironclad, gashing her hull. 

Several of her crew were sucked out into the void of space before the airlocks could engage. Everyone quickly 
geared up in preparation for the inevitable battle. Resolve a Sabotage Event (Red).

Mr. Smith’s office was brimming with extravagant works of art, easily leading someone to surmise that 
he was more concerned with décor than politics. His pretense was the prosperity of the Federation, but 
everyone on the Ironclad knew that all he cared about was promoting his own agenda and feeding his greed. 
Regardless, the fate of the Federation was at stake. Despite being mercenaries, the Ironclad’s crew had gone 
to great lengths to help the Federation during the escalating conflict. Gabriel’s old rival, Federal Captain 
Xavier, was also present at the briefing. “It’s time to tie up loose ends, Captain Gabriel” Mr. Smith declared 
from his leather arm chair. “For the better part of the last decade, I’ve been utilizing my assets to disrupt 
Cartel operations all over the Frontier. Because of my efforts, Cartel profits are down 12% - a significant 
amount, to be sure. Since we share mutual interests, the Council has become an unlikely ally of mine. Ga-
briel struggled to hide his impatience, “I am sure you’re going somewhere with this.” Mr. Smith nodded and 
got to the point, “We will bolster both our fronts against the Cartel, giving them the impression that we’re 
making an ultimate assault. In the meantime, you will rendezvous a small fleet of Federation warships and 
assault the Cartel’s base of operations, the Hive. Your prime objective is to eliminate their leader, Amaryl-
lis,” he finished, as the room became eerily silent. Merely uttering the name was enough to send chills, her 
lack of mercy being her trademark. “Send us the details,” Gabriel said trying to conceal his apprehension. 
Assaulting the Hive would be madness, even with most of the Cartel’s forces away.
Objective: Reach the Hive and eliminate AMARYLLIS. AMARYLLIS’ Global Ability in effect.

For what seemed an eternity, there was silence, followed by the metallic sounds of the Ironclad’s hull being 
ripped apart. Wrak’Thorn’s inhuman strength allowed him to tear the armored plating separating him from 
his prey. It was not often that the Ironclad’s seasoned fighters looked uneasy, but this time, they certainly 
had good reason. Wading through the oncoming fire, the dreaded warlord swatted away anyone that dared 
face him. Thaddeus, flanked by Noriko and Oni, intercepted the monster’s advance, rallying their soldiers in 
the process. “They say that solar radiation gives him superhuman strength!” an obviously terrified soldier 
whispered. “That’s nonsense! Man up, marines! I’ll show you how it’s done” Thaddeus shouted as he charged 
into the fray. Noriko provided cover-fire, allowing Thaddeus and Oni to flank Wrak’Thorn. Thaddeus fear-
lessly pounced on Wrak’Thorn, using his cybernetic arm to pin him down briefly, but his cyberarm’s alloys 
could only take so much, ultimately buckling under the warlord’s brute strength. Noriko quickly leapt from 
her cover, momentarily surprising Wrak’Thorn and leaving a brief opening for Oni to lunge in with his keen 
sword, gutting the vile beast. The legendary warlord had finally been brought to his knees.
Resolve an Infiltrated Operation vs. WRAK’THORN. Ignore Marine/Captain bonus.

2 The encounter left the Ironclad battered, her crew’s morale shaken. It was also abundantly clear that details 
regarding the Federation’s ruse had leaked to the Cartel, meaning that the element of surprise was lost. Noriko 
oversaw the repairs in the hangar, while Gabriel and Xavier coordinated the Federal fleet’s approach. For a 
brief moment, the crew appreciated the beauty of the reflection nebula in which the Hive was nestled. The 
respite was brief before the soldiers assumed their posts and pilots prepared their fighters. Noriko would lead 
the charge with her old protege, Blaze, as her wingman. The Hive was actually a tangled web of stellar mass, its 

surface riddled with unbreakable, crystalline formations - a guaranteed death trap for amateur pilots. The Feder-
ation fleet followed the Ironclad in and soon, the void of space between the fleet and the Hive was a deadly show 
of energy blasts. Space Combat vs. Enemy Outpost and 1x MK.II BANDIT Squadron. Proceed to 3)
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Scenario 12 - Fields of Glory

Planets/Space Stations required: ZAYATOV 13 (Neutral)
(STARTING SECTOR), GAIA NOVA (Federation), Elysium (Firstborn).
Sectors required: 2B, 3B
Intel tokens REQUIRED: Crossfire, Sickness, Sabotage, Alien Infes-
tation, System Failure, Infiltrated, Space Dementia, Ancient Relic.

Instructions: Shuffle the Intel to-
kens and randomly place them face 
down on each Sector. Place the 
Scripted Event token on Turn 2.
Recruit Heroes.You may use up to 
4 Services on the starting planet.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE

Turn 2 Read 1

Arrival at Gaia Nova Read 2

Arrival at Elysium Read 3

Respond: “Set course – Gaia Nova. Battle stations to be fully manned 
as soon as we drop out of Hyperspace.” Everyone promptly followed 
the Captain’s orders, preparing for the ensuing battle. New Option-
al Objective: Proceed to Gaia Nova and assist Admiral LOTHAR.

Spare “You spineless dog!” Gabriel exploded in anger, point-
ing at Smith’s hologram. “If you want her dead, then you’d 
better come down here and kill her yourself,” “My dear Ga-
briel, I was talking to Captain Xavier,” Smith said with a sar-
donic smile. “I won’t have the blood of a surrendered enemy 
on my hands. I’m with Gabriel on this,” Xavier staunchly de-
fied Smith, giving the order to the Federation fleet to stand 
down. Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Disregard: “I’m sure he can fend for him-
self. Helping him wasn’t in our job de-
scription,” Gabriel said matter-of-factly. 
Proceed with main objective.

Execute “You coward! She stands defeated, her 
stronghold and her forces crushed!” Gabriel shouted 
at Mr. Smith’s hologram. “Oh Gabriel, I was talking 
to Captain Xavier…” Smith said with a devilish grin 
on his face. Xavier had already given the order, and 
with a coordinated barrage from the Federal fleet, 
the Vagabond and her captain were obliterated. 
Mission accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

1

Despite its enormous size, the Hive’s hollow core left little room to maneuver. Given the firepower that both sides 
brought to the field, the battle didn’t last long. The Ironclad engaged the Vagabond until the very end. Amaryllis 
cursed and ripped out her captain’s seat, smashing it on the bridge’s metallic floor in a fit of rage. Defeat was not 
an option, yet here she stood, defeated, with her Cruiser disabled. The Vagabond’s escape pods littered the space 
around it, but she remained on board, overseeing the evacuation. Back on the Ironclad’s bridge, Mr. Smith con-
gratulated Gabriel and his crew on a job well done. “Now all that’s left to do is to finish Amaryllis.” he requested.

With the Cartel in disarray, the Federation took advantage to regroup and divert resources towards the Firstborn war 
effort. The Federation’s success against the Cartel had brought about a shift in Council policy. Gabriel and Xavier were 
discussing politics over a drink, when the door hissed open to reveal Admiral Lothar and his personal guard. With a wave 
of his hand, the guards left and Xavier stood at ease again, as the dread-inspiring admiral joined them. Lothar addressed 
Gabriel, who’d never left his seat, in his mechanically-modulated voice, since his vocal chords were severely damaged 
during the last Firstborn war. “We’ve come full circle. Once again, the Firstborn slaughter our people indiscriminately, 
civilian and military alike. Fortunately, we’ve reached an accord with the Council,” he added, explaining the terms of 
the agreement. The Council would indirectly support the Federation’s war effort, impeding the Firstborn’s mobilization 
efforts as well as imposing economic sanctions. “We’ll deal a crushing blow to the Firstborn, with a two-pronged attack. 
It is imperative that we deal their leadership a severe blow. We might not get an opportunity like this again,” Lothar 
said, facing the two captains. “As long as you don’t have us killing innocent people again,” Gabriel warned. “Don’t you 
dare turn on me again, Gabriel!” Lothar yelled, slamming his cybernetic palm on the table. “You cannot intimidate me…
Admiral,” Gabriel said defiantly as he stood. “We’ll deal your crushing blow, but we’ll be damned if we’re going to spill 
civilian blood again,” the Ironclad’s captain vowed. As the Ironclad reached escape velocity to break from the planet’s 
atmosphere, Gabriel recalled the extensive rebuilding efforts to remedy the desolation wrought by the Firstborn orbital 
bombardment of Theia’s cityscape. He couldn’t help but wonder, would peace ever be an option for mankind? 
Objective: Go to planet Elysium and eliminate the Firstborn hierarchy. VORCIA’s Global Ability in effect.

3
IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN

MILESTONE (1 Hero Promotion when achieved):
 CRUSHING BLOW. Complete the Main Mission.
 UNDER SIEGE. Complete the Side Mission.

The Ironclad followed its course, making successive hyperspace jumps, on its way to Elysium, the Firstborn 
capital. “Lothar must have launched his offensive by now,” Xavier thought out loud, when they received an 
emergency distress signal. “Priority A: This is Admiral Lothar of the Federation. Our home planet, Gaia Nova is 
under siege by the Firstborn. Requesting immediate assistance from any and all available Federation forces!”

Noriko and Blaze wove through the deadly passages masterfully, blasting turret emplacements and other Cartel 
defensive positions, clearing the path to the Hive’s hollowed core. “You’ve got one on your six,” Blaze warned. 
Heeding his warning, Noriko used her side thrusters to spin her fighter 180 degrees, blasting the Bandit fighter 
that had been on her tail. “Heads up, I got eyes on the Vagabond,” she said, as she singled out Amaryllis’ Cruiser. 
“You made a grave mistake coming here. Let me show you,” Amaryllis threatened in a short message to the Iron-
clad. “Forward shields to maximum!” Gabriel yelled as the barrage came crashing down on them.

Space Combat vs. AMARYLLIS and 1x MK.II BANDIT Squadron.
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Scenario 12 - Fields of Glory

Scenario 11 -  SPARK OF REBELLION

Planets / Space Stations required: 
THE HIVE (Cartel) (STARTING SEC-
TOR), GAIA NOVA (Federation).
Sectors required: 4B, 5B, 6B
Intel tokens REQUIRED: Objective 
A, Distress Beacon, Space Leeches, 
Infiltrated, Bad Intel, Sabotage, Sickness, Asteroid Field, Trading Outpost
Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave the Objective A Intel 
token aside. Place the Intel tokens face down normally on all Sectors ex-

cept the three Sectors of tile 6B. Shuffle the Objective A Intel to-
ken in the remaining Intel tokens and randomly place them on the 
Sectors of Sector tile 6B. Place the Scripted event token on turn 2.
Recruit Heroes.You may use up to 4 Services on the starting 
planet.

The situation on the ground wasn’t any prettier, with count-
less Firstborn Mechs swarming Gaia Nova’s surface, bringing 
the fight to the streets. According to reports, Firstborn gen-
eral, Khanaii personally led the charge with her mech, the 
Nemesis, decimating the outnumbered Federation ground 
forces. The dropships reached Khanaii’s location, without 
suffering any significant losses and fireteams quickly engaged 
the enormous mech with heavy weaponry.  Resolve an Infil-
trated Operation vs. KHANAII. Ignore Marine/Pilot bonus.

Dropping out of Hyperspace, the Ironclad was 
greeted by enemy fire as the battle raged, both 
in Gaia Nova’s orbit and on its surface. Given the 
Ironclad’s reputation, it was not a surprise that 
a Firstborn, Orion-class, battleship immediately 
disengaged and moved to intercept them. Taking 

evasive maneuvers, the Ironclad hurriedly launched 
its dropships to assist in the ground assault. Space 
Combat vs 1x ORION MK.II, 1 CERBERUS MK.II Mech.

3

2

IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN

MILESTONE (1 Hero Promotion when achieved):
 INSIDE MEN. Complete the Main Mission.
 A COWARD’S END. Complete the Side Mission.

A B

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Turn 2 Read 1
Objective A Read 2
Arrival at Gaia Nova Read 3 or 4*
* If mission 2 accomplished

If you resolved 2) read the following: “Their defenses 
are impenetrable!” Xavier exclaimed. The scales of bat-
tle were clearly tipped in favor of the Firstborn as they 
savagely destroyed one warship after another, thinning 
the Federal fleet. Vorcia quickly turned her attention to 

the Ironclad, becoming aware of the battleship’s role. First-
born Mechs wove through the fleet, using both their guns as 
well as brute force, turning their foes into so much space 
debris. When all hope was lost, the secondary Federation 
fleet under Admiral Lothar dropped out of Hyperspace en 
masse. This turn of events caught the Firstborn by surprise, 
serving as an equalizer for a battle that was all but lost. 
Space Combat vs. VORCIA, 1x CERBERUS MK.II & 1x MYRMI-
DON MK.II. Place 1 DMG token on each enemy ship.
“No mercy! Concentrate fire on that ship!” Lothar screamed, 
obsessed with revenge, but his crew refused to comply with 
his orders. “Admiral Lothar, you are relieved of your com-
mand, by Federation authority,” Xavier said, as the Retri-
bution’s crew took the former admiral into custody. “The 
Firstborn are defeated. It’s time we pursued a peaceful 
solution.” Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

If you didn’t resolve 2) read the following: “The ad-
vantage is ours, Gabriel.” It was difficult for Xavier 
to admit an error in judgement, as they spent hours 
fighting over the decision of leaving Gaia Nova to its 
fate or proceeding as planned. Xavier’s sentimental-

ity over the Federal capital was to be expected, it was 
his home planet after all. However, the Firstborn would 
never expect the Federation to forego the defense of 
its capital, and in that, they made a grave mistake. Vor-
cia, the Firstborn matriarch, wouldn’t go down so easily, 
though. It didn’t take long for the Firstborn forces to 
regroup and halt the Federal advance, bringing the bat-
tle to a standstill. Moreover, Vorcia turned her complete 
attention on the Ironclad, fully aware of the battleship’s 
importance. Space Combat vs. VORCIA & 1x CERBERUS 
MK.II. “There’s no need for further loss of life,” Gabriel 
suggested. Despite her scalding rage and pride, Vorcia 
ordered her forces to stand down - the battle was lost. 
Victory cheers resonated inside every Federation ship. It 
was now time to mend old wounds and push for peace. 
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

The Ironclad dropped out of Hyperspace at the specified rendezvous coordinates, joining the Federation fleet, and 
spurring Xavier to request a situation report. Elysium was a sight to behold, its green continents melding beauti-
fully with its deep blue oceans. Such planets were a rare sight in their heavily industrialized galaxy. “No gawking,” 
Osyka growled, forcibly stopping the crew’s daydreaming. With their arrival, Xavier assumed command of the Fed-
eration fleet from the Ironclad’s bridge, immediately launching their attack. In the Ironclad’s hangar, Noriko and 
Blaze eagerly prepped their fighters for the massive battle ahead. They quickly joined the rest of the Federal fight-

er squadrons, forming the vanguard of the offensive – they would be the first to face the notorious Firstborn Mechs.

Employing guerrilla tactics, the mercenaries aimed to overwhelm Khanaii, but they found more than they bargained for. 
With her superior combat instincts, Khanaii was able to engage multiple targets simultaneously, her mech’s shoulder 
turret mowing troops down. Barking orders over the comm, Thaddeus rallied his troops and switched his tactics. His 
street-level team focused their fire on the mech’s mechanical legs, catching it off-balance just long enough for Noriko to 
launch a deadly barrage. Her attack compromised the Nemesis’ cockpit and Osyka and Thaddeus jumped at their oppor-
tunity. Thaddeus breached the cockpit with his cybernetic arm and Osyka tossed in an explosive grenade. They cleared 
just before the mech’s cockpit erupted in a gout of flame, engulfing Khanaii. With their planet safe, Admiral Lothar 
ordered an emergency regroup and departure for Elysium. Optional Objective accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).
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The infamous bounty hunter interrupted a heated discussion between Gabriel and the Baron. Blatantly ignoring 
the officers, Cara Vor approached the holoterminal and inserted a datastick. A holo-image appeared on the pro-
jector showing the high-profile Federal intelligence officer, Mr. Smith, along with his projected destination - the 
planet Theia. Not one to mince words, she informed the two captains that , in light of the recent uprisings, Smith 
was leaving Gaia Nova, taking all the dirt he had on the Federal administration, proof of corruption and warmon-
gering. “I’ve no interest in politics, but Smith’s information could be a powerful asset,” the Baron suggested as 

Gabriel nodded in agreement. New Optional Objective: Intercept the LOKI and retrieve SMITH’s files (Objective A).

The Ironclad dropped out of hyperspace in a sector where a fierce magnetic storm was raging. If the intel was 
accurate, the Ironclad would be able to intercept the Loki, where the element of surprise would be in their 
favor. Fortunately, they didn’t have to wait long, since the Loki and its escort ships dropped out of hyperspace 
exactly as planned. Engaging full thrusters, the Ironclad broke from its cover below a sheet of asteroids. 
“Concentrate all fire on the battleship escort,” Gabriel barked. Knowing Smith’s thinking, he would likely 
abandon his escort and cut tail, in an effort to save his own skin. The attack on the escort was a ruse however, 

as a shuttle with a boarding party of elite soldiers was already approaching the Loki, undetected. Space com-
bat vs. 1x HERMODR MK.II and 1x VALKYRIE MK.II. Afterwards resolve an Infiltrated Operation vs MR. SMITH.

By the time the Loki’s security detail was alerted of the intrusion, it was too late. Cara made her way towards 
her mark, leaving a trail of Federation corpses behind her. Her combination of martial abilities and deadly 
marksmanship made Cara Vor a living nightmare. Olivia and Osyka marveled at the way she handled the task 
singlehandedly, with the latter jokingly wondering if the two of them were even needed. Their laughter was cut 
short, as the Loki’s marines regrouped and dug in for a final stand. “Damn!” Osyka grunted as she took a flesh 
wound. It stopped her advance for only a moment and then she retaliated with a feral warcry and her combat 
shotgun roaring angrily. Sensing his imminent defeat, Smith, a true worm, scurried to his personal escape pod, 
abandoning his men to their fate. “This is why I’ve survived as long as I have,” he said to himself as he entered 
the pod. Seconds after the blast door had closed shut behind him, a spray of red spattered all over the door’s 
small glass window. It was rare that Cara would use a more… hands-on approach, but in this case, she thought, it 
was well-deserved. With the intel in hand, the three women left the scene aboard their shuttle, wounded, but 
victorious. Side mission complete. When you arrive at Gaia Nova, read 4) instead.

There was no way that the bull-headed Baron would ever admit it, but he appreciated Gabriel’s decision 
to forego the hunt for Smith and head immediately towards Gaia Nova. The recent, daily uprisings that 
plagued Gaia Nova actually gave the Ironclad and the Cartel a fighting chance. During the entire hyper-
space journey, the crew was on edge. Being Federation defectors themselves, most of the Ironclad’s crew 
took no pleasure in fighting against their former comrades, however the opportunity to overthrow a deca-
dent government bent on perpetual war was difficult to ignore. Still, the need for motivation was evident 

and the Baron saw to that, savoring his cruel methods of … encouragement. Decelerating rapidly, the Ironclad 
dropped out of Hyperspace a few clicks from the cyan sphere that was Gaia Nova. The Cartel fleet was al-
ready engaged with the Federation forces. Almost immediately, two Federation, Hermord-class battleships, 
the Retribution and the Thor, peeled from their defense group and moved to intercept the Ironclad. “Battle 
Stations!” Gabriel commanded. Space Combat vs. LOTHAR and XAVIER.

Resolve an Infiltrated Operation vs. LOTHAR. Ignore Marine/Captain bonus. It took some risky maneuvers and 
a costly ruse on the Ironclad’s part to bring both enemy ships into range for a single shot from its superweapon. 
Around the fully charged particle cannon’s barrel, energy arced and danced, eager to be unleashed. “Fire!” Gabriel 
yelled and everyone on the bridge watched in awe as the amassed energy was released in a torrent of annihilation, 
decimating everything in its path and dealing critical damage to the two Federation battleships. Meanwhile, sev-
eral shuttles were launched as well, filled with ground troops. “Orbital bombardment isn’t an option?” the Baron 
mocked, earning Gabriel’s disapproving stare. The mercenaries moved with purpose, dispatching defenders from 
the landing zone to the interior of the Parliament building. Aided by scores of rioters, they rounded up the corrupt 
politicians in the Parliament’s plaza. Victorious, the heroes watched as the oppressed people set the Parliament, a 
symbol of the decadent and amoral Federation, ablaze. Mission accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

The Helmsman complained as he navigated the Ironclad carefully through the tangled labyrinth of stellar mass called 
the Hive. Though it was initially hypothesized to be a nebula’s failed attempt at birthing a planetary body, the Hive 
was littered with enormous crystalline formations. Piloting through the labyrinth would prove to be a difficult task 
for even the most skilled pilot and consequently made the perfect setting for a Cartel ambush. It was no surprise 
why the Cartel had chosen it for the location of their headquarters. Amaryllis had left the Ironclad little alternative, 
demanding their presence as the conflict with the Federation reached its culmination. With most of the Ironclad’s 
crew remaining on board, Gabriel set out to meet with Amaryllis, with the Baron accompanying him. While Gabriel 
didn’t approve of the Baron’s extreme methods, he couldn’t deny his brutally efficient command style. Neither 
captain was surprised by Amaryllis’ unorthodox plan. She explained that, before the war, the Cartel had deployed 
agents within the Federation to promote unrest and plant the idea of secession. Public sentiment slowly escalated 
from grumbling, to open protest to mobilization against the government. “Your target is the Federal government. 
With their leadership removed from the equation, we’ll help the Federation secede from the Council and join our 
cause” Amaryllis explained. Objective: Go to Gaia Nova, locate and remove the Federal government from power.

IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN
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Scenario 12 - A New Beginning

Planets / Space Stations required: THE HIVE (Car-
tel) (STARTING SECTOR), MELIAN PRIME (Council)
Sectors required: 2B, 3B, 5B
Intel tokens REQUIRED: Objective A, Ancient Relic, 
Space Dementia, System Failure, Sabotage, Infil-
trated, Space Leeches, Alien Infestation, Crossfire, 
Sickness, Bad Intel.

Instructions: Place the Objective A intel token face up on the Nebula 
Sector of Sector Tile 3B . Shuffle the rest Intel tokens and randomly 
place them face down on each remaining Sectors.
Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONE (1 Hero Promotion when achieved):
 SWIFT JUSTICE. Complete the Main Mission.

4 With public unrest blooming with the rising number of casualties, the population protested against a gov-
ernment hellbent on war and revenge rather than the well-being of its citizens. Broadcasting Smith’s files 
for every Federation citizen to see was the spark that ignited a revolution. A transmission from Amaryllis 
conveyed their updated orders. “Following emergency protocol, the Federation government is aboard 
Admiral Lothar’s flagship, the Retribution. That’s your target, Captain. With their leadership eliminated, 
we’ll help the Federation secede from the Council and join our cause.” The Retribution was already in low 

orbit above Gaia Nova and the rest of the Federation fleet was in disarray, unprepared for the Cartel ships 
that dropped out of hyperspace, weapons primed. The ensuing battle was the perfect distraction for the 
Ironclad, which could now focus all of its attention on the Retribution. Space Combat vs. LOTHAR.

The Retribution was the stuff of legends. Coupled with Lothar, a captain that had tasted defeat just once in 
his decades-long career, they were a force to be reckoned with. Both ships suffered critical damage, but in the 
end, the Ironclad emerged victorious. With her thrusters and stabilizers damaged, the Retribution entered 
a decaying orbit. Lothar gave the order to abandon ship, remaining behind in an attempt to land his ship on 
Gaia Nova’s surface, to no avail. The intense heat of entering the planet’s orbit tore at the already ruptured 
hull, resulting in several explosions that turned the Retribution into a fiery rain of debris. With their flagship 
destroyed and their government officials removed, the Cartel seized the opportunity to sever the Federation 
from the Council. Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

The news of the Federation’s sedition came like a clap of thunder shattering a clear day. The recent turn of 
events had created an unexpected diversion for the Cartel, one that Amaryllis’ wasn’t going to pass up. “We 
have to expedite our plans now that the Council is reeling from the blow we delivered,” Amaryllis explained 
over a holo transmission with the Cartel warlords and the Ironclad.

The culmination of their plan made Amaryllis’ blood boil, making it nearly impossible to maintain her composure, 
a trait she wasn’t famous for possessing anyway. With their ultimate goal within reach, she wasn’t going to allow 
anyone to get in their way. She conveyed the details of a plan intricately woven over many years. Secret meetings 
with Council chancellors of the opposing party were conducted, culminating to an accord. The agreement grant-
ed independence to the Frontier worlds and complete immunity to the Cartel. In exchange, the Cartel was to 
remove the High Chancellor and his cadre of officials from power. Irrefutable evidence proved that Skarro Udon 
had propagated hostilities throughout Council-controlled space in an effort to wrest further control for himself. 
For all the power he held, Skarro Udon was actually a weak link. Without him pulling the strings, his power base 
would crumble like a house of cards. Forced to retaliate, the Council navy had to spread its forces even more 
thinly to cover a new front, this time against the Federation. Simultaneously, the Cartel warlords pooled their 
resources and intensified their pressure on the Frontier, putting the Council on the defensive. Gabriel knew that, 
eventually, the Council would recover and regroup. It was then that Amaryllis revealed her master stroke as she 
explained the Ironclad’s role in her plan. “The coup de grace will be delivered by the Ironclad, which will jump 
through the wormhole just outside XRBT4-NT’s solar system, straight into the heart of the Council,” she said, 
addressing the Ironclad’s captain. “We have in our possession a set of codes that will allow you to land on Melian 
Prime’s surface. Your soldiers will then move to the Senate, where you will confront Skarro Udon, himself.”

Scenario 4 – Council: Only a year ago, the Council 
barely managed to prevent Tel Mont from secession. 
Even though a coup reinstated Council loyalists, the 
elections on Tel Mont were the first sign that unhap-
piness was brewing among its people.

Scenario 4 – Cartel: Nearly a year ago, the Council 
dealt with its first loss since the Cartel rebellion. 
Shortly after the elections, the pro-Cartel governor 
decreed his planet’s secession from the Council, to 
the thunderous approval of his people.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Objective A Read 1 or 2
Arrival at Melian Prime Read 4
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Under the Baron’s command, several fireteams would disperse into the capital, hitting the designated targets 
to create the illusion of a greater threat at work. Following the security protocol, an elite guard would escort 
the chancellors to a safe location. Unbeknownst to them, the mercenaries already knew where to intercept 
and capture them. A series of explosions disrupted the otherwise peaceful capital, and soon, smoke filled the 
skies as the attacks commenced. Caught completely unaware, Council law enforcement was unable to even 
initially pinpoint the threat. However, they rallied and pinned down most of the attackers. “Make it count!” 
the Baron yelled on the comm over the screaming, explosions, and laser fire. Meanwhile, the chancellors 
were evacuated in armored hover-vehicles and a squadron of Venator fighter escorts. Cara and her team knew 
the convoy’s route and calculated the best location to place her ambush. As the convoy entered the tunnel, 
Osyka detonated charges that collapsed both exits, trapping the vehicles inside. The ensuing exchange of 
laser blasts didn’t last long. Under these circumstances, the hunters would have toyed with their prey, but 
soon law enforcement would be all over the place with their full might, so Cara had no alternative but to 
terminate her targets with extreme prejudice. Skarro Udon’s last breath spelled the end of an era for the 
Council. Free from its shackles, the Frontier Cartel could now begin the arduous rebuilding process.
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Scenario 10 – Council: To our disappointment, our free-
lancer friend here, Captain Gabriel, chose to side with 
the Council in our recent conflict on XRBT-4NT, allowing 
the Council to establish a staging point for an invasion 
to the Frontier and forming a blockade at the wormhole 
in the process. We’ll use our reserves to break through 
the blockade and allow the Ironclad to proceed on its 
mission. No one could hold a grudge like Amaryllis, but 
even she couldn’t hold it against the Ironclad for siding 
with the Council. Objective: Reach the wormhole (Obj 
A) then proceed to 1. 

Scenario 10 – Cartel: Our recent conquest of 
XRBT4-NT has allowed us to establish a base of 
operations on the planet’s surface, while also 
granting us full control over the nearby worm-
hole. Our agents inside Council Command, sug-
gest that the Council will attempt to bring forc-
es through, regardless of the fact that it would 
likely be a suicide mission. Wrak’Thorn’s arma-
da is currently stationed in orbit there.
Objective: Reach the wormhole (Obj A) then 
proceed to 2. 

3

4

1

Gabriel ordered a channel to be opened to hail the defeated Executor, even as Cartel forces closed in to 
round up prisoners of war. The Baron’s “no prisoners” policy was overruled, much to his dismay. The Cartel 
wanted to show moral superiority to the oppressive Council. Gabriel knew Tale Thani’s reputation and 
hoped that the honorable tactician could be reasoned with. Roll a D6. You may exhaust a Hero with DIP 
and add his DIP score to the result. Diplomats receive a +1 bonus.

A sense of dread washed over all of them. Melian Prime was the Council seat, and Skarro Udon had turned 
it into a veritable fortress. The moment the Ironclad dropped out of Hyperspace, several turrets and 
patrolling fleets locked on them, waiting for the mercenary ship to make a wrong move. After a brief ex-
change with the docking station, the Council officer demanded their clearance codes. “Transmitting,” the 
Comm officer replied, and the bridge fell silent, as they nervously waited to see if the codes would clear. 
Tension hung in the air as the crew cast furtive glances at each other. After some excruciating moments, 

a voice chirped over the comm, “You are cleared to dock,” which was followed by a collective exhale across 
the bridge. Resolve an Infiltrated Operation (Red) and a System Failure Operation (Red). If your result at 
3) was 9+, resolve only an Infiltrated Operation instead.

Move the Ironclad miniature to the Nebula Sector on 2B (no Action required).

Their drop out of hyperspace was followed by 
several hits, which were negated by the Iron-
clad’s shields. A vicious battle raged before 
them, with a kill-zone filled with laser blasts 
and missile salvos. With the Ironclad entering 
the fray, the Executor, Tale Thani’s frigate, 

along with Mun’Da’s Inquisitor, broke formation 
and approached to engage them. “This is going to 
get ugly!” Cara barked over the comm as she led 
her Bandit squadron into the fray. Space Combat 
vs. TALE THANI + KRIL KATI.

1-8: Tale Thani’s wounded ego prevented him from 
making a calculated assessment of Gabriel’s informa-
tion. He just couldn’t believe that Skarro Udon could 
be so duplicitous, so he refused to aid the Cartel.

9+: It took Tale Thani several torturous minutes 
to evaluate the situation presented to him, but 
finally he finally accepted the Cartel’s claims, 
which obligated him to aid the Cartel.

Before embarking on her mission, the Ironclad 
briefly joined the Cartel fleet in orbit around XR-
BT-4NT. Suddenly, Council ships began pouring out 
of the wormhole. Despite having sustained some 
damage traveling through the wormhole, they 
still posed a serious threat to the Cartel’s plans. 

Wrak’Thorn gave the order to mobilize, and his ships 
moved to engage the invaders. Soon, the Sensors of-
ficer notified Gabriel that the Executor, Tale Thani’s 
frigate was moving to intercept the Ironclad.
Space Combat vs. TALE THANI.

2
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Normally closed off to outsiders, the planet Elysium could very well fit the description of heaven. Having radically 
changed their focus towards war, the Firstborn clearly neglected their home, opting for practicality instead of 
beauty. This did little to lessen the marvel that was their home planet, as the Ironclad’s crew gasped in awe. 
Having earned the trust of the Firstborn, Gabriel and Cybel were attending a meeting with Matriarch Vorcia, at 
her request. “This conflict must come to an end,” Vorcia began, affirming the rumors that had the Firstborn in 
preparations for a final assault on the Federation. “As we speak, the Federation escalates its war efforts against 
the Cartel. We’ll use this opening to our advantage, flooding their home planet with Firstborn forces, while keep-
ing human casualties to a minimum. With their capital held hostage, they will be forced to negotiate. Both of our 
species are on the brink of the abyss. While peace might not have always been our way, if we have learned one 
thing from you, Captain Gabriel, it’s that it is important to adapt to changing circumstances,” Vorcia explained. As 
surprising as it sounded, Gabriel knew that the proud woman meant every word, a living example of the unbending 
Firstborn code of honor. “We have to be wary of those whose life’s purpose is perpetual conflict, as there are many 
among us that will never let go of revenge,” Cybel warned, hinting at the Federation and Firstborn high command, 
and everyone nodded in agreement. “You are to join the armada as they enforce martial law and act as a liaison 
between our species,“ Vorcia stated. After the necessary preparations, the Ironclad’s Navigator plotted a course 
for Gaia Nova, following the Firstborn armada. Gabriel and Cybel exchanged looks that shared a mutual anxiety 
and apprehension. Objective: Go to planet Gaia Nova, defeat the Federation forces, and enforce martial law.

FIRSTBORN Scenario 11 

Scenario 11 - Domination

Planets / Space Stations required: ELYSIUM (Firstborn) 
(STARTING SECTOR), CROSSROADS (Neutral), GAIA NOVA 
(Federation).   Sectors required: 2B, 3B, 5B

Intel tokens REQUIRED: Objective A, Crossfire, Space Leeches, Alien Infestation, 
System Failure, Sickness, Sabotage, Bad Intel, Asteroid Field, Space Dementia, 
Trading Outpost
Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave the Objective A Intel token 

aside. Place the Intel tokens face down normally on all Sectors except the three Sectors of tile 5B. Shuffle the 
Objective A Intel token in the remaining Intel tokens and randomly place them on the Sectors of Sector tile 5B. 
Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each achieved):
 FIRSTBORN FURY. Complete the Main Mission.
 IT’S A TRAP. Complete the Side Mission.

1

2

The Firstborn fleet caught the Federation forces off guard, dropping out of hyperspace a short distance 
from the human capital. The human vanguard fell quickly under the Firstborn onslaught, but the defend-
ers regrouped and rallied behind Admiral Lothar’s flagship, the Retribution. With a nod from Gabriel, the 
Comms Officer put the incoming transmission on the main screen. Lothar’s artificially modulated voice, 
combined with his searing rage created an overbearing presence. Next to Gabriel, Cybel stood undaunted 
as Lothar spewed his bile at the Ironclad’s captain for choosing to side with “these beasts”. Unfazed, Gabri-

el merely dismissed Lothar’s threats and then turned to Cybel. “You may give the order,” he simply offered. 
“Fire!” Cybel shouted, grateful for the honor. Space Combat vs. LOTHAR & SKADI MK.II.

Tar’Cee barged into Gabriel’s quarters, surprised to find Cybel already there, suspiciously close to the human 
captain. Feigning a cough was enough for her to draw their attention and it amused her to see both of them 
trying to hide their flushed looks. “Thought you might want to see this,” Tar’cee suggested, leaving a data-
stick full of intel. As Gabriel and Cybel pored over the data, they were stunned to discover about a conspiracy 
between high-ranking Federation and Firstborn officials to perpetuate the war in order to promote their own 
agendas. A careful analysis of the data revealed a great deal about the mastermind of this conspiracy, none 

other than Federation Intelligence agent, Mr. Smith, and it pinpointed his current location as the planet Theia.

Decline “…we are not executioners,” Gabriel remarked 
angrily. “If you want to prove that your ways have 
changed, you need to spare them and let mankind de-
cide their fate,” he suggested. “Fine. Mankind shall 
have this opportunity,” Vorcia said, despite apparent 
disappointment. Proceed to 2)

Accept “…we refuse to engage civilians. Let the 
government evacuate safely and then you can 
target the building,” Gabriel proposed, to which 
Vorcia grudgingly agreed. With the civilians out 
of harm’s way, the Firstborn fleet bombarded the 
Grand Parliament. Proceed to 2)

Lothar stared in disbelief behind his chrome helmet as he saw everything crumble before his eyes. For a second time, 
mankind was going to be crushed by the unrelenting Firstborn war-machine. Disobeying his direct orders, his remain-
ing battleships surrendered, one by one, to avoid complete destruction. Ensuring that his crew had already abandoned 
the ship, he assumed command, turning the Retribution around, and diverting all available energy to the thrusters. 
With his dying breath, he would claim his vengeance, but a massive barrage by several Orion battleships completely 
destroyed his ship and his hopes along with it. “Congratulations, Captain. Now, onto your next target,” Vorcia said as 
the Grand Parliament appeared on the main screen, sending chills in the crew’s spine. “If mankind is to move forward, 
a change of leadership is required,” Gabriel admitted, the truth in his words resonating among his crew. “But…

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Arrival at Gaia Nova Read 1
Objective A Read 3
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3

Despite being outnumbered, Tar’Cee fearlessly led the charge with her Mech, her eyes unflinching despite the reali-
zation of the overwhelming odds. The enemy’s barrage was unavoidable and unrelenting. Through gritted teeth, she 
managed to take out more than a dozen Skadi fighters before sustaining critical damage, which, despite her best efforts 
to regain control, blew her Mech in a wild trajectory away from the battle. Cybel cried out in disbelief at Tar’cee’s 
fate, but it was because of her sacrifice, the scales of battle were tipped in their favor. Terrified at the outcome, Mr. 
Smith turned the Loki, his Valkyrie-class frigate around and engaged his FTL drive. A well-placed shot disabled the Loki’s 
thrusters, affording a boarding party the opportunity to board the immobilized frigate. “Keep your eyes peeled,” Cybel 
growled as she and the rest of her team double-checked their weapons. Resolve an Infiltrated Operation vs MR. SMITH.

The boarding party rushed towards the Loki’s bridge, leaving a trail of corpses behind them. The squads of Feder-
ation soldiers they encountered along the way posed no real challenge, leading Cybel to let her guard down. She 
cursed her complacency as, suddenly, blast doors slammed shut pink fumes began seeping out of the ventilation 
system, rapidly putting the mercenaries to sleep. As they regained consciousness, they found themselves disarmed 
and imprisoned in energy cells, listening to Smith bartering an exchange with Gabriel - his life for his hostages. “I 
should thank you, for taking out the government. Now, the Federation will fall into my hands!” he revealed, laugh-
ing maniacally. When Smith approached the Firstborn, ranting about his plans, she spat defiantly in his face, as she 
struggled to break free of her restraints. “So feisty,” Smith taunted. After nonchalantly wiping his face, he pressed 
the barrel of his weapon to her forehead. Oblivious to his surroundings, he failed to notice the damaged Hekaton-
heires Mech looming above them with deadly intent. “Hold on to something,” Tar’Cee warned her friends over the 
comm, preparing to attack. Smith never saw it coming as the Mech’s fist smashed through the bridge’s canopy with 
ease, allowing the void to violently pull at everyone on the bridge. Having heeded their crewmate’s warning, the 
Ironclad’s soldiers held on for dear life, the energy cells deactivated by the attack. Unfortunately, Thaddeus was 
unable to hold on, his fingers slipping from the edge of a console as he was sucked toward the gaping hole. At the 
last possible moment, Cybel reached out and grabbed him by an ankle, the strain causing her grip to slowly loosen. 
Just as she was about to let go, the emergency canopy locked into place, sealing the bridge, sending everyone to 
the floor with a thud. Gradually, she got back to her feet, looking around in amazement that they were all still 
alive and then let out a shout of joy that the others quickly joined. Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

“What a warm welcome,” Cybel quipped over blaring alarms. The Ironclad was met with a hail of blasts 
as soon as it dropped out of hyperspace. Pushing the battleship’s thrusters to their limit, the Helmsman 
took evasive action, which allowed a few precious moments for the fighter squadron to clear the Ironclad’s 
hangar. Space Combat vs Mr. SMITH, 1 VALKYRIE MK.II and 1 SKADI MK.II.

Ignore. “This isn’t not our problem anymore, let alone 
the fact that it’s probably a trap. Relay the intel to 
Firstborn command and let them deal with this.” Mis-
sion Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Pursue the new lead. “It’s definitely a trap...but 
we’re going anyway,” Gabriel said, determined to put 
an end to Smith’s plans. New Optional Objective: Pro-
ceed to Objective A and end SMITH’s plans.

There was no rest to be had for the Ironclad’s crew. Just days after their last assignment, Khanaii shared some 
dire news. Firstborn spies reported that the Corporation was successful in its construction of a prototype 
weapon capable of apocalyptic destruction. A remnant of a millennia-old failed Firstborn experiment, the 
weapon used technology that was capable of exponentially multiplying a star’s mass, essentially generating 
a black hole. Khanaii’s features darkened as she recounted past events, “This technology’s original purpose 
was to rekindle dying stars, basically extending their life span. One of our colonies orbited a star that was 
degrading into a white dwarf. Our test went horribly wrong as the star’s mass grew out of control, turning into 
a black hole that swallowed its entire solar system before stabilizing.” We lost most of our civilization that 
fateful day. Needless to say, we cannot allow the Corporation to acquire this technology in any way.” Stunned 
by the shocking revelation, the Ironclad’s officers quickly came to the realization that they were in way over 
their heads. “We’re assigning all available forces to hunt for professor Eshari. There’s a number of possible 
sectors where he might attempt to test the weapon. You must stop him, by any means necessary.”
Objective: Locate Professor ESHARI (Objective A) and eliminate him and the prototype.

IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN

Scenario 12 - ANNIHILATION
Planets / Space Stations required:
CROSSROADS (Neutral) (STARTING SECTOR),
BAELEN (Council) , CHARON (Firstborn)
Sectors required: 1B, 5B, 6B
Intel tokens REQUIRED: Objective A, Infiltrated, Space 
Leeches, Alien Infestation, Space Dementia, Sabotage, 
Crossfire, Asteroid Field, Bad Intel, Ancient Relic
Instructions: Shuffle the Intel tokens and random-
ly place them face down on each Sector. Place the 
Scripted Event token on Turn 2.

Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 
Services on the starting 
planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 CRASH AND BURN. Complete the Main Mission.
 SALVATION. Complete the Side Mission.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Objective A Read 2
Turn 2 Read 1
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1 “Incoming!” The Sensor Officer’s warning came a moment too late, as three proton missiles found their mark, 
causing a series of internal explosions, rupturing the Ironclad’s hull. With its shields down, the Ironclad was 
defenseless against the incoming onslaught of swarms of the Corporation’s “Occulus” drones. Despite lacking 
firepower, they possessed swarming numbers, as they made coordinated attacks on the Ironclad, striking at its 
most vulnerable points. “Multiple systems failure, Captain! Life support is offline with oxygen levels dropping 
fast!” June yelled over the blaring alarms. “Get us down there, fast!” Gabriel ordered pointing at the planet 

they orbited. “I’ll buy you some time!” Cybel promised as she stormed off of the bridge. Gabriel protested, 
“That’s suicide!” The two Firstborn women, Cybel and Tar’Cee, powered up their Mechs and left the relative 
safety of the Ironclad’s hangar. They wove through the throng of drones, displaying the impressive fighting skills 
worthy of Firstborn champions. While they were successful in drawing some of the fire away from the Ironclad, 
they were eventually overwhelmed and their signatures winked out from the Ironclad’s sensors. “They’re...
gone.” the Sensor Officer said, stunned. Gabriel’s eyes widened and his knuckles whitened as his grip on the arms 
of his captain’s chair tightened. Their situation worsened as the planet’s gravity well overpowered their thrust-
ers, pulling them towards the surface with alarming speed. The planet was a scorching, yet peaceful, uninhabit-
ed desert, its skies covered by endless sand clouds. Despite the helmsman’s best efforts, the ship’s thrusters were 
unable to slow their descent. “Brace for impact,” the ship’s computer calmly warned them as they prepared for 
the impending impact. The Ironclad nearly avoided disaster, but they were unable to get their nose fully upright. 
They smashed into the surface, grinding to a halt along the inhospitable surface. Alarms sounded on every deck 
as systems failed or were failing, but at least they were still alive. Deal 4 DMG to the Ironclad.

Composing themselves, Gabriel and Thaddeus began making a defense plan in case they were attacked. Tools 
and June assembled small repair teams and headed out to begin repairing the extensive damage.
Resolve a System Failure Operation (Red). Success: 2 DMG to the Ironclad. Failure: 4 DMG to the Ironclad

Scenario 12 - ANNIHILATION

Before the ramp touched the surface, Gabriel and Thaddeus jumped out, eager to set up defensive positions. 
Gabriel’s boots dug into the ground as he landed with a grunt, the planet’s gravity pulling him down as if 
his weight had doubled. “Great,” he groaned, drawing his sidearm. “Make every shot count,” Thaddeus 
ordered over the comm, only to be interrupted by the loud sound of two badly damaged, Myrmidon Mechs 
landing nearby. Cheers of joy sounded over the comm, as their Firstborn comrades had survived, even as the 
first drones appeared through the dust clouds. “Here they come!” Resolve an Alien Infestation Operation vs. 
TENEBRIS. Ignore Marine/Engineer bonus. Success: 2 DMG to the Ironclad, Failure: 4 DMG to the Ironclad.

The swarm focused their attacks on the mechs rather than the foot soldiers. Ignoring their warning indica-
tors, Cybel and Tar’Cee fought fiercely, standing their ground despite being hit repeatedly. Cybel’s Mech was 
the first to fall, after a few blasts connected squarely with her cockpit. Enraged, Tar’Cee fought with re-
newed vigor, pushing her war-machine to its limits as Gabriel ran towards the burning Mech to save his friend. 
The ground troops fought, and died, bravely. Low on ammo and manpower, they knew they couldn’t possibly 
hold out much longer against the drone attack. With hope seeming all but lost, a huge explosion above the 
dust clouds brightened the dull sky. The burning husk of a Beholder drone carrier emerged, hurtling towards 
the surface uncontrollably. With their mothership destroyed, the remaining drones suddenly deactivated and 
crashed to the planet’s surface. “Looks like the cavalry’s here!” Osyka exclaimed, as the Firstborn fleet took 
out the rest of the Beholder carriers. With all of the hostiles eliminated, the Firstborn turned their attention 
to aiding in the Ironclad’s repairs. After days of ceaseless work, the Ironclad’s basic subsystems were brought 
back online, rendering the ship space-worthy once again. Repair up to 4 DMG on the Ironclad.

Olivia couldn’t remember a time that 
she had seen the Ironclad’s bridge is such 
rough shape. After putting out some stray 
fires, she immediately opened communica-
tions in a desperate attempt to get sup-
port from the Firstborn armada. You may 
exhaust 1 Hero and make an OPE roll. 
Specialists gain +1 to the result.

1-5: She was unable to reach the Firstborn in time, Corporation 
drone carriers circling around the downed Ironclad like carrion birds 
preparing to feast on a corpse. -2 Crew, 2 DMG to the Ironclad.

6+: In a great stroke of luck, Olivia was able to break 
through the interference and raise General Khanaii’s 
fleet. She relayed the precarious nature of their posi-
tion and was personally assured by the general that help 
was on the way. -1 Crew, 1 DMG to the Ironclad.

2 “There, right behind that moon!” June shouted, pointing at the “Annihilator”, a Corporation dreadnought 
that slowly emerged on a slow trajectory towards the star. “Get fire teams inside that ship, right now!” 
Gabriel shouted and Olivia punched the Ironclad’s sublight thrusters to maximum, in a daring attempt to 
intercept the enemy ship. Space Combat vs. TENEBRIS + AMATERASU.
The Annihilator opened fire against the closing Ironclad, but it proved easy for the more maneuverable 
battleship to dodge the fire as it launched several harpoons, tethering the ships together. Moments later, 

Thaddeus led his troops into the enormous dreadnought, with June and Tools in the rear, as they attempted 
to disable the weapon “This is too easy,” Thaddeus thought right after the all-clear from his teams. The main 
screen flickered to life, with the image of a semi-crazed professor Eshari, “You are too late. Such a pity that you 
won’t be able to witness me as I bring those Firstborn women to their knees, starting with the planet Charon.” 
His visage, clearly a disguise, dissolved, revealing a Firstborn man, “…and the men shall reclaim their rightful 
place!” Cursing out loud, Gabriel immediately ordered a course towards Charon and a warning message to be 
sent to the Firstborn armada. New Objective: Go to planet Charon to prevent the test then read 3. 
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Thanks to the Ironclad’s timely warning, the Firstborn dispatched its reserve forces, halting the Corpora-
tion’s advance. When the Ironclad arrived, both fleets were already engaged and the space around them 
full of drifting wreckage. “Enemy flagship located, Captain. The Firstborn are unable to disengage and 
pursue,” Osyka pointed out. “We’re taking this madman down!” Gabriel growled and gave orders to inter-
cept. Space Combat vs. Professor ESHARI + FILI PAU.

It was a miracle that his ship still held, given the cacophony of countless warning alarms. Whether due to 
damage or general system failure, the torpedo bay doors refused to open. Unable to launch his weapon, yet 
still determined to have his revenge, Eshari slammed on the sublight thrusters, spurring the battered Wis-
dom towards Charon’s star. “Even if it requires my sacrifice, it will be glorious… yes!” the demented Eshari 
laughed maniacally, his ultimate goal finally within his grasp.

Draw: Well beyond the effective reach of their weapons, 
Eshari laughed throughout the entire time it took for him to 
plunge the Wisdom into Charon’s star. Khanaii appeared on 
the main screen with evident despair on her face, “All allied 
forces are to evacuate the Charon system. We estimate star 
implosion within the hour.” Everyone held their breath, as 
they saw the death of a star unfold in front of their eyes. 
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Victory: Tar’Cee’s Mech viciously pierced through the 
Wisdom’s bridge canopy. With his sensors disabled, Es-
hari never saw the attack coming. Firstborn physiology 
granted him a few moments of drifting in space before 
meeting his inglorious fate in the void. The last thing 
he gazed upon was his dream of revenge fall apart, at 
the hands of a Firstborn woman and her human com-
rades. Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Scenario 11 - Bane of Planets

Planets / Space Stations required: ME-
LIAN PRIME (Council) (STARTING SECTOR), 
HELIX IV (Corporation), VIYAMA (Neutral)
Sectors required: 2B, 3B, 4B

Intel tokens REQUIRED: Infiltrated, Space Leeches, Alien Infes-
tation, System Failure, Sickness, Sabotage, Asteroid Field, Cross-
fire, Space Dementia, Probe, Ancient Relic
Instructions: Shuffle the Intel tokens and randomly place them face 
down on each Sector. Place the Scripted Event token on Turn 2.
Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 BLOW IT AWAY. Complete the Main Mission.
 CLEAN UP. Complete the Side Mission.

The Council’s formation called for a powerful symbol of unity. Melian Prime became that symbol, undergoing 
a radical transformation to a single planet-state. Its surface was completely choked with vast structures that 
towered above it, threatening to obscure the skyline completely. The Senate building, Gabriel’s next destination, 
stood out like a crown jewel. High Chancellor Skarro Udon had summoned Gabriel and his officers to explain their 
next assignment. These days, every council controlled world faced increased militarization, with patrols spread 
throughout its major cities and Venator fighters watching over the skies. The Ironclad’s officers felt out of place in-
side the lavish interior of the Senate building. Skipping the pleasantries, Skarro Udon wasted little time in getting 
straight to the point, “The Corporation has just become a greater concern than the Cartel. Our agents report that 
the Corporation was successful in constructing a spherical megastructure, for the purpose of harnessing a star’s 
energy, converting it into a planet-killer.” Mun’Da stepped in to elaborate with a holographic schematic displaying 
the mammoth megastructure, “Their design is based on schematics and technology of an extinct precursor race.”

Scenario 9 Corporation “Your past choice of employer 
during the Scylla and Charybdis incident has rippling re-
percussions. If it weren’t for Council law protecting free-
lance work, you and your crew would all be rotting in a 
cell… or worse… but here you are now, expected to right a 
wrong.” Skarro Udon paused after interrupting the council 
agent, allowing his words to linger. “Their implementation 
of this technology has been nearly flawless. Nearly. Fortu-
nately, there appear to be a pair of weak points.” Mun’Da 
pointed to two separate locations on the schematic, “Here 
and here.” Just don’t be there when it fires,” Skarro Udon 
added with contempt. Objective: Reach HELIX IV and de-
stroy the sphere near the star.

Scenario 9 Council/Neutral “Despite recent events, 
we were unable to determine how they’ve managed 
to get a hold of the tech after what transpired in 
the Scylla and Charybdis incident. One thing is cer-
tain; they must be stopped at all costs.” Continuing 
his briefing, Mun’Da pinpointed a few possible vul-
nerabilities on the schematic, attributing them to 
the fact that the schematics the Corporation used 
must have been fragmented or incomplete. “Our en-
gineers estimate that exploiting these weaknesses 
could cause the structure to lose integrity, collapse, 
and explode.” Objective: Reach HELIX IV and de-
stroy the sphere near the star.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Turn 2 Read 1
Arrival at HELIX IV Read 2
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1 On its way to rendezvous with the Council fleet, the Ironclad made a necessary stop to refuel and resupply. 
Huge chunks of ice formed a death trap around the nearby planet, spurring Blaze into action. With the 
pretense of patrolling the area, Blaze took his fighter out to the nearby ice ring, which put his piloting 
skills to the test. A discrepancy on his instruments caught his eye and he immediately brought his fighter to 
a halt. His sensors picked up a faint Corporation signature. Deciding to take a closer look, he maneuvered 
τhrough the ice, avoiding detection. There it was… a Beholder-class carrier, with its trademark Occulus 

drone swarm, and what seemed like a small space station. He transmitted the images back to the Ironclad’s 
Comm Officer. June quickly determined that it was a relay station capable of transmitting enormous amounts 
of data. “How should we proceed, Captain?” Thaddeus asked.

Ignore “We should proceed towards to destination 
immediately, before they detect our presence,” 
Gabriel warned, spurring his crew into action. As 
soon as Blaze had docked, the Ironclad jumped to 
Hyperspace, leaving the carrier, and sector, behind. 
Proceed to 2.

Engage “It would be prudent to deal with them before 
they can transmit a distress signal,” Gabriel suggest-
ed, calling all hands to battle stations. This brought 
an immediate reaction from the Carrier as it engaged 
its thrusters and veered sharply to intercept the in-
coming Ironclad.

The drone swarm fell into formation, on direct, intercept course. Thankfully, Blaze remained undetected, allowing 
him to flank the unsuspecting swarm as he emerged from the ice field, taking out several of them before part of 
the swarm peeled off to engage him. These drones displayed a greater combat prowess than those the Ironclad had 
previously encountered. The main turrets rounded towards the Corporation’s direction and unleashed a salvo, which 
passed harmlessly over the Beholder carrier and found its intended target, the relay station, utterly destroying it. 
Meanwhile, the Ironclad’s hangar was bustling with activity, as Osyka formed the boarding team Gabriel had ordered. 
Before the shuttle door closed, Mun’Da stepped through, armed to the teeth, “I’m coming with you”. Moving away 
from the main engagement, the shuttle approached the Beholder carrier’s underbelly. After two, well-placed mis-
siles found their marks, the shuttle entered the breached hull of the massive ship. The team’s assault on the bridge 
met with minor automated resistance. “This ship is unmanned,” Mun’Da murmured as they entered the pitch-black 
bridge. A set of six eyes lit up, piercing the darkness, as a mysterious entity approached them. “I am Tenebris. I am 
infinite.” That was all it said as it raised its six outstretched arms and energy blasts erupted from each of them. 
Resolve an Alien Infestation Operation vs. TENEBRIS. Ignore Marine/Specialist bonus. The lethal exchange of fire 
lit up the room, revealing the aggressor as a nine-foot tall cyborg moving and attacking in a completely unpredicta-
ble manner. With the danger of being overwhelmed imminent, Mun’Da surprised the enemy, leaving himself exposed, 
and drawing Tenebris’ attention. The incoming fire was overwhelming and Mun’Da took multiple shots to the chest. 
Osyka took advantage of his distraction, showering the cyborg with blaster fire until it was brought down, twitching 
and mumbling scrambled threats. Ignoring his serious wounds, Mun’Da staggered over to the downed cyborg and 
finished it off. “What the hell was that thing?” Osyka wondered, as they proceeded to deactivate the drone swarms.

2 Professor Eshari was sitting comfortably in his commander’s chair, giving orders using the display before 
him. “I want an effective demonstration, here,” he said, pointing to an empty sector of their solar system. 
“There’s nothing there, Professor,” his subordinate said. “Not yet. You may fire when ready,” the professor 
instructed with an evil grin. Back at the Ironclad, the familiar nausea of dropping out of hyperspace was 
followed by one of eeriness. The star wasn’t visible as its outer shell voraciously absorbed all radiation, pre-

venting the light from escaping. Yet, in the darkness, a slight flicker emanating from where the star should have 
been, puzzled everyone. After some worried looks were exchanged, that flicker exploded into a blinding flash 
of light. “The weapon is operational! Evasive maneuvers!” The order was given, but to no avail, as the massive 
energy blast originating from the star obliterated at least a dozen Council Praetor-class frigates, leaving no 
debris behind. The surrounding ships, including the Ironclad, suffered damage as well, but nothing critical. “We 
were expected. Spread the fleet. Sublight thrusters to maximum!” the Council Admiral, Tale Thani ordered. 
“How soon until they fire again?” Gabriel asked. “Judging by their current rate of recharge, they would likely be 
able to fire three more times before we reach the star,” June replied and everyone shuddered at the thought. 
However, the shots never came. Instead, long-range scanners displayed countless signatures, seemingly the full 
complement of the Corporation’s navy. Ironclad receives 3 DMG. Space Combat vs. AMATERASU and FILI PAU.

It was obvious to Tale Thani that the Corporation fleet drew the engagement closer to the star, where the sta-
tion’s defense could put additional pressure on Council forces. Without an alternative, Tale Thani ordered his 
forces to advance. Once within weapons range, the Council forces unleashed a barrage of fire at the station, 
but their shots were ineffective, their energy dispersing harmlessly along an impenetrable energy shield. An-
other devastating blast from the station’s primary cannon obliterated several more ships. June yelped as she 
realized that firing the main gun caused an energy fluctuation that briefly deactivated the station’s shields.
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Ironclad receives 3 DMG. Tale Thani wisely de-
cided against concentrating his attention on the 
vulnerabilities, spreading his forces out as much 
as possible, as he waited for the opportune mo-
ment to press the attack. Surely enough, that 
moment came, but not before the Council fleet 
had suffered considerable losses. Tale Thani then 
ordered all ships to open fire, bombarding the 
susceptible areas. Their destruction was followed 
by the megastructure to explode in an eruption of 
bright light. The planet-killer had been defeated 
and, with it, the Corporation as well. Mission Ac-
complished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Resolve an Enemy Outpost Encounter. The Ironclad moved 
dangerously close to the station, taking heavy fire from 
its orbital defenses. Energy crackled as its particle cannon 
charged. Gabriel boldly brought the Ironclad about to face 
down the station’s primary cannon, advising battle stations 
to hold fire until the enemy weapon’s energy buildup had 
peaked. “NOW!” Gabriel screamed, with the Ironclad open-
ing fire just a moment before the station fired. A series of 
explosions riddled the station’s surface, causing the entire 
structure to cave in and collapse upon itself, revealing the 
star beneath. Thanks to Gabriel’s gamble, the Corpora-
tion’s apocalyptic weapon had been defeated.
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

As news reports came in, they painted the grim reality of war. The Firstborn conflict was currently at the fore-
front, but the Cartel had escalated its tactics from small skirmishes to all-out invasion. Gabriel could tell that 
Skarro Udon’s praise of their performance was a mere formality. “My sources indicate that the Cartel has shifted 
the bulk of its forces to the front,” Mun’da stated nonchalantly, initiating the briefing. The intel presented by 
the Council agent illustrated the urgency of the matter; the Council needed to take immediate action. As Skarro 
Udon revealed the Council’s plan, the star map dissolved into an image of the planet Tel Mont.

“Our forces are already on their way to Tel Mont where we will crush the Cartel and end their rebellion, once 
and for all,” Skarro Udon shouted, with many in the room joining in his enthusiasm, while others stood silent, 
lacking conviction. After most Council officials had left the briefing room, Skarro Udon approached Gabriel, 
requesting his crew’s aid in the coming battle.
Objective: Move to TEL MONT and aid the Council forces. AMARYLLIS’ Global Ability is in effect.

Scenario 4 Cartel “It’s been more than a standard year 
since Tel Mont’s secession from the Council. Our attempt 
to reclaim the planet has been foiled, no thanks to a cer-
tain mercenary crew we’re all familiar with,” his voice 
trailed off as he cast a sidelong glance at Gabriel. “The 
Cartel is amassing its armada in orbit around Tel Mont, 
turning the planet into a staging point for an invasion. 
Needless to say, we shall respond in kind.”

Scenario 4 Council “After ensuring Tel Mont’s… 
loyalty, we’ve bolstered our military presence 
there tenfold. The Tel Montians are ungrateful, 
failing to see our pure intentions; their protection 
from the Cartel is our foremost concern. However, 
civil unrest has peaked, as the people protest on a 
daily basis,” Skarro Udon ranted, fuelling Gabriel’s 
skepticism of the Chancellor’s good intentions.

Always in contact with his 
network of agents, Mun’Da 
had just received a worry-
ing communiqué regarding 
the planet XRBT-4NT, which 
he immediately shared 

with Gabriel and his officers.

Scenario 10 Council “Following our victory over the Cartel, we have con-
solidated our position on the planet, turning it into a veritable fortress. 
However, the garrison on the planet has gone silent for more than two 
A.U.s. Given the strategic importance of the nearby wormhole, the Coun-
cil is dispatching a small force to secure the wormhole and secure its 
flank. We have been requested to aid, if available,” Mun’Da reported.
New Optional Objective: Move to XRBT-4NT (Objective A) and investigate.

Scenario 10 Cartel “Following our defeat on the planet, I had agents infiltrate their position to keep an eye 
on their activities. Since they’ve failed to report in twice, I can only assume that their cover has been blown. 
The Council cannot afford to risk an attack to its flank, therefore, an expeditionary force is being sent to the 
area to secure the wormhole. Our aid has been requested,” Mun’Da reported.
New Optional Objective: Move to XRBT-4NT (Objective A) and investigate.

1

Scenario 12 - Besieged

Planets / Space Stations required: MELIAN 
PRIME (Council) (STARTING SECTOR), TEA-
NORUS (Neutral) , TEL MONT (Neutral)
Sectors required: 4B, 5B, 6B
Intel tokens REQUIRED: Objective A, 
Space Leeches, System Failure, Sickness, 

Sabotage, Crossfire, Space Dementia, Bad Intel, Ancient Relic
Instructions: Place the Objective A intel token face up on the Empty Space 

Sector of Sector Tile 4B . Shuffle the rest Intel tokens and randomly place them face down on each remaining Sectors. 
Place the Scripted event token on Turn 2. Recruit Heroes. You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 SUPRESSION. Complete the Main Mission.
 BATTLEGROUND: XRBT-4NT. Complete the Side Mission.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Turn 2 Read 1
Arrival at Tel Mont Read 2
Objective A Read 3
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2

3

4

The reports had severely understated the facts, especially the size of the enemy force. The Cartel armada 
was unconventional in a way, comprised by a wide variety of ships, even including repurposed freighters. 
Additionally, it seemed lacking in organized military structure, unlike the Council’s rigid hierarchy. However, 
underestimating the Cartel would be foolish, given its leadership’s tactical ingenuity and the unorthodox 
tactics utilized by its warlords. One last diplomatic effort was made, but the Council’s hails went unanswered. 
The Sensors Officer’s eyes widened as she shouted with urgency, “I’ve got multiple signatures dropping out of 

Hyperspace on our flank, Captain!” With a wave of his hand, Gabriel gave the order to engage the enemy. Sce-
nario 4 Cartel - Space Combat vs. AMARYLLIS + CARA VOR OR Scenario 4 Council - Space Combat vs. AMARYLLIS

Mun’Da approved the Ironclad’s decision to heed his warning and investigate XRBT-4NT, even more so 
since he was right. A small fleet comprised of Cartel warships lurked in orbit over the planet’s night side, 
Wrak’Thorn’s cruiser, the Damned at the tip of the spear. Upon dropping out of hyperspace, the Ironclad and 
the Council battleships were bombarded with deadly radiation as solar flares erupted from the local star. 
“Get us behind the planet, now!” Gabriel barked over the sounds of numerous warning indicators. “At least 
we’ll fight in the shade,” Thaddeus joked. Scenario 10 Cartel - Space Combat vs. WRAK’THORN + BANDIT 

MK.II  OR  Scenario 10 Council - Space Combat vs. WRAK’THORN

Despite the Cartel’s unexpected victory at Tel Mont, the Council’s naval superiority was undeniable. “I still find 
our defeat unfathomable,” Mun’Da pondered, unaware that his question would soon be answered. Reaching the 
fringes of the Melian system, and only minutes away from the besieged capital, the Ironclad was hailed by Skarro 
Udon’s flagship, the “Executor”. “Captain, I have disturbing news. Our admiral, Tale Thani has colluded with the 
Cartel to overthrow the Council. He’s the one who facilitated our recent defeat at the hands of the Cartel. Your 
new mission is to eliminate the traitor,” Skarro Udon said with urgency. Tale Thani had a reputation of being hon-

orable and duty-bound, which fueled Gabriel’s skepticism. Opening a channel to the “Imperator”, he was resolved 
to get an explanation. “What you heard about me is true, Captain. The Cartel has pledged to lay down arms, in 
exchange for their independence. What you don’t know, however, is that I have evidence of Skarro Udon’s hidden 
agenda. The chancellor’s intricate, clandestine machinations led to a rapid increase in militarization and a growing 
sentiment of totalitarianism among the Council members. He aims to become an emperor, something I cannot allow,” 
Tale Thani explained, ultimately requesting the Ironclad’s assistance. Conferring with his officers, Gabriel decided…

Once the Council had won the battle, all that was left of the Cartel’s forces that hadn’t fled was a cloud of 
orbiting debris. One of the deciding factors had been the destruction of Amaryllis’ ship, the Vagabond, which 
had been torn to pieces by the Ironclad’s cannons. Yet, a growing apprehension gnawed at Gabriel. Soon, 
an urgent distress signal came in from Melian Prime, the Council capital. “This is Chancellor Skarro Udon… 
calling on any and all Council forces… requesting immediate assistance! Our capital is under siege by Cartzh 
zhkkkk…” The message cut off suddenly, leaving little doubt for what was needed...action. “The wormhole…” 
Gabriel’s voice trailed off for a moment. Falling into formation with the rest of the Council forces, the Iron-
clad jumped to hyperspace, speeding towards the besieged capital. Proceed to 4)

The solar flares ensured that the battle took place in the night side of the planet. Under the cover of dark-
ness, navigators and pilots were forced to rely solely on their instruments to maneuver. Nevertheless, energy 
blasts and explosions illuminated the darkness, creating a deadly, yet impressive, show. The Ironclad singled 
out and engaged the Damned. After a fierce battle, Wrak’Thorn’s cruiser was damaged beyond repair, but 
the dreaded warlord wouldn’t surrender. Using what energy was left, Wrak’Thorn turned his ship around for 
one final pass, bellowing like a beast. The Ironclad’s cannon batteries rounded on the Damned, unleashing 
repeated salvos until the target exploded in a fiery blaze. Cheers echoed throughout the Ironclad, but their 
victory was short-lived. An incoming transmission reported that the battle was lost and that the Cartel had 
broken the blockade on its way towards Melian Prime. “Come on people, we have a job to do,” Thaddeus 
barked, and the Ironclad joined the Council forces in jumping to hyperspace. Proceed to 4)

Help TALE THANI – defeat the usurper. Space Combat vs. 
SKARRO UDON + Venator MK II. “The Chancellor, along with 
the Council is rotten to the core anyway. Move in to assist 
the admiral,” Gabriel ordered. It proved hard to locate 
the “Executor”, among the combatants and even harder to 
punch through the Council’s lines of defense. As the Ironclad 
approached, several Trailblazer-class Cartel ships fell into 
formation around the Ironclad, concentrating their fire on 
creating an opening for the Ironclad. Much to the Chancel-
lor’s surprise, the Ironclad broke through and immediately 
engaged his flagship. Despite his ship’s firepower, it was his 
crew’s lack of experience that proved his undoing. Skarro 
Udon’s political talent could not prevent the inevitable out-
come, the doom of a would-be emperor. Soon, the Cartel 
and the Council conspirators had defeated the loyalist forc-
es. True to their promise, the Cartel ordered an immediate 
ceasefire. Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Help SKARRO UDON – defeat the traitor. Space Combat vs. 
TALE THANI + Venator MK II. “We will not facilitate a re-
gime change. Move in to assist the chancellor,” Gabriel or-
dered, calling all hands to battle stations. Amid the chaos, 
the Ironclad finally located the “Imperator”, Tale Thani’s 
dreadnought, among the endless debris and countless war-
ships and moved in to intercept. It was nearly impossible 
to focus on a single target, as both sides were engaged in 
close range, creating a dense battlefield of wildly-maneu-
vering warships. In this mayhem, the two ships clashed, 
unleashing endless barrages of fire upon each other. Both 
ships suffered hull breaches and system failures, but ulti-
mately, Tale Thani’s collaboration with the Cartel ended 
with his destruction. Slowly but steadily, the battle fol-
lowed the fate of the Imperator, as the loyalist Council 
forces emerged victorious over both the Cartel and the 
traitors. Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).
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Scenario 11 - Hounds of Hades

Planets / Space Stations
required: HAKEN (Corporation)
(STARTING SECTOR), JATANIA 
(Neutral) , CHARON (Firstborn)
Sectors required: 1B, 5B, 6B

Intel tokens REQUIRED: Objective A, Infiltrated, Space Leeches, 
System Failure, Sabotage, Crossfire, Space Dementia, Asteroid 
Field, Bad Intel, Derelict Ship
Instructions: Place the Objective A intel token face up on the 
Pulsar Sector of Sector Tile 6B . Shuffle the rest Intel tokens and 
randomly place them face down on each remaining Sectors.
Recruit Heroes.
You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONE (1 Hero Promotion when achieved):
 OUT OF TIME. Complete the Main Mission.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Objective A Read 1
Arrive at Charon (in time) Read 2
Arrive at Charon (out of time) Read 3

1 Accompanied by a small armada of Corporation drone carriers led by the entity, Tenebris, the Ironclad 
followed Prometheus' instructions and headed for what seemed an empty sector of the galaxy. Hades was 
nowhere to be found on the star maps, as if someone went to great lengths to remove all signs of the planet. 
Given the dark story that Prometheus recounted, it made perfect sense that the introvert Firstborn women 
would want this kept secret. That became even more evident, given the elite Firstborn forces orbiting Hades, 
which immediately set course to intercept the incoming Corporation forces. Spearheading the enemy forces 

was the infamous Firstborn general, Khanaii, inside her Nemesis Mech. “You may proceed, Captain,” Tenebris 
stated over the open channel. The plan was for the bulk of the Corporation armada to occupy the Firstborn 
forces while the Ironclad and a few freighters tried to break through and land on Hades’ surface, delivering the 
weapons to the exiles. Not one to be easily fooled, Khanaii immediately realized her enemy’s intentions and 
broke formation to engage the Ironclad. Space Combat vs. KHANAII and TAR’CEE

Being a scorching volcanic planet without an atmosphere, Hakken was devoid of life, yet, it was rich in unique, 
valuable minerals that the Corporation had been mining for decades. What started as a small, automated mining 
outpost, had quickly expanded into the main Corporation headquarters. Professor Eshari’s office was high enough to 
oversee the activities on the planet’s surface. The lack of atmosphere allowed a clear view of the nebula surrounding 
Hakken. Eshari stood in front of a reinforced canopy gazing outside, as several holo-panels displayed reports of the 
Corporation’s galaxy-wide endeavors. “Time and time again, you’ve proven your loyalty to the Corporation,” Eshari 
said as he turned to face Gabriel and his officers when they entered his office, unaware of the revelation they were 
about to witness. Pressing a key on his belt buckle, Eshari’s visage began flickering and quickly faded, revealing a 
slender, venerable Firstborn underneath the intricate holographic disguise. Reintroducing himself as Prometheus, 
a Firstborn high scientist, he went on to reveal the secret history of the Firstborn, how a tragic, failed experiment 
became the perfect excuse for the Firstborn women to overthrow the male rulers and exile all males to planet Hades 
with little but the simplest technological means. “I evaded persecution centuries ago. Driven by lust for revenge 
I… facilitated the Corporation’s creation. To that end, I created an artificial intelligence, called Tenebris. With my 
knowledge and Tenebris’ aid, the Corporation became the colossal entity that is today, dominating countless scien-
tific, research, trade, and military fields. Soon, however, the Corporation’s goal morphed from simple revenge to 
something greater as I soon discovered a great threat looming over our galaxy,” Prometheus ranted in front of his 
stunned audience. Gabriel interrupted him, inquiring about their objective. “It’s time for my exiled brethren to 
return. You are to bring them the means to do so,” Prometheus explained.
Objective: go to planet Hades (Objective A) and bring weapons to the exiled Firstborn.

The Firstborn general and her champions fought ferociously, yet they ultimately failed. The exiles, already 
aware of the plan, eagerly expected Prometheus’ aid. The Corporation’s freighters never landed. Instead, 
hatches opened from each freighter’s underbelly, dropping countless Mechs to the surface. Despite their centu-
ries-long exile, piloting Mechs came naturally to former Firstborn soldiers, who immediately blasted off to join 
the fray. With their intervention, the scales of battle were tipped decisively in the Corporation’s favor. How-
ever, a feeling of trepidation fell across the Ironclad’s bridge, as if something ominous was about to happen. 
Validating their concerns, Amaterasu, the highly-advanced, Corporation cyborg that had earned the Ironclad’s 
trust, approached Gabriel with dire news. It seemed that Prometheus’ intention was to use the assault on Hades 
as a diversion. “Prometheus’ course is set for Charon. He plans to launch a prototype weapon that can rapidly 
turn Charon’s star into a black hole, enveloping several nearby solar systems,” Amaterasu calmly explained 
Prometheus’ bone-chilling plan for revenge. “We were deceived,” Olivia growled. Gabriel slammed his fist down 
on the arm of his command chair. “We must stop him...at all costs!” Gabriel declared with a wave of his hand.
New Objective: You have 1 turn to reach planet Charon and stop Prometheus (Professor ESHARI). For each 
of the following tasks accomplished, you can stall him (you gain free Actions).
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Contact the Firstborn. “We need to warn the Firstborn to intercept him and evacuate the planet,” Osyka stated. 
Even as they made preparations to jump to the Charon system, the Comm Officer opened a channel to Vorcia, 
of the Firstborn high-command. Representing the Ironclad, Olivia stepped forward to relay their dire message. 
Roll 1d6. You may exhaust a Hero with DIP and add their DIP to the end result. Diplomats gain +1 to the Roll.

Request Tenebris’ aid. “What if we can get Tenebris to help us?” June wondered. “It’s worth a try,” Gabriel 
agreed. Hailing the Annihilator, Tenebris’ six-eyed, fear-inducing image appeared on the main screen. Vulpo 
made his case, pleading for any assistance that the A.I. could provide.
Roll 1d6. You may exhaust a Hero with DIP and add their DIP to the end result. Diplomats gain +1 to the Roll.

1-5: Olivia’s words fell on deaf 
ears. Judging by the expression 
on Vorcia’s face, it was clear 
that they didn’t believe her, 
nor would they heed the warn-
ing. You gain no Free Actions.

1-5: Having talked his way out of impos-
sible situations, Vulpo couldn’t believe 
that he had failed to persuade Tenebris. 
“Prometheus’ fate is of no consequence 
to my directive. However, with the First-
born women out of the way, I will be 
able to easily fulfill my purpose,” Ten-
ebris declared, its deep, metallic voice 
ringing coldly in their ears. You gain no 
Free Actions.

6-8: Initially met with utter dis-
belief, Olivia managed to break 
through the wall of distrust as 
Vorcia accepted the warning, 
promising to take immediate ac-
tion. You gain 1 Free Action.

6-8: Vulpo’s arguments barely 
managed to persuade the ar-
tificial entity. “Prometheus is 
useless to me now. Yet, unlike 
my creator, I appreciate your 
potential value to me. There-
fore, I shall aid you,” Tenebris 
promised in a voice devoid of 
the merest sentiment. You gain 
1 Free Action.

9+: Olivia chose her words wisely, pro-
viding proof which, combined with the 
resurfaced Prometheus, clearly sent 
chills down Vorcia’s spine. She expressed 
gratitude on behalf of her people. You 
gain 2 Free Actions, and +1 MOR.

9+: Vulpo’s reasoning was sound, 
as he used the looming threat to 
his advantage. “I cannot deny the 
prowess of the Firstborn war ma-
chine. It would prove invaluable 
in the fight to come. My calcula-
tions require a united Firstborn 
race, hence, you shall have my 
aid,” Tenebris promised. You gain 
2 Free Actions +1 MOR.

2 If you fail to reach Charon within the time limit, read the following: As soon as they dropped out of 
hyperspace, Charon’s dying star brought gasps of terror across the Ironclad’s bridge. Despite their best ef-
forts, they were too late. Unable to realistically help the doomed Firstborn, the Ironclad did the only thing 
it could – abandon the sector. One thing was for sure, a new day has dawned for the Firstborn.
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

3 If you reach Charon within the time limit, read the following: When the Ironclad finally reached the Charon 
system, the crew shared a collective sigh of relief at the fact that Prometheus hadn’t yet accomplished his 
ultimate goal. Gabriel and his crew were in unanimous agreement - to put an end to the madman’s dark plan. 
With its sublight thrusters to maximum, the Ironclad sped towards the battlefield where the Prometheus-led 
Corporation fleet had engaged Charon’s Firstborn defenders. Quickly, the Sensors Officer pinpointed Pro-

metheus’ dreadnought, the Wisdom, attempting to break off the engagement and head towards the star. “Con-
centrate all fire on that dreadnought!” Gabriel yelled and with a wave of his hand, he ordered all fighters to 
launch and engage the target. Space Combat vs. Professor ESHARI and 1x OCCULUS MK II Drone Squadron.
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Victory: Prometheus decided to ignore the faster Iron-
clad and navigate his battered dreadnought closer to 
Charon’s star in order to launch his weapon. Laughing 
maniacally, he pressed the launch button, only then 
realizing that the torpedo bay door was still closed. 
The weapon ignited and did exactly what it was meant 
to do. It exponentially multiplied the Wisdom’s mass, 
so that it imploded into a small speck of enormous 
mass. Victorious, the Firstborn now had a more press-
ing matter to attend to - their exiles’ return.
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

Draw: Prometheus knew there was a small chance to 
escape, but had come too far to stop now. Laughing 
hysterically, he turned his ship towards the star and 
diverted the Wisdom’s remaining energy to its sublight 
thrusters. Moments after the Wisdom plunged into it, 
Charon’s star dimmed briefly before going supernova. 
Gabriel solemnly admitted defeat and gave the order 
to jump out of the sector. A new day would dawn for 
the Firstborn, one that would find them reeling from 
near extinction and now having to face their exiles’ 
return. Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).
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A few jumps away from Melian Prime, Amaterasu approached the captain with an urgent transmission. Critical 
information of their plan had been leaked and was in the possession of notorious Council agent, Mun’Da. “We have 
disabled his quantum transmitter, so the only way for him to deliver the information is to do so in person. He’s 
heading to rendezvous with Council admiral, Tale Thani, who is just a few jumps away,” Amaterasu explained. 
“Plot a course to intercept Admiral Thani,” Gabriel ordered. New objective: Defeat TALE THANI.

Summoned by their captain, the Ironclad’s officers gathered in the briefing room in order to come up with a plan 
for the daunting task at hand. “Thanks to our long-standing affiliation with the Corporation, there’s no way we’ll 
be granted passage to Melian Prime,” Thaddeus stated among whispers. “I may have a solution for that,” Vulpo 
interrupted and went on to explain that he had access to a commandeered Council shuttle with valid clearance 
codes. “The Ironclad will wait in the fringes of the dark nebula, three sectors away from Melian Prime. We’ll 
rendezvous there, once you have the Chancellor,” Gabriel explained as the rest of the details were ironed out.

“Eyes up,” Thaddeus barked, spurring his crew to be on their guard. “He should be here…” Gabriel mumbled 
half-worried, as Tale Thani’s Imperator was nowhere to be seen. Wisely, Gabriel ordered his crew to assume 
battle stations, with only a few moments to spare as, predictably enough, enemy fire came out of nowhere from 
the lurking Imperator. The Ironclad’s navigator made some desperate maneuvers, while the fighter squadron 
was hurriedly launching to engage the cloaked Council ship. Space Combat vs. TALE THANI + 1x VENATOR MK II.

Without its cloaking field, the Council dreadnought proved to be an easy target for the more maneuverable 
Ironclad and its fighters. Tale Thani’s tactical genius served him better in a massive battle, but in a one-on-one 
confrontation and without the support of other warships, the Imperator fell prey to the Ironclad’s cannons. 
“Once Mun’Da arrives, we’ll have a small window to intercept him. The drop from hyperspace will leave him de-
cloaked and unable to jump again for some time,” Blaze explained to the other the fighter pilots over the comm.
Space Combat vs. MUN’DA. Ignore MUN’DA’s cloaking ability.       As the intel suggested, Mun’Da’s frigate, 
the Inquisitor, dropped out of hyperspace, and right into the crossfire. Already battered from previous engage-
ments, the Inquisitor stood no chance against the Ironclad’s firepower and was quickly turned to debris. Having 
ensured their plan remained covert, the Ironclad made preparations to continue its journey.

Scenario 12 - War Machines
Planets / Space Stations required: HELIX IV (Corporation)
(STARTING SECTOR), MELIAN PRIME (Council), Gerrus (Neutral), 
ZAYATOV 13 (Neutral)
Sectors required: 1B, 3B, 5B
Intel tokens REQUIRED: Objective A, Alien Infestation, System Fail-
ure, Space Leeches, Infiltrated, Sickness, Asteroid Field, Crossfire, 
Sabotage, Space Dementia, Ancitent Relic
Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave the Objective A 
Intel token aside. Place the Intel tokens face down normally on all 
Sectors except the four Sectors of tile 1B. Shuffle the Objective A Intel 
token in the remaining Intel tokens and randomly place them on the 
Sectors of Sector tile 1B. Place the Scripted Event token on Turn 2.
Recruit Heroes.You may use up to 4 Services on the starting planet.

MILESTONES (1 Hero Promotion for each Milestone achieved):
 INFILTRATION. Complete the Main Mission.
 SURGICAL STRIKE. Complete the Side Mission.

With Prometheus gone and the Firstborn problem resolved, Tenebris was free to proceed with its plan. Days after 
their last assignment, the Ironclad received an encrypted communiqué requesting their presence at a classified lo-
cation. Dropping out of hyperspace, everyone on the bridge found it peculiar that the local star emanated no light. 
June’s eyes widened as she realized that the Corporation had built a spherical megastructure to encase the star. 
“Harnessing a star’s energy… this was all theoretical,” June whispered, gasping in awe. The massive space station was 
a fortress and it was easy to assume that its purpose would not be a peaceful one. Led through a maze of corridors 
and elevators, the crew finally entered Tenebris’ chamber. Several cables hung from the ceiling, connected to the 
towering cyborg’s back. The six-eyed artificial entity faced them and, sparing them any pleasantries, spoke in its 
artificial, baritone voice. “The galactic conflict has spiraled out of control, threatening to destroy my legacy. Decades 
of manipulation and machinations will come crashing down, all because of one man’s totalitarian ambition,” Tenebris 
explained, even as the image of the high chancellor, Skarro Udon, appeared on the main screen. “The galaxy is too 
distracted by its petty territorial squabbles, oblivious to the imminent threat. We need unity, stability, and enlight-
ened guidance. To that end, I have set a plan in motion,” Tenebris said, and with a wave of its hand, an eerily familiar 
silhouette emerged from the shadows. The mercenaries froze momentarily, seeing Skarro Udon alive and breathing. 
“And this is where you come in to play. I need you to go to Melian Prime and discreetly replace the Chancellor with 
this cyborg facsimile. Then, under my guidance, we shall have peace.” The dreadful Tenebris ended the briefing with 
a warning, “Should you be detected, the Corporation will disavow any ties to your mercenary crew.” Objective: Go 
to Melian Prime and locate and replace Skarro Udon with the cyborg. SKARRO UDON’s Global Ability is in effect.

EVENT SUMMARY TABLE
Turn 2 Read 1
Arrival at Melian Prime Read 2

CORPORATION Scenario 12
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IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN CORPORATION Scenario 12

Resolve the following scripted events. 2 or more Successes result in an overall Success (Read 2a). 2 or 
more Failures, result in an overall Failure (Read 2b).

“You never mentioned that we’d be flying in style,” Olivia mocked, her body aching from the cramped shut-
tle seat. “Comfort wasn’t a necessary mission parameter,” Amaterasu defended Vulpo’s choice of transport. 
“Heads up, we’ve arrived,” Osyka interrupted as the single planet-state, Melian Prime, appeared in front 
of them. “We’re locked-on” Olivia whispered, as she read the warning indicators on the cockpit’s display. As 

expected, the Council port authorities hailed the shuttle, requesting their credentials. Olivia quickly transmit-
ted the clearance codes and, after what seemed endless minutes of anxious waiting, the port authorities came 
back with inquiries regarding the shuttle’s cargo. Vulpo replied with a plausible explanation... Roll a d6. You 
may exhaust a Hero with DIP and add their DIP to the result. Diplomats gain a +1 bonus to the end result.

The mercenaries carefully made their way towards the Council’s Senate building, mingling with the crowd 
in order not to raise suspicions. Being open to the public didn’t necessarily mean that it was undefended, 
posing a series of challenges, one of which was gaining access to the Chancellor’s chambers.
Choose your approach: Either Operate or Engineering

6+: “You’re cleared for landing, dock 25C. Have a 
nice day.” Osyka turned the shuttle and followed the 
specified trajectory. “I think we’re safe,” Vulpo said, 
judging by the authorities’ reaction. (SUCCESS)

ENGINEERING Tools explained how she could momen-
tarily cut off the power supply to the building, which 
would cause a hard reset of all systems, including the 
security doors. Roll a d6. You may exhaust a Hero 
with ENG and add their ENG to the result. Engineers 
gain a +1 bonus to the end result.

1-5: “You’re cleared for landing, dock 36B. Stand by for 
inspection upon landing.” Following the instructions, 
Osyka brought the shuttle down. The promise of inspec-
tion gave rise to the shared feeling of tension. (FAILURE)

OPERATE “I can get us in,” June claimed, tapping in on 
a nearby terminal. Roll a d6. You may exhaust a Hero 
with OPE and add their OPE to the result. Specialists 
gain a +1 bonus to the end result.

1-5: No one had ever heard 
June curse before. Final-
ly, she exhaled in relief as 
she detached her hacking 
console from the termi-
nal. “Took me longer than 
expected, but we have ac-
cess,” (FAILURE)

1-5: Tools was suc-
cessful in cutting the 
power, but soon real-
ized that her tamper-
ing had been detect-
ed. (FAILURE)

6+: “Done,” June said, 
exhaling in relief. With 
the security doors un-
locked, and the coun-
termeasures deacti-
vated, the team’s task 
became considerably 
easier. (SUCCESS)

6+: Confidently, Tools ac-
complished her task, mak-
ing it look like a random 
power outage. The way to 
the Chancellor’s chambers 
was clear. (SUCCESS)

Finally, the prize was within their grasp. The team moved with purpose until they came upon a heavily-guard-
ed checkpoint. Using hand signals, Oni organized the stealthy assault.  Roll a d6. You may exhaust up to 3 
Heroes with STE and add their STE to the result. Agents gain a +1 bonus each to the end result.

17+: SUCCESS. Everyone moved into position, using the 
shadows to cover their advance. The oblivious guards-
men fell one by one in quick succession, taken out in 
a deadly spectacle of blades and silent close-quarters 
combat maneuvers. Each neutralized guardsman was 
dragged out of sight and, after a few moments, the 
checkpoint was clear.

FAILURE (2 OR MORE FAILURES) Upon entering 
the chambers, everyone saw a small vehicle tak-
ing off just outside, with the alarmed chancellor 
in its cockpit, attempting to flee the scene. “This 
clearly complicates things a bit,” Olivia grumbled. 

Thankfully, a contingency plan was in place, though 
it would be a lot messier than the original. “No one 
said that we needed the chancellor alive,” Oni stated 
grimly, motioning Amaterasu to take the shot. Aiming 
a high-powered pulse rifle, the cyborg took one shot 
that obliterated Skarro Udon’s ship, leaving just a few 
flaming pieces of debris falling to the ground. “Time 
to clean up your mess,” the cyborg Skarro Udon or-
dered even as assumed its role as chancellor. Tenebris’ 
plan was finally in full effect.
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

1-16: FAILURE. One wrong step and the guards were 
alerted to their presence. The checkpoint was im-
mediately raining blaster fire, but the guards could 
only do so much against the lethal band of merce-
naries. Olivia cursed at her clumsiness. Save for a 
few grazes, they were unscathed, but it was certain 
that their cover was blown.

SUCCESS (2 OR MORE SUCCESSES) Skarro Udon 
was gazing outside when he heard a blaster cock-
ing behind him. He turned around to find the infa-
mous Ironclad’s crew that had been a thorn in his 
side for so long, and an eerily familiar, cloaked 

figure among them. “What is the meaning of this?” 
the Chancellor inquired angrily. The cloaked figure 
lowered its hood, leaving the chancellor stunned in 
disbelief. “Your time is over, Chancellor,” the cyborg 
replica said, speaking with the exact same manner-
isms as Skarro Udon himself. Before the chancellor 
could utter a single word, he was taken down with 
a well-placed stun shot. The cyborg confidently took 
its place in the chancellor’s armchair, assuming its 
role and completing Tenebris’ plan.
Mission Accomplished. Check Debriefing (p.51).

2a 2b
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IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN DEBRIEF TABLES

SCENARIO 1 - PRECIOUS CARGO
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Cartel mission +3 Cartel -3 Federation 50 Cr and the BANDIT Fighter ship card.
Federation mission +3 Federation -3 Cartel 50 Cr and the SKADI Fighter ship card.
“Distress signal” side mission N/A N/A ULYSSES (HERO) Unlocked, +1 Salvage
“Analysis” – accept the offer +1 Corporation N/A 10 Credits

SCENARIO 2 - ROGUE ASSET
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Corporation mission +3 Corporation -3 Firstborn 80 Cr and Medical Bay Module.
Firstborn mission +3 Firstborn -3 Corporation 80 Cr and MYRMIDON MECH.

Aid KORI VEDIL N/A -3 Corporation
-3 Firstborn 

60 Cr. Before the start of the 3rd Scenario: 2 
Free Recon actions anywhere on the map.

“Lawbringer” side mission +1 Council N/A 20 Credits

SCENARIO 3 - PROVOCATEUR 
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Firstborn mission +3 Firstborn -3 Federation 75 Cr + the CERBERUS Mech card.
Federation mission +3 Federation -3 Firstborn 75 Cr + 1 Gear.
“Traces of a Lost Civilization” Side 
Mission +1 Cartel N/A 20 Credits.

SCENARIO 4 - COUP D ETAT
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Council mission +3 Council -3 Cartel 80 Credits and the VENATOR Fighter.
Cartel mission +3 Cartel -3 Council 80 Credits and the Recreation Room Module.
“Stranded Operatives” 
Side Mission +1 Federation N/A 10 Credits, 1 Gear, 2 Salvage.

“Nirvana” Side Mission N/A N/A 20 Credits, 1 Gear, JACE joins the Roster

SCENARIO 5 - ANCIENT SUPREMACY 
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Council mission +3 Council -3 Corporation 85 Credits + Cloaking Generator Module.
Corporation mission +3 Corporation -3 Council 85 Credits + Repair Bay Module.
“Negotiator” Side Mission +1 Firstborn N/A 10 Credits + either 1 Gear or 2 Salvage.

SCENARIO 6 - ESCALATION
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Federation mission +3 Federation -3 Firstborn 90 Credits + Improved Hull Module.
Firstborn mission +3 Firstborn -3 Federation 90 Credits + Medical Bay Module.
“Freedom Fighters” Side Mission +1 Cartel N/A 25 Credits

SCENARIO 7 - AGGRESSIVE TAKEOVER
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Firstborn mission +3 Firstborn -3 Corporation 100 Credits +1 Gear.
Corporation mission +3 Corporation -3 Firstborn 100 Credits +1 Gear.
“Defectors” Side Mission (Federation) +1 Federation N/A 25 Credits, +1 Gear.
“Defectors” Side Mission (Neutral) N/A -1 Federation 10 Credits, +3 Crew, +1 Gear.

SCENARIO 8 - SNAKE EYES
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Cartel mission +3 Cartel -3 Federation 100 Credits + 1 Gear or 2 Crew
Federation mission +3 Federation -3 Cartel 100 Credits +1 Gear or 2 Repairs
“Crack Down” Side Mission +1 Council N/A 20 Credits

SCENARIO 9 - SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Corporation mission +3 Corporation -3 Council 120 Credits +2 Gear + 3 Repairs
Council mission +3 Council -3 Corporation 120 Credits +2 Gear + 3 Repairs

Neutral mission N/A -3 Corporation, 
-3 Council

60 Credits + Repair ALL Damage from the 
Ironclad’s Hull and Systems

“Nemesis” Side Mission +1 Firstborn N/A 30 Credits + 1 Gear +2 Salvage +3 Repairs

SCENARIO 10 - NEW FRONTIER 
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Rewards
Cartel mission +3 Cartel -3 Council 120 Credits
Council mission +3 Council -3 Cartel 120 Credits
Neutral mission N/A -3 Cartel, -3 Council 90 Credits, 2 Gear
“Wormhole” Side Mission +1 Corporation N/A 30 Credits, 2 Gear



IRONCLAD CAMPAIGN DEBRIEF TABLES

SCENARIO 11 - LOOSE ENDS
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Federation Main Mission +3 Federation -3 Cartel 100 Credits

SCENARIO 12 - FIELDS OF GLORY
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Federation Main  Mission +3 Federation -3 Firstbotn 100 Credits
Federation Side Mission +1 Federation -1 Firstborn 20 Credits + Gear

SCENARIO 11 - SPARK OF REBELLION
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Cartel Main  Mission +3 Cartel -3 Federation 100 Credits
Cartel Side Mission +1 Cartel -1 Federation 20 Credits + Gear

SCENARIO 12 - A NEW BEGINNING
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Cartel Main  Mission +3 Cartel -3 Council 100 Credits

SCENARIO 11 - DOMINATION
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Firstborn Main  Mission +3 Firstborn -3 Federation 100 Credits
Firstborn Side Mission +1 Firstborn -1 Federation 20 Credits + Gear

SCENARIO 12 - ANNIHILATION
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Firstborn Main  Mission +3 Firstborn -3 Corporation 100 Credits
Firstborn Side Mission +1 Firstborn -1 Corporation 20 Credits + Gear

SCENARIO 11 - BANE OF PLANETS
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Council Main  Mission +3 Council -3 Corporation 100 Credits
Council Side Mission +1 Council -1 Corporation 20 Credits + Gear

SCENARIO 12 - BESIEGED
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Council Main  Mission +3 Council -3 Cartel 100 Credits
Council Side Mission +1 Council -1 Cartel 20 Credits + Gear

SCENARIO 11 - HOUNDS OF HADES
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Corporation Main  Mission +3 Corporation -3 Firstbotn 100 Credits

SCENARIO 12 - WAR MACHINES
Action Completed Reputation Gain Reputation Loss Reward
Corporation Main  Mission +3 Corporation -3 Council 100 Credits
Corporation Side Mission +1 Corporation -1 Council 20 Credits + Gear

SINGLE SCENARIO TABLE (STARTING CREDITS)

SCENARIO

DIFFICULTY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

 GREEN

CR
ED

IT
S 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 140 150 150

 YELLOW 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 130 140 140

 RED 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 120 130 130
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•  Update the Campaign log with your performance and any 
reputation gains/losses. 

• Claim your rewards from any successful objectives met. 
• Keep track of the Ironclad’s status. 
•  You may promote Heroes (Heroes that joined the Hero Roster 

during this Scenario cannot be promoted).
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SCENARIO BR WE RE HA CREW MOR HULL  AMMO SALV MILESTONES CREDITS
1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.
12.

REPUTATION
SCENARIO FED FIR CAR COR COU

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

FACTION HEROES AVAILABILITY
FACTION FRIENDLY ALLY

FEDERATION NORIKO XAVIER
FIRSTBORN TAR'CEE CYBEL
COUNCIL MUN'DA KRIL KATI
CARTEL KARA VOR THE BARON

CORPORATION AMATERASU FILI PAU

FACTION STANDINGS
REPUTATION STANDING

7 ALLY
4 FRIENDLY
-4 HOSTILE
-7 ENEMY

MODULES
ADVANCED SENSORS

AMMO RESERVES
CLOAKING GENERATOR

IMPROVED HULL
IMPROVED REACTOR

ION THRUSTERS
MEDICAL BAY

RECREATION ROOM 
REPAIR BAY

TARGETTING ASSIST

GEAR
COMBAT 

DIPLOMACY
ENGINEERING
LEADERSHIP

OPERATE
PILOTING
STEALTH

BLIND JUMP
FAST REPAIRS

MEDPAC
RECON
REST

FIGHTERS / MECHS
BANDIT 

CERBERUS
MARAUDER
MYRMIDON

NOMAD
SKADI 

VENATOR

UPGRADES

PR
O

M
O

TE
D

W
O

U
N

DE
D*

HEROES

NAME
GABRIEL

THADDEUS
OLIVIA
OSYKA

WRATHE
DAISUKE

ONI
VULPO
JUNE
TOOLS
BLAZE
STITCH
ULYSSES

KORI VEDIL
NYSA
JACE
ERICA

JERICHO
MAVERICK

DELPHI
CARA VOR

BARON
TARCEE
CYBEL

NORIKO
XAVIER
MUN DA

KRIL KATI
AMATERASU

FILIPAU
* Start next mission exhausted

CAMPAIGN LOG


